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Thee many shapes of Giant Pulses 

Radioo pulsar research at WSRT 

J.L.L.. Voute 



Amersfoort,, 10 september 2001 J.L.L.. Voute 

Stellingen n 

behorendee bij het proefschrift 

Thee many shapes of Giant Pulses 

11 Waarnemingen aan gigantische pulsen (GPs) van de Crab pulsar lieten tot nu toe zien dat 
dezee zeker tot enkele honderden keren sterker zijn dan de gemiddelde puts. De 
waarnemingg van een GP die vijfhonderdduizend keer sterker is, maakt dat deze verhouding 
mett drie orden van grootte moet worden bijgesteld [4.3.2.3 van dit proefschrift]. 

2.. De verdeling van de intervallen tussen de aankomsten van GPs van de Crab pulsar is 
negatieff  exponentieel [4.3.2.4 van dit proefschrift]. 

3.. Voor een gegeven GP van de Crab pulsar hangt het tijdsinterval sinds de aankomst van de 
vorigee GP, noch het interval tot de volgende GP, af van de grootte van die GP [4.3.2.3 van 
ditt proefschrift]. 

4.. Het gelijktijdig waarnemen van GPs van de Crab pulsar op drie goed uiteenliggende 
hemelfrequentiess op WSRT met PuMa, blijkt een goed middel om de spectrale index van 
hett gemiddeld ontvangen vermogen van die GPs te bepalen [4.3.3. van dit proefschrift], 

5.. Er zijn geen aanwijzingen dat de tijdsduur van een GP van de Crab pulsar langer is dan de 
duurr van een omwenteling (-33.5 ms) van die pulsar [4.3.2.4 van dit proefschrift]. 

6.. De onzinnige bewering "de uitzondering bevestigt de regel" had "de uitzondering stelt de 
regell  op de proef' zullen zijn wanneer in "the exception proves the rule" het woord 
"proves""  goed vertaald was. 

7.. Het is opmerkelijk dat zelfs veel Bèta's menen dat een spiegel links en rechts omdraait. 
8.. Bramen langs een veelbelopen pad worden altijd onrijp gegeten. 
9.. Nu jagen niet meer vanzelfsprekend is, is het voor veel jagers maar moeilijk wennen dat 

zijj  nu zelf onder vuur zijn komen te liggen. 
10.. Een verre vriend is beter dan een slechte buur [uit eigen ervaring]. 
11.. Om de wetenschap(per) een meer menselijk gezicht te geven, worden in toenemende mate 

geestigg bedoelde, maar vaak wat dom aandoende, stellingen bij proefschriften opgenomen. 
Dezee stelling is daar geen voorbeeld van. 

12.. De spanning rond het afronden van een proefschrift is goed te beheersen middels de 
zorgenn van een liefhebbende partner en een strikt dieet van adrenaline en slaapgebrek, 
afgewisseldd met alcohol en muziek van J.S. Bach. 

13.. Aan het gezicht van de meeste joggers kun je zien dat wat ze doen niet goed voor ze is. 
14.. AJ het openbare vervoer zou gratis moeten zijn, maar de farce van de Nederlandse 

Spoorwegenn van de afgelopen maanden wilde men toch voor geen geld missen, 
15.. De uitdrukking "there is always another last bug" is logisch gesproken niet waar, maar in 

dee praktijk van het programmeren opvallend vaak van toepassing. 
16.. Onjuiste pointers in C programma's veroorzaken boodschappen als "Segmentation error" 

enn onvoorspelbaar gedrag, in zeker 99 van de 10 
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Samenvattin gg in het Nederland s 

behorendee bij het proefschrift 

"Th ee many shapes of Giant Pulses" 

vann J.L.L. Voute. 

Ditt proefschrift bestaat, naast een inleiding (hoofdstuk 1), een historisch overzicht 
(hoofdstukk 2) en conclusies (hoofdstuk 6), in essentie uit vier delen. 

Hett eerste deel in hoofdstuk 3 gaat over de twee instrumenten die gebouwd werden 
omm waarnemingen te kunnen doen aan pulsars op de radiosterrenwacht WSRT nabij 
Westerbork.. Het eerste instrument, een grotendeels analoge filterbank (paragraaf 3.2), 
werdd als prototype door de sterrenkunde afdeling van California Institute of 
Technologyy gebouwd en als het eerste deel van het promotieonderzoek op WSRT 
gecompleteerd. . 

All  gauw bleek dat deze filterbank niet het geschikte instrument was voor het 
uitvoerenn van meer geavanceerde pulsarwaarnemingen en zo ontstond bij de auteur 
vann dit proefschrift een eerste idee voor een nieuwe pulsarmachine. Deze, uiteindelijk 
geheell  digitale, machine - PuMa - is in het kader van dit promotieonderzoek tot stand 
gekomenn en werd, mede door de auteur, op de Universiteit Utrecht ontworpen, 
gebouwdd en geprogrammeerd. Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift, PuManual 
(paragraaff  3.3), geeft aan hoe het ontwerp tot stand kwam, hoe PuMa is opgebouwd, 
hett beschrijft in detail de signaalverwerking en hoe het op WSRT door astronomen 
kann worden gebruikt. 

Hett derde deel (hoofdstuk 4) gaat over waarnemingen aan twee pulsars. Van deze 
tweee was bekend dat ze, naast hun gewone pulserende signaal, af en toe pulsen 
uitzendenn die wel honderden keren sterker kunnen zijn, de zogenaamde Giant Pulses 
(GPs).. Van hun opwekkingsmechanisme is nog niets bekend. De GPs duren echter 
maarr kort, in enkele gevallen niet langer dan een honderdduizendste van een seconde. 
Aangezienn PuMa het hemelsignaal per seconde tot twintig miljoen maal kan 
bemonsteren,, kunnen zelfs zulke korte signalen toch nog tot in detail bestudeerd 
worden, , 
Eenn unicum voor WSRT was de, in het kader van dit proefschrift uitgevoerde, 
parallelee waarneming met PuMa van GPs op drie uiteenliggende hemelfrequenties. 

Hett vierde en laatste deel van dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door drie artikelen 
(hoofdstukk 5); bij twee daarvan als mede-auteur met Marco Kouwenhoven, die in die 
tijdd als promovendus aan het sterrenkundig instituut van de Utrechtsche universiteit 
wass verbonden. Deze twee artikelen vullen een zekere leemte aangezien er in de 
literatuurr en in lesboeken weinig aandacht wordt besteed aan het waarnemen van 
radioo pulsars en het verwerken van hun signalen en al helemaal niet met een 
radiotelescoopp zoals die van WSRT. Het derde artikel werd geschreven namens het 
helee PuMa project team en is bedoeld om de pulsarmachine meer bekendheid te 
gevenn in de astronomische wereld. Deze artikelen werden aan de redactie van 
Astronomyy & Astrophysics aangeboden en een ervan is reeds geaccepteerd voor 
publicatie. . 
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Dee waarnemingen werden verricht aan de 'Crab1 pulsar (PSR B0531+21) en de 
'milliseconde'' pulsar (PSR BI937+21). Een pulsar is een zeer compact object; het is 
dee overgebleven kern van een middelzware ster die aan het einde van zijn 'brandstof 
inn een supernova explosie uiteenspat. Van de Crab pulsar werd deze supernova in het 
jaarr 1054 op aarde waargenomen, de andere pulsar is al vele miljoenen jaren oud. 
Zo'nn object is gemeenlijk wat zwaarder dan onze zon en onder het eigen gewicht 
ineengestortt tot een neutronenster met een diameter van enkele tientallen kilometers. 
Dee omwentelingstijden variëren van enkele millisecondes tot secondes. Voor de Crab 
pulsarr is dat 34 ms en voor de milliseconde pulsar 1,6 ms. Daarmee is die laatste de 
snelstt roterende die tot nu toe gevonden is. Door de concentratie tijdens het instorten 
bereiktt het oorspronkelijke magnetische veld van de ster uitzonderlijk hoge waarden 
waardoorr de neutronenster als een vuurtoren vanaf de beide magnetische polen (onder 
meer)) radiostraling uitzendt. Wanneer deze, in een nauwe bundel uitgezonden 
straling,, over de aarde strijkt kan deze worden opgevangen met behulp van 
radiotelescopen. . 

Omdatt de radiostraling onderweg van de pulsar naar de aarde door het niet helemaal 
legee interstellaire medium reist, wordt deze op twee manieren beïnvloed. Door 
interactiee tussen vrije electronen en de radiogolven reizen de signalen op lagere 
frequentiess wat langzamer dan die op de hogere. De pulsvormige signalen komen 
daardoorr versmeerd aan op aarde. Dit effect kan zelfs zo groot zijn dat de pulsen over 
meerderee omwentellingesperioden van de pulsar worden versmeerd en daardoor niet 
meerr waarneembaar zijn. Deze door PuMa geregistreerde signalen worden met 
hiervoorr ontwikkelde software (paragraaf 4.2) naderhand zo bewerkt (zogenaamde 
coherentee dedispersie) dat deze versmering geheel ongedaan wordt gemaakt. 
Ookk wordt de radiostraling in allerlei richtingen afgebogen en kan deze ons langs 
verschillendee wegen bereiken. Aangezien de straling via een langere weg ons wat 
laterr en wat zwakker bereikt krijgen de kortdurende pulsarsignalen (vooral bij lagere 
hemelfrequenties)) een duidelijk versmeerde 'staart'. In het proefschrift wordt een 
methodee aangegeven hoe ook deze versmering (voor een belangrijk) deel ongedaan 
kann worden gemaakt (paragraaf 4.1). 
Voortss werd er gekeken naar de tijdsintervallen tussen de gemeten aankomsttijden 
vann twee GPs van de Crab pulsar en de hoogte van die GPs (paragraaf 4.3.2.3). Het 
blijktt dat er geen relatie tussen deze beide grootheden bestaat. Aangetoond werd dat 
dee verdeling van die intervallen negatief exponentieel is en daarmee kon tevens 
wordenn bepaald dat een GP een fenomeen is dat in ieder geval niet langer duurt dan 
éénn omwentellingsperiode van de Crab pulsar (paragraaf 4.3.2.4). 
Vann de relatief jonge Crab pulsar is de duur van een omwentelling minder goed 
voorspelbaarr doordat de omwentelingsperiode op onverwachte momenten eenigzins 
verspringt.. Aangezien GPs alleen maar worden ontvangen in de tijdsintervallen van 
dee gewone pulsen konden ze gebruikt worden om de duur van de vigerende periode 
nauwkeurigerr te bepalen (paragraaf 4.3.2.2). 
Inn de parallele waarneming in paragraaf 4.3.3 van de Crab pulsar op de drie 
hemelfrequentiess (382, 825 en 1405 MHz) werden duizenden GPs waargenomen, 
waarvann bijna driehonderd op alle drie frequenties tegelijk werden gezien. Hierdoor 
konn onder meer de verdeling van de vermogens van GPs over die frequenties met een 
goedee nauwkeurigheid worden bepaald. 
Ookk werd in deze waarneming een GP op 1405 MHz gevonden waarvan de hoogste 
piekk vijfhonderdduizend keer sterker was dan die van de gemiddeld uitgezonden 
pulsen;; deze puls is op de voorzijde van dit proefschrift weergegeven. 
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ACADEMISCHH PROEFSCHRIFT 

terr verkrijging van de graad van doctor aan de Universiteit van 
Amsterdamm op gezag van de Rector Magnificus Prof. Dr. JJ.M. Franse, 
tenn overstaan van een door het college voor promoties ingestelde 
commissie,, in het openbaar te verdedigen in de Aula der Universiteit 
opp dinsdag 9 oktober 2001, te 12:00 uur 

door r 

Jann Lodewijk Lancelot Voute 

geborenn te Amsterdam. 
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(seee 3.3, PuMa - WSRT's new pulsar machine) 

 PuManual 
(seee 5, Articles) 

PuMa,, a digital Pulsar Machine 
Fluxx density determination of a pulsed signal in a tied-array observation 
Thee effect of digitisation on the signal-to-noise ratio of a pulsed radio 
signal l 

Amersfoort,, 27 August 2001 

Thesee four separate items are an integral part of this thesis. 
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1.. Introductio n 
Inn 1967 Jocelyn Bell, then a graduate student of Anthony Hewish and investigating the 
angularr structure of compact radio sources, discovered remarkably regular pulsating radio 
signals.. It soon became clear that the signals were coming from a source well outside our 
solarr system (Hewish et al, 1968; Bell Burnell, 1997). Just prior to that discovery, the 
theoreticall  work on neutron stars had reached a stage where pulsating radiation had been 
predictedd (Pacini, 1967). Within a year a few more radio pulsars (as they were called) 
weree discovered, which were rotating so rapidly (up to thirty times a second) that highly 
magneticc rotating neutron stars seemed the only object that could emit such radiation 
(Gold,, 1968). 
AA neutronn star is what is left of the core of a heavy star after that star exploded in a 
supernovaa explosion. The mass of that core is greater than our sun, and under its own 
weightt it collapsed to an extremely compact body of neutrons, with a radius of only some 
tenn kilometres. During the collapse the magnetic field of the original star, frozen into this 
smalll  and rapidly rotating object, increases by many orders of magnitude as a result of 
fluxx conservation (Woltjer, 1964). Focused electromagnetic radiation is emitted from the 
magneticc poles like a rotating beam of a lighthouse. If the beam of this radiation sweeps 
overr the earth it can be detected as a periodic increase in the noise signals received by 
radioo telescopes . 
Althoughh the radiation mechanism is still poorly understood (Curtis Michel, 1991), it is 
clearr that the processes that take place near the magnetic poles (Radhakrishnan & Cooke, 
1969)) make neutron stars very interesting high-energy laboratories (fortunately at a safe 
distancee from earth). Now, more than thirty years after the initial discovery, a thousand of 
thesee pulsars have been discovered, showing up in many varieties, and their signals - in 
radio,, light and X-ray - are being studied to gain more insight in the nature of these 
neutronn stars. Being such extreme objects, the research involves grand areas of physics 
likee Quantum Mechanics, General Relativity and High-Energy Physics. Studying neutron 
starss is still very much alive. 
Evenn the first planets discovered outside our solar system were circling around a neutron 
starr (Wolszczan & Frail, 1992). 

Inn the early nineties plans were made to equip the radio astronomy observatory WSRT in 
thee Netherlands with equipment that would facilitate the observation of radio pulsars. 
Initiallyy a filter bank, designed by Caltech4, was used, but near the end of the nineties a 
moree encompassing digital pulsar machine - PuMa - was installed at WSRT. 

Thee objectives of the work done in the context of this thesis were 
 to guide and to help the project of the filter bank to completion, 
 after conceiving PuMa, to develop and to install it at WSRT and 
 to do some astronomical observations which would illustrate its potential as a 

world-classs radio pulsar observing machine; to this end the phenomenon of giant 
pulsess was chosen. 

22 If you received a copy of this thesis on CD-ROM and your computer is equipped with a sound card then 
youu can listen to the sounds of some of these pulsars, please look at the 'readme' file for instructions. 
33 Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. 
44 California Institute of Technology. 
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Too give some background information on the author's involvement, this thesis starts with 
aa historical overview. The next chapter is on instrumentation and deals with the filter 
bankbank and PuMa. At the time of the hand-over of PuMa from IGF5 to ASTRON6 in 1998, 
thee author of this thesis had completed PuManual, a combination of an observer and an 
operatorr manual. PuManual is an integral part of this thesis. 

Thee following chapter deals with observations made with PuMa on so-called giant pulses 
(GPs),, brief outbursts of power with intensities up to a hundred thousand times the power 
off  ordinary pulses. A method for reducing the effects of scattering by the interstellar 
mediumm of GP signals wil l be presented, together with some results of observations of the 
twoo known sources of GPs, i.e. the Crab (PSR B0531+21) and the millisecond pulsar 
(PSRR B1937+21). A WSRT novelty is a multi-frequency observation of the Crab pulsar, 
yieldingg insight into wide band and narrow band GP emissions. The reader should realise, 
however,, that these results are merely an introduction to the sort of research that can be 
donee with this equipment rather than an attempt to exhaust the subject. 

AA brief description of the software developed for the processing of the GP data is also 
included. . 

Finally,, this thesis contains three articles on PuMa and on the effects of digitisation on the 
qualityy of signals, which the author wrote, or contributed to. As these articles and this part 
off  the thesis were written for various audiences, there is an unavoidable overlap in their 
contentss and the contents of this thesis. 

Thee 'astro' part of this thesis may be a bit 'thin' on introductions and conclusions. The 
authorr is of the opinion that this thesis is not meant as a textbook for beginners, nor is it a 
scientificc article in its own right (though there is a fair chance that that wil l come as a 
nextt step:). 

55 PuMa was built by the Instrumentation Department of Utrecht University. 
66 WSRT is owned and operated by the ASTRON foundation. 
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2.. Historica l settin g 
Thee reason for this chapter is that the work done for this thesis deviates from what was 
originallyy intended and this will be explained in a brief historical overview. 

Inn the mid nineties the author left industry through early retirement allowing him to 
concentratee on astronomy, an old field of interest. He was accepted at the Astronomical 
Institutee of the University of Amsterdam as a graduate student when Prof. Dr. Jan van 
ParadijsParadijs became his supervisor. As he had some working knowledge of computing and 
electronics,, it was suggested that he should do research on radio pulsars because Caltech 
wass almost ready building a pulsar backend - a filter bank, based on digitally controlled 
analoguee electronics - for the radio telescope observatory near Westerbork in the 
Netherlands.. It was the intention that through this backend he could research the faint 
signalss received from radio pulsars and look in particular into extraordinary phenomena, 
suchh as giant pulses and drifting sub-pulses. 

Whenn the filter bank arrived at the observatory, it saw "first light" after three months, but 
itt took a further year to upgrade it from a prototype to a fully functional and integrated 
pulsarr machine. During this period the author received quite some assistance from 
specialistt staff at the observatory. 

Togetherr with another graduate student, Drs. Marco Kouwenhoven, and scientists from 
ASTRON,, many pulsar observations were made with the filter bank, even of a few giant 
pulsess of the Crab pulsar. Unfortunately for his research, during that time it became clear 
thatt a filter bank was not the most suitable device for doing observations requiring a high 
temporall  resolution and accuracy. An added difficulty was that the machine (with its 
'mere'' 32 channels) often couldn't use the whole bandwidth (sometimes even less than a 
percent)) of the incoming pulsar signal, which had a serious detrimental effect on the 
signal-to-noisee ratio. In order to cover the full incoming bandwidth under the same 
circumstances,, up to some 8000 of these receiving channels would be required, which, in 
alll  fairness, is impossible to realise using this kind of analogue electronic circuitry. As the 
filterr bank was also unable to measure the polarisation of the incoming electromagnetic 
radiationn - an important aspect of these extraordinary phenomena - it became apparent 
thatt it would not be possible to properly carry out the intended research. 

Duringg the many months of observations and data reductions, some ideas for a different 
set-upp began to crystallise. In that set-up the analogue filter bank would still be used, but 
additionall  (partly digital) hardware would allow the signals in real-time to cycle many (up 
too some 250) times through the filter bank instead of only once. Not only would this 
processs yield up to hundreds of times the amount of data compared to just the filter bank 
byy itself (at the time a tough problem to tackle), but a total of two stages of digitisation 
(withh only a limited number of bits) would - as was shown by simulation - have 
detrimentall  effects on the quality of the polarisation information. Obviously there was 
scopee for improvement for that new set-up. 

Duringg the time that the author was working to obtain scientific support and sufficient 
funding,, and to prepare for the project management and organisation, he came into 
contactt with the Electronics Department of the Physics Instrumentation Group (IGF) of 
thee University of Utrecht. It soon became clear that they had the right environment for the 
constructionn of the new pulsar backend. With the project formally started, they were 
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askedd to undertake a feasibility study for this data-recycling scheme. During that study the 
departmentt head, Dr. Paul van Haren, made a major improvement to the new set-up by 
realisingg that with the then available digital signal processors (DSPs), the whole analogue 
andd re-digitisation part of the scheme could be avoided. Just an initial digitisation of the 
analoguee signals would suffice; all further processing would be done digitally. Where the 
filterfilter  bank uses analogue filters to split the incoming wide band into several channels of 
smalll  bandwidths, the processors could use Fourier transforms to obtain comparable 
results.. An added benefit was that the determination of the polarisation - the so-called 4 
Stokess parameters - in this way would even be easier to achieve. 

Overr a period of two years (and within budget!) the new digital pulsar machine, PuMa, 
wass realised, during which Van Haren and the author acted as Project Leader and Project 
Scientistt respectively. The latter's direct contributions to PuMa were to some extent in 
thee field of the analogue circuitry and in the development of the software for the on-board 
workstationss that control the DSPs, store their data temporarily onto disk and 
permanentlyy onto tape. During those years it became clear that a machine which uses 
softwaree to control its operation, could be used in different ways. Indeed PuMa can not 
onlyy act as an enormous filter bank with 16,384 channels but also as a base-band recorder 
withh a (shortest) temporal resolution of 50 nanoseconds. 

Byy the end of the project the author had also completed the user/operator manual, 
PuManual,, which was subsequently handed over to ASTRON's management. 

Itt was very sad that shortly after that hand-over the author's supervisor (and member of 
PuMa'ss supervisory board) Jan van Paradijs died. Notwithstanding his illness, he 
managedd to correct and improve the PuManual with his customary verve. The PuMa 
projectt team decided to dedicate its work and its results to Jan's memory. It was Jan's 
wishh that the author should continue his work under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Richard 
Strom,, who indeed was willin g to take on that role. 

Ass most of the usual period in which one's thesis is prepared, was, in this case, taken up 
byy developing the required infrastructure for the observations, it was agreed that a 
substantiall  part of the author's thesis would deal with instrumentation. In an attempt to 
addd some 'astro' to it, several observations with PuMa were made on giant pulses from 
thee Crab pulsar and the 'millisecond' pulsar. Software was developed to reduce the data 
(withh coherent dedispersion) and some of the results of the observations are presented in 
thisthis thesis. 

AA 'WSRT-first' here is a simultaneous multi-frequency observation, where the signals 
fromfrom the Crab pulsar are observed at three well-separated sky frequencies, i.e. 382, 825 
andd 1405 MHz. 

Thee author urges the reader to pay less attention to the work done on the - now 
decommissioned77 - filter bank (as reported in 9.2 appendix B), even though these efforts 
tookk well over a year. In a way, it was an essential step towards the conception of PuMa. 

77 It is a pity that ASTRON mothballed the single dish at Dwingeloo, as the filter bank - with some 
additionall  programming - could have been installed there for ongoing monitoring of pulsar periods and 
possiblee glitches (i.e. sudden changes in the rotation period). 
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3.. Instrumentation 
Thiss chapter firstly deals with the work done on the filter bank that was obtained from 
Caltech.. Even though PuMa - after a period of parallel processing - took over the place 
off  the filter bank at WSRT, the alterations and improvements of, and additions to the 
filterr bank still form a substantial part of the efforts for this thesis. 
Thee second part of this chapter is a separate document, the so-called PuManual, which 
givess a description of PuMa's design and design considerations, next to an account of its 
functionalityy and parameters that can be chosen by the observer to best match the 
requirementss of the observation. 

3.13.1 Signal propagation at WSRT 
Inn order to get a feeling for where the filter bank, and later PuMa, fit in the path that the 
signalss from the pulsars follow at WSRT, a simplified flow diagram is presented in 
Figuree 3-1. Each radio telescope has a set of orthogonal X and Y dipole antennae. After 
amplificationn the 80 MHz wide signals of the individual telescopes are split into eight 
bandss of 10 MHz for each of the two polarisations. These signals are digitised and 
digitallyy delayed so as to compensate for the differences in arrival time of the extra-
terrestriall  signal at each telescope. This allows the signals of the telescopes to be added 
coherentlyy as if the signal came from one large single-dish telescope; this configuration of 
thee observatory is called the tied-array. 
Att WSRT the various timing signals are obtained from a hydrogen MASER, which is 
synchronisedd by signals from the Global Positioning System. From this MASER two 
timingg signals are made available. These signals are used to synchronise the various 
clocksclocks on board the filter bank or PuMa and to give a well-defined starting moment for 
eachh observation. At the time of PuMa's installation at WSRT, the timing inaccuracies of 
thesee clock signals were less than 100 nanoseconds. PuMa's own timing inaccuracies 
amountt to a few nanoseconds. 

ands s 
pol l 

100 MHz 

Filte rr  Ban k 
or r 

PuMa a 

0 . 1 H z - 11 L  5  o r  1 0 MHz 

Figuree 3-1 coupling of the filter bank and PuMa to the rest of WSRT. The 80 MHz wideband signals 
fromm the 14 radio telescopes (RTs) are split into eight 10 MHz bands. The resulting signals are added 

inn "tied-array" configuration, so that the pulsar backend receives signals as from one single large 
radioo telescope. Next to the telescopes' signals, two timing signals are obtained from the 

observatory'ss MASER. 
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3.23.2 The Flexible  Filter  Bank. 

3.2.11 Introduction . 
Inn the early nineties an agreement was reached between California Institute of 
Technologyy (Caltech) Dr. S.R. Kulkarni, the University of Amsterdam (UvA), 
Astronomicall  Institute 'Anton Pannekoek' Dr. E.PJ. van den Heuvel and the Netherlands 
Foundationn for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON) Dr. H.R. Butcher, for the design and 
constructionn of a radio pulsar detection machine. 
Caltech'ss main role was in the basic and detailed design, and subsequent construction of 
twoo prototypes, one for the VLA (radio observatory in the USA) and one for WSRT (an 
arrayy of 14 radio telescopes and part of ASTRON). 
Thee machine is based on a technique known as a filter bank, a device that splits a wide 
bandd of radio frequencies into several bands (or channels) of smaller bandwidth so that 
thee smearing of the pulses per channel due to dispersion in the interstellar medium is 
reduced.. Such a machine is primarily used to search for new pulsars and to study the 
integratedd pulse profile; for high-precision pulsar timing observations, requiring a high 
temporall  resolution, this approach is normally not accurate enough. 
Unlikee more traditional machines, with fixed filters, which set the bandwidth of each 
channelchannel and the amount of on-board integration, the Caltech design was called the 
Flexiblee Filter Bank (FFB) as its (analogue) filters were all digitally tuneable over a wide 
rangee of frequencies. 
Althoughh many were involved in the hardware and software development of the FFB, its 
mainn contributor was Gautam Vasisht, then a graduate student of Kulkami at Caltech. 
Thee latter also contributed to its design. 

3.2.22 A brief overview of the original Caltech design. 
Inn his thesis Vasisht (1996) amongst others reports on the design of the FFB. Chapter 2 
describess the design considerations and the hardware set-up and appendix 1 is in fact its 
hardwaree manual. The software for setting the FFB hardware and controlling the taking of 
dataa were beyond the scope of his thesis. 
Thee FFB design assumes that WSRT splits the maximum sky bandwidth of 80 MHz into 
88 bands (for both the X and Y polarisations) of maximal 10 MHz; WSRT is then in 'tied-
array**  mode. 
Inn addition to the signals from the sky, the FFB is fed with a very stable 5 MHz sinusoidal 
signall  and a 0.1 Hz pulse-shaped signal derived from WSRT's hydrogen MASER for 
controllingg its various functions. 
Figuree 3-2 shows a block diagram of the various signal processing and controlling 
moduless of the filter bank (except for the 16 AGCs - automatic gain controls - which 
weree added near the end of the revamp of the filter bank at WSRT). 
Withh four local oscillators (LOs) - each with two outputs with 90° phase difference - and 
1288 analogue multipliers (mixers), the 8x2 incoming bands are split into 
(8x2)x(4x2)=1288 channels. As an analogue multiplier converts the incoming band into 
twoo so-called side bands (sum and difference frequencies of the channel frequencies and 
thee LO frequency), 128 low pass filters are used to eliminate the unwanted upper bands. 
Thee signals that result from mixing a given signal with the LOs with 90° phase difference 

Q Q 

aree indicated by Sin and Cos . 

88 These two signals are orthogonal, i.e. the expected value of their inner product equals zero. 
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Figuree 3-2 the various modules of the filter  bank, WSRT's first pulsar  backend. 

Thee same low pass filters determine the bandwidth of the resulting signals and hence can 
bee used to reduce the dispersion smearing. An unwanted side effect, however, is that the 
smallerr the output bandwidth, the more of the incoming bandwidth is lost. 
Analoguee (four quadrant) multipliers square the ongoing signals. In doing so, the 
resultingg signals are no longer proportional to voltages, but proportional to the power of 
thee signals from the telescopes. 
Thee detected (squared) Sin and Cos are added, resulting 
inn a boost of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a factor 
V22 and a reduction in the number of channels to 64. The 
mainn data reduction is in the following step where 64 low 
passs filters reduce the bandwidth, albeit at the potential 
costt of eliminating some of the higher harmonics of the 
pulsedd signal from the pulsar. The next step, though not 
shownn as a separatee stage in the figure9, is the removal of 
thee DC component of the squared signals. The final step 
inn the data processing is the digitising of the analogue 
signalss by 64 2-bit digitisers. The resulting flow of digital 
numberss is stored onto hard disk and later onto magnetic 
tapee (Exabyte). The 'spaghetti' in the lower-left of Figure 
3-33 is where the many inputs to and outputs from the 
mixerss meet. 
Thee filter bank, when it arrived mid 1994 at WSRT had -
ass all prototypes usually do - a number of shortcomings 
andd errors in its design. Also the Caltech staff had not 
beenn able to fully test the machine prior to its shipment to 
thee Netherlands. 
Nearerr the end of that year the hardware was such that the first observations were 
possible,, albeit that the SNR of the detected signals was still far from desirable. Around 
thee second half of 1995, however, the filter bank became fully functional and it was a 

Figuree 3-3 the almost complete filter 
bank.. The artificia l pulsar  is on top 
off  the rack in the black enclosure. 

Thee DC removal in the original design was not an explicitly recognisable stage in the signal path. 
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positivee sign for its acceptance that its nickname at the observatory changed from 'The 
Beast'' to 'Beauty1. 
Thee author is not sure that he would have had the stamina to complete this task entirely 
onn his own and hence he is most grateful for the assistance he received from Hans 
Weggemanss in particular, and Harm Jan Siepel, both from ASTRON. Any required 
changess and additions to the control software were made by Will Deitch, at the time also 
fromfrom ASTRON. 

3.2.33 Modifications made at WSRT 
Thiss is not the best place to report the many items, ranging from conceptual and design 
errorss to deviations between the supplied FFB schematics and their realisation in the 
circuitryy in its various units and on the various printed circuit boards. For the sake of 
completenesss the lamentation of most of these items is given in appendix B (9.2). 

Ass already stated in chapter 2 the filter bank wasn't really suitable for the sort of 
observationss that were originally intended. However, working at WSRT and on the filter 
bankbank proved to be an excellent training school for acquiring the necessary knowledge and 
understandingg of radio astronomy in general and of radio pulsar observations in 
particular.. It was at that stage that the ideas for a new pulsar machine started to emerge. 
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3.33.3 PuMa - WSRT's new pulsar  machine 
PuMaa - now sometimes referred to as PuMa I or Puma Classic - was fully installed at 
WSRTT near the end of 1998 and has been in operation ever since; but not unchanged. Of 
coursee there were some 'teething' problems, which is not unexpected with a machine of 
suchh complexity. Also there were difficulties not unlike those that were faced when the 
filterfilter  bank was installed at WSRT, and are commonly known as 'not invented here'. 
Otherr problems were related to the integration of PuMa into the infrastructure of the 
observatory.. It has always been the understanding that PuMa would be operated under 
andd controlled by WSRT's new Telescope Management System (TMS) for which PuMa 
wass fully prepared. As TMS at the time wasn't in a state where it could actually take 
PuMaa into its operation10, the control via PuMa's ' o p e r a t o r' programme had to be 
revampedd somewhat from a testing tool to an easier to operate user interface. 
Itt didn't take long before an area for improvement emerged. The decision on how PuMa's 
observationall  data would be stored was postponed as long as possible during PuMa's 
realisation.. The main problem here was that an observation could yield as much as 
644 GByte of data temporarily on hard disk, and burning a hundred CDs wasn't considered 
aa reasonable option. At the time the somewhat affordable DLTs' * emerged, but the 
recorderss weren't compatible with PuMa's workstations. Another option was looked into 
wheree the data would be sent over the local area network to a storage device shared with 
thee new DZB backend at WSRT, but no firm solution on that issue was available either. 
Inn the end the PuMa team opted for the latest version of the DAT (digital audio tapes) 
calledd DDS3. Each tape can hold approximately 12 GBytes, so in the worst case some 6 
tapess would be required. 
Thee main problem with these tapes was that, apart from the laborious handling and 
changingg of tapes (invariably in the middle of the night ©) the transfer of data at 
-11 MByte/s per tape drive was such that only after a day and a half of taping, PuMa's 
hardd disks could be cleared again for a next round of observations. 
Thiss and some more modifications were taken on board by a new team - PuMa II - under 
thee leadership of some of the younger generation of radio pulsar astronomers. In the 
meantimee PuMa's workstations were replaced with faster ones and the data storage is 
noww done by means of a carrousel of Exabyte tapes and can be operated remotely and 
withoutt supervision. 
Itt is very rewarding for the author of this thesis to see that the original PuMa project is 
stilll  very much alive and improving all the time. 
Inn the meantime, the author was asked to join (and has joined) the Technical Committee 
off  the PuMa II project and as such is involved in the development of plans for a next 
generationn pulsar machine. With the new DZB, WSRT wil l extend its bandwidth from the 
presentt 80 to 160 MHz, and there is quite a challenge to develop a machine that can 
actuallyy handle up to 640 million samples per second. 
Inn the new set-up, the 160 MHz wil l still be spread over eight bands and so the highest 
timee resolution wil l be 25 ns when the 20 MHz bandwidth is sampled at Nyquist rate. If 
att all possible the author will endeavour to see whether it is possible to recombine in 

Thee understanding at the time of writing of this thesis is that ASTRON is working on the linking of PuMa 
too a stripped-down version of TMS. 
111 Digital Linear Tape, then proprietary hardware of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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softwaree the eight bands into a single 160 MHz band and hence to achieve a time 
resolutionn of ~3 ns. The suggested method is to convert the time series of the eight bands 
too the frequency domain with Fourier transforms. As originally these eight complex 
spectraa were part of eight adjacent frequency bands, these spectra can be stored in one 
arrayy which is eight times as long, thus forming a spectrum of a single 160 MHz band. Of 
coursee this spectrum could be transformed back to the time domain, but as the first step in 
coherentt dedispersion is a Fourier transform from the time to the frequency domain, this 
stepp can now be omitted. Undoubtedly there will be many pitfalls and traps12 on this road, 
butt the thought of being able to study giant pulses and drifting sub-pulses at that sort of 
timee resolution is quite stimulating. 
Butt that is another story - this thesis is about the original PuMa. 
Thee remaining part of this chapter is in a separate document called PuManual, PuMa's 
userr manual that describes PuMa, both in terms of its design and design considerations, as 
welll  as its operation and the parameters that control its performance in the various modes 
off  operation. 

KMmmi KMmmi 

Coo «uibar art Propel Leader L* b PC wnHwen IntrumenLek GroepFyru». 'JnrverWen 'Jïrecrt 

Amenlbort,, 14 September 1W 
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Figuree 3-4 the cover  of PuManual, with the 'counterpart*  of the picture on the cover  of this thesis. 

Requestss for copies of PuManual can be addressed to the ASTRON13 Foundation, 
(Stichtingg Astronomisch Onderzoek in Nederland), which is the owner of PuMa. 

122 A.k.a. foot angles and clams. 
133 ASTRON can be found on Internet at www.astron.nl. 
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4.. Observation s 
PuMaa can observe in two different modes, i.e. as a base band recorder (mode 0) and as a 
digitall  filter bank (mode 1). One of the main differences between observation mode 0 and 
modee 1 is the high time resolution of the former, with a shortest sampling interval of 
500 ns when the whole 10 MHz WSRT band is sampled (see 3.3 for details). In order to 
gett the best insight into what giant pulses (GPs) look like - e.g. detailed structure and rise 
timee - all observations were made in mode 0. 
Thee data of these observations wil l be coherently dedispersed (Hankins, 1971; Hankins & 
Rickett,, 1975; Bhattacharya, 1996) to compensate for the difference in travelling time, 
betweenn the higher and lower frequencies, of the radiation from the pulsar to the 
observatory.. This difference can be so large that the pulsating signals are smeared out. 
Forr instance, the smearing of signals from pulsar B1937+21, observed at a frequency of 
3822 MHz over a 10 MHz band, is larger than 100 ms. The pulsar's rotation period is near 
1.66 ms, so phenomena like its (occasional) giant pulses, with a duration of-1.6 ^s or 
1/10000 of a period, are smeared out over some 60 periods! 
Interactionss between the radio signals and free electrons in the interstellar medium not 
onlyy cause the above-mentioned dispersion, but also cause scattering - the removal of 
whichh is the subject of the next paragraph. 
Furtherr in this chapter an overview is given of the software used to nullify or reduce the 
effectss from dispersion and scattering, and to detect the giant pulses. 
Finallyy some results from observations made with PuMa wil l be presented. 

4.14.1 Descattering 
Scatteringg causes multi-path propagation, i.e. radio signals from a given source can reach 
thee observer along several 'lines of sight'. The more the signal path deviates from a 
straightt line, the weaker the (instantaneous) signal wil l be and the later it wil l arrive. 
AA simple way to describe this phenomenon is to assume a thin diffusing screen between 
thee source and observer where all the scattering takes place. If the non-scattered signal is 
describedd by f(t), then the signal R(t), which passes the screen and is subsequently 
receivedreceived at the observatory, is described by 

tt - ^ 

R(t)R(t) = a- \f(s)-e T° ds ( 4 1} 

—00 0 

Inn this expression a is a normalising constant and rs is the scattering time constant. The 
exponentiall  function in the integrand expresses the diminishing contribution of signals 
thatt propagate along longer paths. 
Thee time constant rs depends on the sky frequency FSky at which the observation was 
made,, and scales according to Fsky

p <x rs where the exponent p ranges from -4.0 to -4.4 
(Manchesterr & Taylor, 1977). The value -4.4 holds for the thin screen, whereas -4.0 is 
moree applicable for homogeneously distributed free electrons. 
Attemptss have been made to restore the original function f(t) from R(t), notably by 
Kuz'minn et al (1993 and 1996). They compared the scattering transformation with the 
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transferr function of an unknown electrical circuit. From observed profiles of the Crab 
theyy approximated such a transfer function and used it to reconstruct the original signals. 

Thee method presented here is more straight forward, as it uses the inverse function14 

(ignoringg the constant a) given by 

dR(t)dR(t) {R(t) 
dt dt Fj j 

(4.2) ) 

Whatt remains is the problem of determining the best value for zs - the only degree of 
freedomm - for which a method, fully compliant with the JBF-method15, is developed and 
whichh will be presented below. 
Figuree 4.1 shows five traces, with time as the horizontal axis and the vertical axis 
proportionall  to the signal power. For clarity the five traces are shown with a vertical 
offset. . 

PULSEE ^-h 2 

RECEIV V 

8000 900 1000 

Figuree 4-1 empirical determination of the scattering time constant. 

Thee upper trace (red, marked PULSE) shows an artificial 'pulsar' signal f(t) before 
'scattering'' and the second trace (black, marked RECEIV) is the resulting R(t) after 
scatteringg using expression (4.1); the exponential scattering tails are clearly visible. 
Thee three remaining (blue) traces are reconstructed cases, using expression (4.2). The 
middlee of the three traces used the same time constant as was used in (4.1), whereas the 

144 It is unknown to the author if the expression (4.2) has already been used by other researchers. 
155 Trial-and-error', a direct translation of the Dutch abbreviation JBF is "John farmer's whistle". 
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topp and bottom trace used time constants that were a factor two longer and shorter. By 
visuall  inspection of the trace for various trial-and-error values of the time constant it is 
possiblee to minimise the overshoot and undershoot. 
Thiss method was used on data from two observations of the millisecond pulsar B1937+21 
andd the multi-frequency observation (see 4.3.3) of the Crab pulsar B0532+21. Objectivity 
wass given its best chance when the author, as human element in the determination of the 
valuess of the time constants, analysed the values only after all of them were determined 
withh the aid of the JBF method. 

Thee value found in the first observation is in accordance with the range of values found 
byy Kinkhabwala and Thorsett (1999). In their article they indicate a range r5 « 13-40 (xs at 
4300 MHz, and two upper limits r5 <« 1.1 us at 1420 MHz and rs <« 0.4 us at 2380 MHz. 
Thee two PuMa observations of the millisecond pulsar were made at 382 MHz and 
13655 MHz and the scattering time constants were 40 and 0.15 us respectively, 
correspondingg to a power-law exponent of-4.4. Interpolating with that exponent to 
Kinkhabwala'ss frequency of 430 MHz results in a rs of 24 (is and is well within their 
range.. Extrapolating to the other two frequencies result in time constants well below their 
upperr limits. 

Thee multi-frequency observation of the Crab pulsar made it possible to determine the sky 
frequencyfrequency dependence of rs even better. The sky frequencies were 382, 825 and 
14055 MHz and the best JBF scattering time constants were estimated at 125, 5 and 0.5 us 
respectively.. With a best fitting power-law exponent of-4.24 the ratios of the time 
constantss should be 250.0, 26.2 and 9.6, which compares well to the actual ratios of 250, 
255 and 10. 

Picturess of the profiles of some giant pulses with the original scattering, and with (most 
of)) the scattering removed, are shown in appendix 9.1.3. As the normalising constant a 
fromfrom (1) could not be determined directly from the observational data, there was no 
measuree for the power of the reconstructed pulse. In preparing the figures, the RMS of the 
off-pulsee signals were equalised as a first order estimate of the power. 

4.24.2 Software 
Thee software used for the coherent dedispersion (CDD) was developed from scratch, 
allowingg the author to gain insight into its mechanism. At the time there was CDD 
softwaree available, but that implementation required a large amount of memory to run 
efficiently. . 
Basicallyy what happens in CDD is that a time series 'of sufficient length' (explained 
below)) is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain. The complex amplitudes of the 
variouss frequencies are then rotated to the position they would have had if there hadn't 
beenn any dispersion on the way to the observatory. After the inverse transformation back 
too the time domain, a time series is obtained free from the effects of dispersion. 
Computerr programmes must realise dedispersion in time series of finite length. When the 
complexx phases of the Fourier transform at the frequencies are rotated so that the arrival 
timess are lined up, information is shifted over an interval equal to the smearing time (i.e. 
thee amount of time over which the pulse is smeared). Information near the end of the time 
seriess is 'pushed out' at that end but 'pulled back in' at the other end ('wrap-around*), 
therebyy making that part of the final time series useless. As long as the overall length of 
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thee time series exceeds the smearing time, at least some useful dedispersed data are 
producedd and that is what was meant by 'of sufficient length'. The part of the data that 
becamee contaminated by the wrap-around must of course be replaced with the original 
dataa and processed again in the next cycle. The efficiency16 of this procedure can 
thereforee be expressed as the amount of useful data over the amount in the length of the 
timee series. 

Thee effects of smearing can be visualised by taking a simple time series with just one 
samplee being non-zero. The time series in Figure 4-2 has a length of 1024 points, and that 
singlee sample - before smearing - was positioned at the horizontal coordinate marked 
'peak'.. The figure shows the dispersion smearing of that sample. The smearing is to the 
left,, where coordinate 'ts' indicates the end of the computed smearing time. It is very 
interestingg to see what happens to the smearing of peaks that are 2, 3 and more non-zero 
sampless wide, but that is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Figuree 4-2 illustrates that data processing in a time series of limited length has some 
shortcomingss with respect to the theoretical values of the smearing: on either side of the 
periodd marked by 'peak' and the expected smearing 'ts', is some spill-over. At long FFT 
lengthss the spill over is so small that only the data in the interval between 'peak' and 'ts'. 
weree discarded. 

0.055 -

SR R nn 0 

"0.055 -

-0.1 1 

Figuree 4-2 smearing of a delta peak with unity height located at 'peak'; the dispersion smearing is 
indicatedd by 'ts' 

Ass it is of paramount importance that the software compensates for the smearing in the 
correctt way, at the beginning of each run it checks that with the given parameters the 
smearingg is indeed in the expected direction. This may seem superfluous, but after all the 
bugss that were inadvertently built in - both at the institute and in the author's work -
becausee the WSRT bands were inverted in frequency, this is a reassuring test. 

Inn appendix C (9.3) a brief description of the whole "GP-suite", the set of programmes for 
processingg data from giant pulse observations, is given. 

166 A 'ms'-pulsar dispersion measure of -71 and a 10 MHz bandwidth at a sky frequency of 
3822 MHz give a dispersion smearing of-106 ms. With a 50 ns sampling interval and an FFT 
lengthh of 223 « 8 million samples (requiring over 200 MBytes of memory), a time series length of 
-4199 ms would be covered. The efficiency of the algorithm would then be 75%. 
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Too give an idea of the amount of data that must be processed for coherent dedispersion 
fromfrom a 3300 second, 10 MHz wide, mode 0 observation made on one PuMa half: 

•• 66,000,125,952 2-bit X-polarisation samples and 

•• 66,000,125,952 2-bit Y-polarisation samples, stored in 

•• 159 *.puma files of-209 MByte each, producing 

•• 7899 *.codedi files of-67 MByte each; converting 

•• 30 GBytes of sampled data into 

•• 480 GBytes of coherently dedispersed data. 

Processingg 100 seconds of observation time can easily take 1 hour of computing time, 
which,, by the way, is rather frustrating during the debugging of the software... 
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4.34.3 Pu Ma Giant  Pulses  observations 
Presentlyy some one thousand radio pulsars have been found, but up until now only two 
aree certain to produce giant pulses at apparently random intervals: the millisecond pulsar 
B1937+211 and the Crab pulsar B0531+21. 
Thesee giant pulses (GPs) were known to be hundreds of times stronger than the average 
pulsess emitted by these pulsars (e.g. Sallmen et al., 1999). So it came as a surprise to find 
aa GP from the Crab pulsar in one of the observations made with PuMa at WSRT that was 
halff  a million times stronger than the average pulses, see Figure 4-11. 
Inn the following paragraphs some of the results of the observations of GPs of the Crab 
pulsarr and PSR B1937+21 are presented. 

4.3.11 The millisecond pulsar  - B1937+21 
Thee data from two observations of PSR B1937+21 were reduced. The first one was a run 
lastingg 2500 seconds at a sky frequency of 382 MHz, with - rather discouraging -just a 
singlee detection of a giant pulse (enough for determining the scattering time constant, 
though).. Of the second run - at 1365 MHz - the first 2200 seconds were processed and 13 
detectionss were found. 
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Figuree 4-3 accumulated profile of the millisecond pulsar over 2200 seconds, observed at 1365 MHz. 
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.17 7 Forr the second run the following settings for PuMa and the off-line data reduction were 
used: : 

observationn id 
duration n 
date e 
## of bits/sample 
periodd at start18 

periodd at end 

199900172 2 
33000 s 
33 April 1999 
2 2 
0.0015576991866 s 
0.0015576994722 s 

centrall  sky frequency 
bandwidth h 
startt time 
## of a for digitiser 
## of radio telescopes 
dispersionn measure 

13655 MHz 
100 MHz 
07:41:500 UT 
2 2 
13 3 
71.037 7 

Inn both data reductions the Arecibo ephemeris was used for the best estimate of the 
durationn of the pulsar's rotation period. The lack of smearing and the visible details in the 
accumulatedd profile in Figure 4-3 of the second run prove its accuracy. 
Thee 13 detections are shown in Figure 4-4 and an inspection shows that 10 of them line 
upp near the right edge of the main pulse, and one just beyond the edge of the interpulse, 
consistentt with the findings of Kinkhabwala & Thorsett (1999). It is likely that the 
remainingg two detections are not giant pulses. 

av ee =  3 1 
Th ee to p 1 3 GP s foun d ove r  220 1 s ,  sorte d i n chrono log ica l  orde r 
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Figuree 4-4 13 GP 'detections' of the millisecond pulsar  observed at 1365 MHz. The two sets of three 
verticall  lines mark the peak and edges of the main pulse (left/cyan) and interpulse (right/magenta). 

Thoughh one must be careful with statements based on a limited number of samples, it is 
remarkablee that the GPs in Figure 4-4 all have similar strength. As will be seen in the 

177 See the PuManual for an explanation of some of these parameters. 
188 For greater accuracy a list of pulsar periods at 5-second intervals was used. 
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nextt paragraph, the variations in power of the GPs of the Crab pulsar are considerably 
larger. . 
Inn order to get more insight in the power distribution of the GPs, considerably more 
detectionss are required. A drawback at present is the enormous amount of data that must 
bee stored continuously during the observation, while the off-line data reduction software 
wil ll  only find GPs on average at intervals of more than 3 minutes. It is worthwhile to try 
andd see if the on-board PuMa software can be adjusted to detect GPs 'on the fly' during 
thee observation (so called gating), which will achieve an enormous data reduction. 

Againn as compared to the Crab pulsar, the longitudes of the GPs are very stable. Figure 
4-55 is a zoom-in just beyond the right edge of the main pulse and shows that there is still 
somee variability; the variations in longitude range over ~7 us. 

Thee to p 1 3 GPs foun d ove r  220 1 s ,  sorte d i n chronologica l  orde r 
av ee =  1  1365. 0 MHz -  ObsI D 19990017 2 -  sourc e 1937+2 1 N  =  1,16 8 sample s 
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Figuree 4-5 zoom-in of Figure 4-4, just beyond the right edge (at longitude 0.1619) of the main pulse. 

Finallyy Figure 4-6 shows the Stokes parameters of the strongest giant pulse. As the 
durationn of the GP is only -2.4 us it is covered by only 3 FFTs of 16 points each. A 
cautiouss conclusion is that the linear polarisation gives the main contribution to the total 
power.. The polarisation angle shows a certain sweep during the GP; it first increases by 
45°° and then decreases by -180°. This is in contrast with the almost constant polarisation 
anglee of the GPs from the Crab (see Figure 9-1). 
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Stoke ss  parameter s P  =  1.55769 9 ms ,  file # 96 ,  afte r  2192. 4 s  an d 1,407,47 5 period s 
avoo  =  1  1365. 0 MHz -  ObsI D 19990017 2 -  sourc e 1937+2 1 N  =  3 7 FFT s 
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Figuree 4-6 the Stokes parameters of the strongest GP from the millisecond pulsar observed at 
13655 MHz. Most of the power is from the linear polarisation. The polarisation angle moves up over 

-45°° during the rising flank and down over -180° during the falling flank of the GP. 

4.3.22 The Crab pulsar  - B0531+21 
Thee discovery of the radio pulsar in the Crab-shaped nebula in the Taurus constellation by 
Staelinn & Reifenstein in 1968 - short after the discovery of the first pulsar - is quite 
interesting.. The then available receiving equipment and methods for data processing 
wouldd have made a detection of the typical pulses rather unlikely. It was the phenomenon 
off  giant pulses from the Crab pulsar, often considerably louder than the background 
noise,, that lead to its discovery. 

Inn the coming paragraphs we wil l 
•• look into the random variations of the longitude of the GPs (4.3.2.1), 
•• illustrate how the drifting of these longitudes can help to improve the accuracy of 

thee pulsar period (4.3.2.2), 
•• investigate if there is a relation between the amount of energy released in a GP 

andd the time since the previous and till the next GP (4.3.2.3) and 
•• speculate about the duration of a GP (4.3.2.4). 
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Thee information used in this paragraph was extracted from the data of the three parallel 
observationss made as part of the multi-frequency observation; the settings for PuMa and 
thee off-line data reduction software are given in paragraph 4.3.3. 

4.3.2.14.3.2.1 Random variations in the longitude of the GPs 
Ass shown in Figure 4-4 the GPs from PSR B1937+21 have a rather constant longitude 
andd are found just beyond the main pulse and interpulse. In contrast to this, the GPs of the 
Crabb pulsar are all found in between the two edges of the main pulse and interpulse, 
althoughh within these boundaries they are found "all over the place" as can be seen from 
Figuree 4-7 and Figure 4-8. 
Thesee two figures also illustrate the great variation in power of these giant pulses. 

Figuree 4-7 the variations in longitude of the various giant pulses of the Crab in the interpulse 
(left/magenta)) and in the main pulse (right/cyan). 

Figuree 4-8 is a horizontal enlargement showing just the giant pulses in the main pulse. 
Inn these graphs the vertical magenta and cyan coloured lines mark the (software detected) 
edgess and peaks of the interpulse (left/magenta) and main pulse (right/cyan). 
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Figuree 4-8 the variations in longitude of the various giant pulses of the Crab pulsar in the main pulse, 
aa zoom-in from Figure 4-7. 

4.3.2.24.3.2.2 Period correction from the GP longitude drift 
Thee ephemeris of PSR B1937+21 (4.3.1) is very well known; it is very likely the best 
timedd pulsar. This old recycled pulsar is also very stable: if this kind of pulsars glitch 
(suddenn increases in rotation period), there may well be tens of thousands of years 
betweenn them. 
Thiss is totally different for the young Crab pulsar. Not only is its behaviour rather erratic 
withh its many glitches, but also the interstellar matter around it is still in turmoil from its 
supernovaa explosion, seen on earth in A.D. 1054. 
AA result of that is that the scattering time scale and dispersion measure are constantly 
changing,, even on timescales as short as hours. Also one can expect not insignificant 
deviationss in the pulsar rotation period from the best ephemeris (i.e. the one maintained 
byy Jodrell Bank) due to these glitches. 

Althoughh the longitudes of the GPs have large random variations (4.3.2.1), no detections 
weree made outside the longitudes that mark the edges of the accumulated main pulse and 
interpulse.. This empirical given allows us to determine a more accurate rotational period. 
Thee phase within the period of each giant pulse is detected and if, during the data 
reduction,, a pulsar period is used which is too long or too short, then the GPs seem to 
creepp on average to the left or to the right in pulse phase. 
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Thee drifting is visible in the zoom-in of Figure 4-8 but is better illustrated in Figure 4-9, 
whichh shows the drifting of the GPs in the main pulse. Here the horizontal axis is the 
elapsedd observation time in seconds and the vertical axis gives the longitude (the phase, 
betweenn 0 and 1). With curve fitting the best straight line through this cloud of points is 
determinedd and shown in the picture. 
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Figuree 4-9 drifting longitude (phase) of the GPs in the main pulse over the duration of the 
observation.. From the slope of the best fitting straight line and the pulsar's period, a fixed period 

correctionn can be computed. 

Fromm the slope of this line and the pulsar period P (but not the observation duration) a 
fixedd period correction can be computed according to 

APAP = slope- P' (4.3) ) 

Inn the case shown in Figure 4-9 with a slope of 3.26-10"6 s~', and a period of 33.5 ms, the 
periodd correction works out at 3.64 ns. The programme that analyses the GP detections 
alsoo determines the period correction from the GPs in the interpulse and computes the 
weightedd average of the two. 
Withh this period correction the processing of the observation was repeated and the 
resultingg cloud of GPs is shown in Figure 4-10, which illustrates that the drifting was 

 ft 1 

reducedd by almost two orders of magnitude, as the slope is now 7.27-10" s" . 
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Figuree 4-10 with a fixed period correction of 3.64 ns the drifting of the phase of the GPs in the main 
pulsee is reduced by almost two orders of magnitude as compared to Figure 4-9. 

4.3.2.34.3.2.3 Correlation between the GP's energy release and the interval between GPs 
Nextt to the considerable variations in longitude, the GPs of the Crab pulsar show large 
variationss in the amount of power that is received: the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 
peakk of the strongest GP at 1405 MHz was -1600; this GP is shown in Figure 4-11. In 
comparison,, an SNR of only 0.003 was found for the peak19 of the average individual 
mainn pulses at the same sky frequency, a ratio of half a million! The ratio for this GP may 
welll be rather exceptional; Sallmen et al. (1999) mention that the GPs that they found 
weree hundreds of times stronger than the average pulses, while they also observed at 
14000 MHz. The weakest GP detections were barely visible above the background noise. 

Inn this paragraph it is investigated if there is a relation between the received amount of 
energyy from a GP and the elapsed time since the previous GP, or till the next GP. Such a 
dependencee - or lack of it - can help with understanding the mechanism of the generation 
off GPs. For instance a resemblance with the 'earthquake' model will indicate that there is 

199 The SNR of the peak of the main pulse of the accumulated profile was 42 (see Figure 4-16); the 
accumulationn was over ~105 periods and averaging was over 2000 50-ns samples. 
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aa constant source of energy, which is released at random intervals, while larger releases 
aree usually preceded and/or followed by longer periods without quakes. 
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Figuree 4-11 the strongest giant pulse found in the multi-frequency observation was at the sky 
frequencyy of 1405 MHz. The peak has an SNR of-1600, about half a million times stronger than the 

averagee main pulse of the Crab pulsar. The horizontal time resolution in this picture is 50 ns. 

Thee vertical axis of Figure 4-12 shows the net energy (in arbitrary units) received from a 
GP,, which is the integral over the duration of the pulse of the net power (i.e. the power 
abovee the average power level of the background noise). The horizontal axis shows the 
timee in seconds between the arrival of that GP and the next one; the shortest duration is 
thee length of a single period. The almost horizontal (blue) line shows the best straight-line 
fitt through the cloud of points. The fact that the line is near horizontal indicates that there 
iss littl e - if any - significant relation between the net energy and the time til l the next GP. 
Inn Figure 4-12 we see a maximum interval between GPs of ~18 s and a slope of 0.314, 
whichh give a variation of 5.6 in the net energy levels as compared to the average level of 
831.5,, a relative variation of-0.007. 
Iff  a plot is made where the horizontal axis is changed from "the time to the next one" to 
"thee time since the previous one" no significant change is found in the overall appearance 
off  the plot. 
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Figuree 4-12 the net energy (in arbitrary units and on a logarithmic scale) of the GPs detected at 1405 
MHzz versus the time till the next GP. The almost horizontal (blue) line is the best straight-line fit 

throughh the cloud of points. The plot is for the GPs in the main pulse only. 

Thee following table gives these relative variations for the various sky frequencies, both in 
relationn to the time since the previous and til l the next GP for GPs in the main pulse. 

skyy frequency [MHz] 
382 2 
825 5 
1405 5 

avee  stdev 

sincee previous 
-0.07 7 
+0.33 3 
-0.2 2 

+0.022  0.2 

til ll  next 
+0.01 1 
-0.2 2 

+0.007 7 
-0.066 + 0.1 

Thee differences between 'previous' and 'next' are not significant and for these 6 cases 
togetherr the average relative variation is -0.02 , so it is reasonable to assume that 
theree is no noteworthy relation between the net energy of a GP and the interval between 
thee previous or the next GP. Another confirmation will be presented in the next 
paragraph. . 
Evenn though no overall correlation between the time between GPs and their strength is 
found,, Figure 4-12 seems to indicate that the strongest GPs tend to have shorter intervals 
andd the longer intervals are associated mainly with weaker GPs. However, the number of 
GPss in these two categories is relatively small and any firm conclusions wil l require 
furtherr research. It is tempting, though, to try a fit with polynomials of higher order than 
thee linear fit shown above. 
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4.3.2.44.3.2.4 Speculations about the duration of a GP 
Inn paragraph 9.1.1 a number of GPs are shown observed at three different sky frequencies 

andd their observed durations (-1000 us 
att 382 MHz, -50 us at 825 MHz and 
-100 us at 1405 MHz) are short as 
comparedd to the widths of the pulses 
fromm the accumulated pulse profiles 
(-2,, -1 and ~Vi ms at the same 
frequencies,, respectively). Their actual 
durationn may indeed be (much) shorter 
thann a period, or it could last for a 
numberr of periods and the only reason 
forr the observed short duration is 
becausee their beam of radiation (like the 
lightt beam of a lighthouse) is very 
narrow.. In the latter case, a series of 
GPss would be observed, i.e. GPs in a 
numberr of adjacent periods. In order to 
judgee the statistical significance of such 
aa series it is necessary to determine the 
distributionn of the number of periods 
betweenn GPs. To this end, all GP 
detectionsdetections in the observations at the 
threee aforementioned sky frequencies 
weree scanned and histograms were 
drawnn up. For the GPs in the main pulse 
thee results are displayed in Figure 4-13. 
Thee vertical axes are the number of 
occurrencess and the horizontal axes 
givess the number of periods between 
GPs.. The sum of all these occurrences 
off  course equals the number of (main) 
GPss in the observation. 
Fromm paragraph 4.3.2.3 we know that it 
iss likely that there is no 'memory' in the 
mechanismm that generates GPs. If 
indeedd the chance of an occurrence of a 
GPP in a given period is determined by a 
probabilityy C, then the probability C(N) 
thatt a next GP will be observed, after N 
periodss without a GP, is 

C(N)C(N) = {\-C)N • C (4.4) 
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Figuree 4-13 histograms of the number of 
periodss between GPs at the main pulse, 
comparedd with the negative exponential 
distributions,, at 382, 8255 and 1405 MHz. 

|20> > 
Thiss is a (normalised ) negative exponential distribution, and the probability C can be 
determinedd from 

Normalisedd in this case means that the value of P(N) goes to unity for N going to infinity. 
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withh A the average number of periods between GPs. 

Thee table gives the number of GPs and the 
averagee number of periods between GPs for 
thee three sky frequencies. 
Afterr calculating the probabilities C and 
multiplyingg the normalised distributions by 
thee number of GPs we get the expected values of the number of occurrences, assuming of 
coursee that the initial assumption of a single probability C is correct. The drawn (red) 
liness in the three panels of Figure 4-12 show these expected values and show the good 
matchh between the observed and the expected number of occurrences. The X2 goodness-
of-fi tt test with 10 bins21 (9 degrees of freedom) gives values for X2 of 5.91, a significance 
levell  of 75%, for 382 MHz; of 6.16 with 72% for 825 MHz and 10.5 with 31% for 
14055 MHz. All three considerably better then the usual 5% below which the fit is 
rejected. . 

Thee chance of finding a series of n GPs at a given period can now be calculated from 

S(n)S(n) = C (4.6) 

Thee total expected number E(n) is then the product of S(n) and the number of periods 
NperNper in the observation. For an observation with duration Tobs (= 3300 s) and pulsar 
periodd P (— 33.5 ms) E(n) is given by 

E(n)E(n) = C • Nper with Nper = Tobs / P (4.7) 

n n 
2 2 
3 3 

3822 MHz 
actuall expected 

22 4.4 + 2.1 
00 0.03 7 

8255 MHz 
actuall expected 

266 21 5 
00 0.3  0.6 

14055 MHz 
actuall expected 
211 20 4 
00 0.3  0.5 

Thee table shows the actual and the expected number of series of 2 and 3 GPs in 
successionn for the three sky frequencies. Again there is a good match between the 
observedd and the expected values, with all actual values but one within 1 cr of the 
expectedd values. 

Fromm the results of this paragraph and the previous paragraph, it is reasonable to conclude 
thatt giant pulses of the Crab pulsar occur independently of each other. In other words, 
theree is no memory in the system and the chance of finding one in a period is governed by 
aa single probability. Furthermore, it is found that the chance of two GPs from the Crab 
pulsarr immediately following each other is consistent with what is expected from arrival 
timess according to a negative exponential distribution. Hence there is no support for the 
assumptionn that the duration of a GP is longer than a single period. 
Thiss result is in line with the findings of Lundgren (1994), who found that the time 
separationn distribution for giant pulses from the Crab pulsar is consistent with a Poisson 
process. . 

211 Because of the long 'tails' with hardly any entries, the actual and theoretical distributions were rebinned to 
100 bins with roughly equal amounts of samples in them. 
222 The standard deviation equals the square root of the average for a negative exponential distribution. 

skyy freq. [MHz] 
382 2 
825 5 
1405 5 

#GPs s 
658 8 
1457 7 
1406 6 

AA periods 
149.2 2 
67.6 6 
70.0 0 
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4.3.33 Multi-frequency Observation of the Crab pulsar 
Afterr consultations with Hans van Someren Gréve of ASTRON (who made some 
adjustmentss to the telescope control software) it proved feasible to organise the array of 
telescopess differently from the usual tied-array configuration - a WSRT-novelty. 
Inn the new set-up the array of 14 radio telescopes was split into a number of sub arrays, 
eachh tuned to a different sky frequency. The flux of the received pulses decreases with 
increasingg sky frequency (according to a power law) and the different receivers have 
differentt sensitivities (system temperature). For a comprehensive discussion on the 
subjectt of sensitivity, please refer to the article "Flux density determination of a pulsed 
signall  in a tied-array observation" (see chapter 5). 
Inn an attempt to give the sub arrays comparable sensitivities, different numbers of 
telescopess were allocated to each. For the following observation of the Crab pulsar we 
hadd three sub arrays, tuned to 382, 825 and 1405 MHz with 3, 6 and 5 telescopes 
respectively.. The lower two frequency frequency bands were observed with one of PuMa's identical 
halves,, each with 5 MHz bandwidth and a sampling interval of 100 ns, while the full 
100 MHz of the 1405 MHz band was sampled in the other PuMa half at 50 ns. All samples 
weree taken with 2-bit digitisers. The observations were started at the same moment in 
timee and lasted for 3300 seconds. The ephemeris from Jodrell Bank was used to generate 
aa list of pulsar periods at 5-second intervals. 
Forr the three parallel observations the following settings for PuMa and the off-line data 
reductionn were used: 

1.. observation id 
2.. observation id 
3.. observation id 
duration n 
date e 
## of bits/sample 
periodd at start 
periodd at end 

199900267b b 
199900267mi i 
199900268 8 
33000 s 
55 May 1999 
2 2 
0.033498540538 8 
0.033498547198 8 

codedii  frequency 382 MHz 
codedi i 
codedi i 

s s 
s s 

frequencyy 825 MHz 
frequencyfrequency 1400 MHz 

startt time 
# o faa fordigitiser 
## of radio telescopes 
dispersionn measure 

bandwidthh 5 MHz 
bandwidthh 5 MHz 
bandwidthh 10 MHz 

12:25:300 UT 
2 2 
33 + 6 + 5 
56.791 56.791 

Thee differences in pulse arrival time between the three bands, due to dispersion in the 
interstellarr medium (DM = 56.791), are 

betweenn 382 and 825 MHz 
8255 and 1405 MHz 
3822 and 1405 MHz 

1268.5299 ms 
226.8288 ms 

1495.3577 ms 

Withh a pulsar period of -33 ms, the longest delay corresponds to some 45 periods. The 
dataa of each of the three bands were coherently dedispersed and the resulting time series 
searchedd for detections of giant pulses, i.e. when individual peaks or the skewness exceed 
certainn thresholds. The last step was a search through these detections to find giant pulses 
thatt occurred in all three detection lists, after compensating for the different arrival times. 
Thesee coincidences can be used to: 

1.. Determine the actual DM 
Thee remnants of the supernova explosion in the year 1054 are veils of ionised gas, 
whichh give rise to DM fluctuation at a timescale of hours. The differences in pulse 
arrivall  times are directly proportional to the DM. 
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2.. Determine the spectral index a of the GPs 
Thee dependence of the received flux on the frequency can be described by a 
power-law,, where Flux oc Freqa . From the ASCAT1 (Taylor et all, 1995) 
catalogue,, with fluxes at 400, 600 and 1400 MHz, a value for aof-3.1 can be 
determined.. The stated flux at a certain frequency is the combined flux of the 
mainn pulse and the interpulse; this is relevant because the a for the main pulse and 
forr the interpulse are different. The individual sensitivities of the three bands can 
bee determined by this a, together with the fluxes of the accumulated profiles of 
thee three bands. By averaging the ratios of the fluxes of coincident giant pulses, 
togetherr with these sensitivities, the spectral index of the giant pulses e%, can be 
estimated.. Sallmen et al. (1999) found 29 coincidences while observing giant 
pulsess from the Crab pulsar at 600 and 1400 MHz and indicated a range for the 
OgpOgp between -2.2 and -4.9. 

3.. Study the broadband emission of GPs 
Itt is generally believed that giant pulses, like ordinary pulses, typically have 
emissionss over a wide radio spectrum. Cornelia et al. (1969) found emissions at 
744 and 111 MHz, Goldstein & Meisel (1969) covered 112 and 170 MHz, Heiles 
&&  Rankin (1971) observed at 111 and 318 MHz, MofTet (1997) found 
coincidencess at 1.4 and 4.9 GHz, while Sallmen et al. used 0.6 and 1.4 GHz. 
Farr less information is available to check its validity for individual giant pulses, 
thoughh Sallmen et al. found substantial variations in the ratios of the fluxes at 0.6 
andd 1.4 GHz. 

4.. Study systematic and random differences in arrival time 
Itt is possible that, after compensating for the correct DM delays, systematic 
timingg differences will be found. If these differences cannot be attributed to 
artefactss of the receivers or the software, they may yield some insight into the 
mechanismm of the generation of GPs. Apart from systematic differences, some 
randomm variations in arrival time differences wil l be found. Those variations may 
bee caused by inaccuracies in the determination of the arrival time due to the 
differencess in the shapes of the GPs, or can be inherent to the mechanism that 
producess the GP. 

Somee results from the three parallel observations: 

MHz z 
1405 5 
825 5 
382 2 

## detections 
1534 4 
1621 1 
942 2 

#main n 
1406 6 
1457 7 
736 6 

#mainn •*• #inter 
13.7 7 
10.0 0 
5.4 4 

## inter 
103 3 
145 5 
136 6 

## other 
25 5 
19 9 
70 0 

Thee relatively high number of 70 false detections at 382 MHz is largely due to the high 
levell of interference from earthbound sources. 

Notwithstandingg the substantial number of GPs, only 283 coincidences were found at all 
threee sky frequencies, of which 250 in the main pulse and 33 in the interpulse. Though 
thiss seems a small number, it is an order of magnitude larger than found by Sallmen et al. 
att only two sky frequencies, indicating that the combination WSRT - PuMa is working 
well. . 

Whilee the time series were scanned for giant pulses, the profile of the pulsar was 
accumulated.. This profile can be used for calibrating the sensitivities of the receivers at 
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thee various sky frequencies. The surface area between the accumulated profiles (main and 
interpulse)) and the horizontal line that corresponds with the off-pulse average is 
proportionall  to the amount of energy received. Dividing this by the width of the pulse, 

yieldss a quantity proportional to the flux. 
Forr the lower two bands the bandwidth 
wass only 5 MHz and hence their fluxes 
mustt be increased by a factor V2 for 
comparisonn with the flux of the 10 MHz-
widee band of the highest frequency. The 
relativee sensitivities of the receivers can 
noww be determined in such a way that the 
fluxx ratios correspond with an «of-3.1 
off  the catalogue. The sensitivities depend 
mainlyy on the number of telescopes in the 
subb array and the system temperature of 
thee receivers at each of the three sky 
frequencies.. The relative sensitivities that 
weree found are 382 MHz: 1.0, 825 MHz: 
10.33 and 1405 MHz: 23.1. In the 
calculationn of the spectral index for the 
GPss the factor V2 (from half the 
bandwidths)) plays no role as these pulses 
aree received with the same limited 
bandwidths. . 

Thee three panels of Figure 4-14 show the 
accumulatedd pulse profiles at the three 
skyy frequencies. The horizontal axis 
showss the pulse phase between 0 and 1. 
Colouredd markers indicate the peak and 
edgess of the main pulses (cyan) and 
interpulsess (magenta). The position of the 
pulsess in these graphs is determined by 
thee relative phase at the start of the 
observation.. The vertical scale is 
proportionall  to power, and in arbitrary 
units;; however, all graphs in this thesis 
aree based on the same units. The 
averagingg used to smooth the profiles is 
indicatedd in the top left corner of each 
graphh and refers to the number of bins. 
Thee smoothing method used is based on a 
'movingg average'. The total number of 
sampless is shown in the top right corner. 

Inn these panels it indicates the number of bins in the accumulated profile with 100 ns 
samplingg interval (382 and 825 MHz) and with 50 ns sampling interval (1405 MHz). The 
numberr of samples for averaging was chosen such that there was just no visible widening 
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Figuree 4-14 the accumulated pulse profile of the 
Crabb pulsar at 382, 825 and 1405 MHz. 
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off  the pulses. A comparison with profiles from the EPN database23 (European Pulsar 
Network)) showed that all profiles in the panels of Figure 4-14 have narrower pulses, 
indicatingg the proper functioning of the coherent dedispersion and profile accumulation. 
Thee profiles at 825 and 1405 MHz show a dip in the off-pulse noise on both sides of the 
mainn pulse. This is not intrinsic to the profile but an artefact of the receivers at WSRT. It 
iss caused by automatic gain controls (AGCs) in the signal path. The AGC time constant is 
approximatelyy 1.5 ms, close to the dispersion smearing. The latter is 4.2 and 1.7 ms 
respectively;; short enough for the AGC to respond to the increase in power. See appendix 
AA of the PuManual for more information. 
Figuree 4-15 shows the flux ratios for the three combinations of the sky frequencies for the 
2833 GPs that were found in all three the time series. The horizontal axis is the sequence 
numberr of the coincidence, with main pulse GPs first. The vertical axis is logarithmic to 
coverr the whole range of ratios. The coloured horizontal lines mark the average of the 
cloudd of points of the same colour. Although these lines correspond well with the spectral 
index,, this is certainly not the case for the individual giant pulses. This suggests that the 
powerr of a given GP is at least irregularly spread over the spectrum on a scale of 
hundredss of MHz. An indication of the distribution of power over a range of only a few 
MHzz is presented in appendix 9.1.2. It is remarkable to see by how much the shape and 
thee polarisation of a given giant pulse change over such a relatively small frequency 
range. . 

Flu xx  ratio' s  o f  coincidin g Gian t  Pulse s (25 0 main ,  3 3 inter)  g  382 ,  82 5 an d 140 5 MHz 
MultiFreqOb ss  -  ObsID s 267/26 8 -  sourc e 0531+2 1 N  =  28 3 coincid . 
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Figuree 4-15 the flux ratios of the 250 main pulse GPs and 33 interpulse GPs that were found in the 
observationss at 352, 825 and 1405 MHz. The vertical lines mark the four cases that are shown in 

Figuree 4-16. 

23 3 Thee EPN database can be found at http://www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/pulsar/data/browser.html. 
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Thee clouds of points in the figure also show that the variations in flux ratios are large, as 
illustratedd by the value of the standard deviations of the individual cases: 

825/14055 - 3.8  1.8 382/825 - 11.6  6 382/1405 - 44  32 

Withh 283 coincidences the standard deviations in the average ratios are V283 smaller: 

825/14055 - 3.8  0.1 382/825 - 11.6  0.4 382/1405 - 44  2 

Withh curve fitting the best power-law curve through these three points was determined; 
thee resulting %, was found to be -2.9  0.2, in good accordance with the ASCAT1 
cataloguee and well within the range (-2.2 and -4.9) found by Sallmen et al. It was rather 
rewardingg that the combination of PuMa with WSRT allowed such a good determination 
off  the Ogp. 

Thee large power variations and given that coincidences were sought in all three bands, 
mayy well explain why not more coincidences were found. When the search is extended 
forr coincidences between just two frequencies, the following additional coincidences are 
found: : 

825/1405:: 664 382/825: 188 382/1405: 4 

Thee reason why there are less extra coincidences when 382 MHz is in the combination 
(selectionn effect?), needs further research. 

Inn determining coincidences the following points were considered, along with the 
expectedd DM delays: 

a)) At WSRT the differences in signal propagation times (cable lengths, filters etc.) are of 
thee order of a few nanoseconds. 

b)) The sampling of the lower two sky frequency bands was done with 100 ns interval and 
thee higher frequency band with 50 ns, introducing a net offset of 25 ns. 

c)) The DM at the time of the observation may be different from the commonly used 
value. . 

d)) The arrival times were determined from the peak of each GP, after averaging over 
20000 samples. The peak, however, has an offset - the rise time - relative to the onset of 
thee GP. Particularly the rise time at 382 MHz of-60 (is may cause some 
misalignment. . 

Thee averages and the standard deviations were determined of the remaining differences 
betweenn the arrival times. Initially the same DM as for the coherent dedispersion, i.e. 
56.791,, was used, but this left some residuals in these differences. By varying the value of 
thee DM, these residuals could be minimised and the optimum was found for a DM of 
56.7866,, just 0.0044 lower. Of course there is always a value for the DM that minimises 
thesee differences. In view of point d) above, however, a better way of pinpointing the 
onsetss of the GPs is required before the best estimate of the DM can be made. 

Thee remaining average residuals over all 283 coincidences (systematic offsets) were: 

betweenn 382 and 825 MHz -21 us, 
betweenn 825 and 1405 MHz +21 u.s and (of course) 
betweenn 382 and 1405 MHz 0 us. 
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Ass well as these fixed offsets, some timing noise was found, expressed here as the 
standardd deviations for the above averages: 

betweenn 382 and 825 MHz 55 us, 
betweenn 825 and 1405 MHz 46 us and 
betweenn 382 and 1405 MHz 46 us. 

Sallmenn et al found values (-100 us) that are of the same order of magnitude. 
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Figuree 4-16 four cases of coincidences with flux ratios that show large deviations from the power-
law.. The bottom right panel is a horizontal zoom-in and shows a residual in the arrival time of the 

GPP at 382 MHz relative to the arrival times at the two higher frequencies. 

Fourr of the 283 coincidences are marked in Figure 4-15 as they show some of the larger 
deviationss from the typical power-law relation between the fluxes and frequencies. The 
followingg table lists these deviations; a value below 1 means that the GP at that frequency 
iss weaker than expected from the power-law. The same cases are also shown in the four 
panelspanels of Figure 4-16. 

case e 
140 0 
153 3 
226 6 
229 9 

3822 MHz 
0.20 0 
1.50 0 
0.19 9 
2.7 7 

8255 MHz 
0.38 8 
0.30 0 
1.2 2 

0.88 8 

14055 MHz 
13.2 2 
2.2 2 
4.5 5 
0.41 1 
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Inn case 140 the GP at 1405 MHz is exceptionally strong (top left panel). Case 153 has a 
veryy weak GP at 825 MHz (top right). Case 226 (bottom left) has a weak GP at 382 MHz, 
aa normal one at 825 MHz and a strong one at 1405 MHz, while in case 229 (bottom right) 
itt is just the other way around: a strong GP at 382 MHz and a weak one at 1405 MHz. On 
thee whole, the GPs in the two left hand panels are very strong as can be judged from the 
off-pulsee noise levels. The bottom right panel is a horizontal zoom-in and shows an 
examplee of the residual difference in arrival time between the lower and the two higher 
frequencies. frequencies. 

Onee may speculate about the nature of the large deviations from the power-law relation of 
thee powers of the coincident GPs at the three sky frequencies. On the one hand they may 
welll  be an aspect of the process which generates the GPs, on the other hand they could be 
causedd by scintillation. Scintillation can be seen at several sky frequencies within the 
100 MHz wide WSRT bands, where over intervals of many minutes substantial parts of the 
bandwidthh may show no detections of the pulsar signal. Follow up research may indeed 
showw that for instance the relative weakness of a GP at a given moment and at a certain 
skyy frequency coincides with less or no detection of the normal pulsar signal. 
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5.. Article s 
Duringg the work performed by Kouwenhoven and the author, first on the filter bank and 
laterr on PuMa, it became apparent that the basics of radio pulsar observations were only 
partlyy covered in the various textbooks and publications. Especially a systematic 
descriptionn of all stages a radio signal goes through, together with a detailed analysis of 
thee effects on those signals, was lacking. 

Al ll  three articles are an integral part of this thesis. 

Inn two articles Kouwenhoven and Voute are trying to fil l the gaps: 

FluxFlux density determination of a pulsed signal in a tied-array observation 
and d 

TheThe effect of digitisation on the signal-to-noise ratio of a pulsed radio signal 

Thee author wrote the third article 

PuMa,PuMa, a digital Pulsar Machine 

onn behalf of the PuMa-team: 

>> Paul van Haren project leader, turned PuMa into a digital machine, 

>> Jaap Langerak designed the SHARC boards, 

>> Theo Beijaard designed the ADCs and PuMa's crate, 

>> Dennis Driesens wrote the SHARC software with Paul, 

>> Marco Kouwenhoven checked the correctness of the software, 

>>  Ben Stappers and 

>> Ramachandran tested PuMa in the field and helped with the 
integrationn at WSRT and 

>> Lodie Voute project scientist, wrote the software for PuMa's 
workstations s 

Thee three articles were submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics by mid July 2001. The 
secondd (with minor alterations) has already been accepted for publication. 
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6.. Conclusion s 

Thee 'astro' part of this thesis in chapter 4 was meant to present examples of the sort of 
pulsarr research that can be done with a high temporal resolution, and was more 
phenomenologicall  in its treatment than scientifically exhaustive. 
Neverthelesss there were some interesting findings, such as the reduction of the effects of 
scatteringg by the interstellar medium and an accurate determination of the average 
spectrall  index of the GPs from the Crab pulsar in the multi-frequency observation. It also 
showedd that GPs can be used to improve the accuracy of the duration of the pulsar's 
periodd of rotation. The large number of detections of GPs from the Crab pulsar allowed 
thee determination of the (negative exponential) distribution of the intervals between GP 
arrivals.. It also showed that there is no evidence for the assumption that the duration of a 
GPP is longer than the pulsar's period. Finally, no relation was found between the amount 
off  energy released in a given GP and the time between that GP and its neighbours in time. 

Thee findings also show some areas requiring further research. 

•• The powers from individual GPs from the Crab, observed at different frequencies, 
showw large deviations from the average spectral index. These deviations may be 
intrinsicc to the mechanism by which GPs are generated, but may also be caused by 
scintillation. . 

•• The numbers of coincidences of GPs, found in the multi-frequency observation, show 
lowerr values when lower sky frequencies are involved. This may be due to a selection 
effectt or could be an intrinsic aspect of the mechanism by which GPs are generated. 

•• Arrival times of coincident GPs in a multi-frequency observation allow a more 
accuratee determination of the dispersion measure, but the variety of shapes of GPs 
requiree a better definition of what should be considered as the common onset of a GP. 

•• The distribution of intervals between GPs versus the amount of energy did indeed 
showw no first order relation, but the shape of the cloud of points in Figure 4-12 
suggestss that there may be a higher order relation. 

•• Finally, the detected GPs from the millisecond pulsar showed only small variations in 
powerr (certainly when compared with the GPs of the Crab pulsar), but this observation 
iss based on the rather limited number often GPs; many more will be required for the 
properr determination of their power distribution. 

Chapterr 4 also focussed on PuMa's observation mode 0, when PuMa records raw data, 
ratherr than the filter bank mode 1. With the spectral resolution of PuMa in mode 1, new 
researchh will be possible, like using PuMa as a spectrometer. This may include measuring 
thee HI absorption in pulsar spectra and the observation of spectral lines, for instance from 
OHH masers. 

Mostt of this thesis was about PuMa. It has been presented in articles and at several 
internationall forums and is recognised as a world-class machine. Especially the flexibility 
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off  a fully digital PuMa, with all degrees of freedom under software control, will have 
contributedd to that. 
Thee fact that the machine is still used for such delicate observations as pulsar timing, 
giantt pulses and drifting sub pulses, demonstrates that the combination PuMa - WSRT 
wass a fruitful one. 
Upgradess of PuMa are in progress and even faster pulsar machines (all under the heading 
off  PuMa II) already appear on the drawing board, showing that the project - and pulsar 
researchh - is still very much alive. It wil l be quite a challenge in a few years from now to 
processs the full bandwidth at WSRT of 160 MHz, yielding time series with a temporal 
resolutionn near 3 ns. 
I'mm convinced that PuMa II - as is so often the case with better equipment - wil l lead to 
neww discoveries, insights and understanding; all essential building bricks of our 
knowledge. . 
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7.. Acknowledgement s (in Dutch ) 
Minn of meer in volgorde van opkomst, al degenen die ik wil bedanken voor het spelen 
vann een herkenbare rol bij het totstandkomen van dit proefschrift. Als eerste mijn 
grootmoeder,, die ervan overtuigd was dat de zichtbare sterren werden beschenen door 
zonnenn die zelf weer te ver weg stonden om met het blote oog waargenomen te kunnen 
wordenn - ik had daar toen al moeite mee. Van haar kreeg ik als dertienjarige in 1957 de 
eye-openerr "Het geheimzinnig heelal" van Sir James Jeans (1930). 
Tijdenss de middelbare school was ik vaak in een vriendelijke 'exacte vakken'-competitie 
verwikkeldd met mijn klasgenoot Dick Regenboog; hij was het die me er toe bracht om 
hartjee winter, midden in de nacht, mijn wekker te zetten om dan vernikkelend van de kou 
mett een kleine sterrenkijker naar zulke fascinerende objecten als de Orion nevel te kijken. 
Inn mijn andere liefhebberij, elektronica, werd ik mede door Chris van Weert 
gestimuleerd,, al was het alleen al omdat zijn versterkers altijd grotere eindbuizen hadden 
dann de mijne. Die elektronica kennis (inderdaad, Arnold, slechts een amateur) kwam 
laterr goed van pas bij het werk aan de filterbank en PuMa. Heel leuk, Chris, om je na 
zoveelzoveel jaren in mijn promotiecommissie te mogen vragen. 
Tijdenss diezelfde schooltijd was er een wiskundeleraar Van Wijck, die aan het eind van 
dee 5e klas een lesuur overhad en dat vulde door ons over de Relativiteits Theorie te 
vertellen.. Ik kon mijn oren niet geloven toen ik hoorde dat licht altijd met dezelfde 
snelheidd gaat, maar dat een meter niet altijd een meter is en een seconde niet altijd een 
seconde. . 
Eenmaall  in Utrecht werd sterrenkunde een bijvak. In mijn herinnering wat chaotische 
collegess (met dito dictaten) van 'de ouwe Minnaert'. Omdat het bijna altijd slecht weer 
was,, werd het practicum gegeven in de stijlvolle bibliotheek van Sterrenwacht de 
Sonnenborgh,, bij die schitterende klok, de Moulineux24. Ondanks de aanmoedigingen van 
dee hoofdassistent - een lange magere, in onze ogen wat droge en serieuze, man met 
enigszinss rossig haar - werd het eindeloos transformeren van coördinaten niet echt een 
hobby.. Toen kon ik niet vermoeden dat ik diezelfde man - nog steeds lang en mager - veel 
laterr weer zou tegenkomen (en hoe bedrieglijk een eerste indruk kan zijn). 
Dann hebben we Joop Renes, waarmee ik onder meer dat practicum liep. Toen al, en tot op 
dee dag van vandaag: bron van vriendschap, wiskundig advies en jolijt 5. Verrassend op 
hoeveell  manieren je tegen 'confidence levels' aan kunt kijken zonder er ogenschijnlijk iets 
zinnigss mee te kunnen doen. 
Datt een blauwe maandag een slechte tijdsaanduider is, toonde ik aan door er in Utrecht 
jarenn over te doen. Gelukkig was daar Henri de Groot die mee liet inzien dat ik tiet' wèl 
kon,, maar dat ik dan wel weg moest uit Utrecht, Hij wist zelfs mijn vader hiervan te 
overtuigenn en ik rondde vervolgens mijn natuurkunde studie in Eindhoven af. Dat mijn 
verblijff  in Utrecht niet helemaal tevergeefs was moge blijken uit het feit dat ik mijn 
vrouww daar heb leren kennen. Henri is nu hoogleraar theoretische natuurkunde aan de 
universiteitt van Bielefeld. 
Dann springen we van de 50CT en 60CT naar de 90CT jaren. 
Gerardd Hoogveld, een goede makker uit Den Haag, bracht me - toen hij hoorde dat ik 
brandstoffenhandell  'De Schelp' ging verlaten om me verder met astrofysica bezig te gaan 

244 De Moulineux is ondergebracht in het Utrechtsche Universiteitsmuseum. 
255 Vrij naar een Utrechts studentenlied. 
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houdenn - in contact met een ouwe Delftsche roeimaat van hem, Jan Noordam, die "ook 
ietss met sterrenkunde" te maken had. 
Diezelfdee Jan Noordam werd mijn mentor, steun en toeverlaat tijdens de vele uren die ik 
bijj  ASTRON op WSRT doorbracht en hielp mij (en ASTRON) door de verschillende 
culturee clashes heen. Hoe dan ook, dit proefschrift is tot stand gekomen ondanks de 
medewerkingg van het toenmalige WSRT management. 
Jann introduceerde me bij zijn baas Harvey Butcher (iemand die niet alleen respect 
afdwingtt maar het ook verdient), die er voor zorgde dat ik in Leiden kon gaan praten met 
Vincentt Icke omdat ik zo'n belangstelling voor kosmologie had. 
Vann Vincent kreeg ik zeer waardevol advies. Met mijn, na een vijfentwintig jaar industrie 
ongetwijfeldd roestige, kennis van wis- en natuurkunde raadde hij me aan eerst iets te gaan 
doenn om 'in de poel te komen' en mijn tanden te zetten in iets dat voor mij behapbaar was. 
Daarnaa kon ik altijd nog zwemmen naar de hoek waar ik uiteindelijk wou uitkomen. 
Overigens,Overigens, Vincent, heb ik genoten van je interacademiaal college over 'het vroege 
heelal'. heelal'. 
Opp zijn voorspraak door naar Amsterdam, waar ze onder meer met pulsars bezig waren. 
Ikk had net een artikel van een zekere Van den Heuvel en Van Paradijs in de Scientific 
Americann over compacte objecten gelezen en was blij dat die laatste me wou ontvangen 
voorr een gesprek. 
Datt was samen met de toen bijna kersverse hooggeleerde Van der Klis. Van jou, Michiel, 
hebheb ik over de jaren altijd niets dan goed advies en steun gehad. 
Tijdenss het gesprek kwam de baas van het instituut ook nog even binnen om kennis te 
maken.. Wat een onverwacht gebeuren om na zoveel jaren die lange, magere man weer 
tegenn te komen. Ik was blij  verrast, Ed, datje behalve 'droog en serieus' ook over zo'n 
verfijndverfijnd gevoel voor humor beschikt. Trouwens, je enthousiasme26 waarmee je over 
sterrenkundesterrenkunde (en geschiedenis) praat - of dat nou en public of en petit comité is - werkt 
buitengewoonbuitengewoon aanstekelijk. Gezien de hoeveelheid aandacht (en pecunia) die jij,  je 
collega'scollega's en promovendi van het 'Anton Pannekoek' instituut over de afgelopen jaren 
hebbenhebben gekregen heb je ons allen het gevoel van een 'winning team' gegeven. 
Hett werd goed gevonden dat ik me als onbezoldigd promovendus bij Jan van Paradijs 
vervoegdee - wat een voorrecht om door zo'n kundige promotor begeleid te worden, die al 
snell  meer een vriend dan een supervisor werd. Wat diep triest, Jan, dat we het niet samen 
kondenkonden afmaken. 
Inn de jaren daarna zou mijn begrip van de stralingsmechanismen van pulsars nog 
toenemenn omdat ik bij diverse gelegenheden kon putten uit de kennis van Jan Kuijpers. 
GeweldigGeweldig voor je datje nu in Nijmegen je eigen sterrenkunde afdeling KUNt opbouwen. 
Reedss in het begin kwam ik in contact met Marco ICouwenhoven, mijn Utrechtse 
tegenhanger,, die promovendus bij Frank Verbunt was en waarmee ik zoveel, en met 
zoveell  plezier, zou samenwerken bij de bestorming van de sterrenwacht (WSRT) nabij 
Westerbork.. Los van zijn bijdrage aan de verificatie van de PuMa software, was de rol 
vann 'het geweten van het PuMa project team' hem op het lij f geschreven. Datje eerder 
dandan ik kon promoveren, Marco, kwam natuurlijk omdat ik me eerst het vak van 
radioastronomieradioastronomie moest eigen maken, om het vervolgens aan jou te kunnen leren. :) 
Diee bestorming van de sterrenwacht kon natuurlijk alleen maar slagen omdat we hulp 
kregenn van veel ASTRON medewerkers en in het bijzonder van de elektronica 
specialistenn Hans Weggemans en Harm Jan Siepel, van de lokale astronoom en expert op 

Waarschijnlijkk is dat iets dat we toch van de ouwe Minnaert hebben meegekregen. 
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hett gebied van de telescoop besturing Hans van Someren Gréve en van de waarnemers 
Geertt Kuper en Jur Sluman. 
Dann kom ik op degene die mij geholpen heeft met de hoofdmoot van dit proefschrift, Paul 
vann Haren. Jij was het die zag dat een helemaal digitale aanpak van wat het PuMa 
projectproject zou worden, de meeste kans van slagen had. Je was een prima project leider van 
JaapJaap Langerak, Dennis Driesens, Theo Beijaard en mijzelf- wat hebben we een goeie tijd 
metmet elkaar gehad op het IGF van de VU. Mieters dat ik ook daarna op je steun en kennis 
mochtmocht blijven rekenen. Jouw FFTs zijn met recht EFCFTs -je kan het nog steeds! 
Toenn ik Jan Noordam noemde, verzuimde ik een ander instituut te noemen. Het wordt de 
factoo geleid door Johanna Noordam en staat garant voor gezelligheid, gastvrijheid, haute 
cuisinee en een goed (tafel-)gesprek. Wat een plezierig gevoel Johanna, dat mijn eigen 
jeneverglasjeneverglas bij jullie in Pesse staat, symbolisch voor de steun die ik altijd van jullie 
tweeëntweeën mocht ontvangen. Dat een uitnodiging voor dit instituut duidelijk als eervol wordt 
ervarenn en als bewijs datje 'erbij hoort', moge blijken uit de vraag die Marco stelde, kort 
nadatt Ben Stappers en Ramachandran ook aan het Drenthsche firmament waren 
verschenen:: "En? Zijn julli e al uitgenodigd om bij de Noordammen te komen eten?". 
Tijdenss het werken aan de filterbank was er een nogal bijzondere gebeurtenis op de 
sterrenwacht:: een keten van kometen zou inslaan op Jupiter. De pogingen van WSRT om 
tee horen of er daarbij ook radiostraling vrij zou komen werden geleid door Richard 
Strom;; een rustige, maar bovenal kundige, radioastronoom die, zoals al gauw bleek, ook 
eenn grote kennis van pulsars had. Na het overlijden van Jan van Paradijs was hij dan ook 
dee meest voor de hand liggende om Jan's rol als mijn promotor over te nemen. 
Ikk noemde reeds Ben Stappers en Ramachandran, twee echte ras 'pulsisten' die altijd klaar 
stondenn om me te helpen en die een grote bijdrage leverden bij de integratie en acceptatie 
vann PuMa op WSRT. Samen met Marco hebben we ons vaak verbaasd over de vele en 
opmerkelijkee manieren waarmee de radiotelescoop met gepolariseerde hemelsignalen 
wistt om te gaan. 
Tenslottee is daar de promotiecommissie; alle leden ervan werden hierboven reeds 
genoemd.. Het is aan de hartverwarmende bereidwilligheid van hen te danken dat deze 
promotiee door kon gaan. 
Eenn promotie doe je niet alleen, er moet ook een goede infrastructuur zijn en die was er. 
Zoo waren er 'de meiskes' op het instituut - Lidewijde, Jane en Erica - die altijd hielpen 
mett de meer administratieve kanten van mijn promovendus-schap, grotendeels 
veroorzaaktt door mijn chronische afwezigheid op het instituut. Zo waren er Jan Heijme 
enn Riedel Goedkoop die me vanaf Les Vollauds nabij Cognac in Frankrijk opbeurde 
wanneerr ik dreigde het bijltj e in de wilgen te hangen, de lier aan Maarten te geven of de 
pijpp erbij neer te gooien. Dan zijn er de twee paranimfen, mijn beide zoons, die op hun 
eigenn wijze en vooral bij de laatste loodjes mij zo hebben geholpen. 
Bovenall  echter is daar mijn vrouw Ryan - een 'dijk van een wijf - die, als de charmante 
uitbaatsterr van het 1 O-sterrenhotel waar ik mag wonen, mij zo in de watten heeft gelegd 
datt ik bijna deze promotie uitstelde om nog wat langer zo vertroeteld te kunnen worden. 
Watt ontzettend jammer dat mijn ouders, zuster en broer dit niet mee konden maken; 
voorall  mijn vader zou hier intens van genoten hebben. 

EFCFT:: extremely fast complex Fourier transform. 
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9.. Appendices 

9.19.1 Appendix A - Some pictures of GPs from the Crab pulsar 

9.1.11 Stokes parameters 
Thee six panels of Figure 9-1 show the two strongest GPs from the Crab pulsar at 382, 825 
andd 1405 MHz (top to bottom). Note that the horizontal time scales are very different. 
Withh a period of 33.5 ms the durations of the GPs can be determined from the pulse 
phasee along the horizontal axis; these are indicated under each panel. 
Thesee GPs were taken from the multi-frequency observation and although they are the 
strongestt found in each band, they are not as strong as some Crab GPs that were observed 
withh all 14 telescopes in tied-array configuration (and with 10 MHz bandwidth). 
Pleasee note that for clarity the position angle is shown twice; by definition the position 
anglee can only have values between -n/2 and +7U/2, but the range in the graphs runs from 
-711 to +7i, so each point can be found twice with a vertical separation of TT. 
Mostt visible in the first two panels of Figure 9-1 is the offset in the off-pulse regions 
betweenn the total power (black) and the polarised power (red); this offset is just the power 
off  the unpolarised background noise. Please note that the position angle of the linear 
polarisationn is almost constant over the duration of the GP. 
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Figuree 9-1 Stokes parameter plots of the two strongest GPs found in the observations at the three sky 
frequenciess 382, 825 and 1405 MHz. 

9.1.22 Power distribution over a few MHz 
Thee eight panels of Figure 9-2 show the very same giant pulse from the Crab pulsar at 
8255 MHz. They show the total power, the powers in the circular and linear polarisations 
andd the position angles of the latter. The last graph is the sum of all the frequency 
channelss of the 16-point complex FFT, the only one to show unpolarised power. The first 
sevenn pictures are from adjacent, 1 lA MHz wide, bands; they show the uncorrected 
mannerr in which the power is distributed. 
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Figuree 9-2 eight times the same GP observed at 825 MHz. The first seven panels show the GP in 
adjacentt 1 % MHz-wide bands. The last panel is the sum of eight of these bands covering 10 MHz. 

9.1.33 Descattering 
Thee first four panels of Figure 9-3 display giant pulses from the Crab at 382 and 
8255 MHz. The bottom traces show the GP as detected and the upper trace shows what 
remainss after the effects of scattering have been reduced with the method as described in 
4.1.. The upper traces after removal seem almost symmetrical except from some trailing 
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after-burstss of power. The last two pictures are observed at 1405 MHz; at that frequency 
theree is hardly any scattering so its reduction is less noticeable. 
Thee GPs in these six panels are the same as the ones shown in Figure 9-1. 

j tSp ii .m.rtj 

Figuree 9-3 the same strongest GPs from Figure 9-1 in the bottom (black) traces (with some 
smoothing);; the upper (red) traces show them with little or no scattering from the interstellar 

medium. . 
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9.29.2 Appendix B - - Modifications of the FFB made at WSRT. 
Thee following is a random summary of the design and construction errors that were found 
inn the flexible filter bank (FFB) that required change or modification, together with their 
solutions.. Unless stated otherwise, the author, with help from Hans Weggemans and 
Harmm Jan Stiepel from WSRT, made all changes. References like U7, R15 and C36 are 
takenn from the original schematics supplied by Caltech. Where possible and relevant, 
thesee references were also used in the definitive schematics made at WSRT. 

9.2.11 DC removal circuits 
Thee signals processed by the FFB are wide band noise signals with a near Gaussian 
distributionn around zero; the pulsar manifests itself as a periodic increase in the amplitude 
off  these signals, as if the incoming noise is amplitude-modulated (AM). Even though a 
pulsarr emits its wide band power periodically, a spectrum of this incoming signal will not 
showw a peak at this period. 
Inn order to find the pulsar signal it is essential to 'detect' the incoming signal; this can be 
donee by 'rectifying' the signal (i.e. taking the absolute value of the incoming voltage) as 
iss done in AM radios. In pulsar observations, however, it is preferred to square the 
incomingg signal, because the result of that transformation has the dimension of power and 
hencee is proportional to the power emitted by the pulsar (and other sources of power, i.e. 
thee sky and the receivers). 
Inn any case, the symmetric Gaussian signal after detection will be highly non-symmetric 
(X22 with one degree of freedom) and has an average that is greater than zero. This signal 
iss usually smoothed (sometimes referred to as integrated) by a low pass filter and then 
digitallyy sampled and stored onto some recording medium (hard disk or tape). This 
bandwidthh reduction (or on-board integration) allows for a lower sampling rate and hence 
aa reduced data storage rate. 
Figuree 9-4, Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6 show examples of what these signals look like. 

Figuree 9-4 incoming 'Gaussian' noise signal T, with zero mean and unity standard deviation. 
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Figuree 9-5 the same signal but squared, T2; the mean is now equal to the standard deviation of the 
originall signal and the standard deviation is \2 times the original one. 

Figuree 9-6 the squared signal T2S smoothed by reducing the bandwidth by a factor 32, the average is 
stilll unity but the (now almost Gaussian) variations around it are much smaller. 

Forr a typical FFB observation with a channel bandwidth of 1 MHz and a sampling period 
off  100 p.s the total bandwidth reduction is a factor 400. From the pictures above it will be 
clearr that, particularly with such a high bandwidth reduction, the variations around the 
meann value, i.e. the DC level, will be very small as compared to this level itself. As long 
ass there are no other signals that interfere, this DC level is just a constant offset and 
containss no relevant information. 
Too eliminate this offset the original FFB design used a number of passive first-order high 
passs networks. This allowed the deviations around the offset - which after all contain the 
desiredd information of the pulsar signal - to be properly amplified and sampled. 
Unfortunately,, the resulting time constant of these three first-order RC networks (a 
resistorr and a capacitor) was approximately 0.1 s, so that the power at all frequencies in 
thee pulsar power spectrum under 10 Hz were reduced, if not almost eliminated. 
Figuree 9-7 shows the effect of this in a simulated detection; the profile on the left resulted 
fromm an infinitely large time constant, the one on the right from a time constant similar to 
thee one of the FFB. The most noticeable effects of the too small time constant are the 
reducedd height of the pulse and the undershoot at the end of the pulse. The DC 
componentt of both profiles is zero. 

Thee pulse profile and the undershoot on the right closely resemble a profile actually 
measuredd of B0809+74 (1.3 s period). 
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Figuree 9-7 effect of a long high pass time constant and one well below the pulsar period. 

Alll  the time constants in question are from first-order RC networks. An effective way of 
increasingg these time constants would have been either to increase the resistance and/or 
thee capacitance. 
Increasingg the first would have had serious detrimental effects on the already considerable 
andd unwanted DC offsets of the various existing amplifiers. Increasing the capacitance 
wouldd have meant replacing the capacitors with bigger ones, for which there simply was 
noo place on the printed circuit boards. 
Off  course it would be preferable to have a time constant, of say a few hundreds of 
seconds,, that would prevent any visible undershoot for even the longest known pulsar 
periods.. However, a serious drawback of this is that it would take several times that time 
constantt before the electronic network would be sufficiently settled, so that the following 
2-bitt digitiser could be calibrated and subsequently an observation could be started. 

Soo the need arose to have at least a choice of values for a single DC removing time 
constant,, ranging from a few to a few hundred seconds, preferably under control of the 
computerr on-board the FFB and preferably without the drawbacks of long settling times. 
Ass will be explained in paragraph 9.2.2, the variable gain amplifier on the detector boards 
couldd not really be used to control the gain during an observation and had been taken out 
off  the signal path, but it was still mounted on the printed circuit board, all other 
connectionss intact. It was then that the idea arose to use this device in a control loop to 
removeremove the DC, using the variable gain (also still under computer control) to determine 
thee time constant. With such control in place, all post-detection stages could be DC 
coupledd and hence all the undesirable high pass RC networks removed. 
Itt will not be immediately clear how a time constant can be controlled with the variable 
gainn of an amplifier, so below is a description of the principle used on a simplified 
versionn of the schematics; the full set of schematics is in the relevant FFB hardware 
manuall  at WSRT. 

Figuree 9-8 shows the input voltage to the circuitry on the left - Vin - that gets its signal 
fromm the output of the square-law detector. On the right hand side is its output signal -
KutKut - which feeds the two-bit digitiser. The amplification Ae of the various existing 
amplifierss (though in reality dependent on frequency as it contains amongst others the 
tuneablee smoothing filter) may be assumed constant and independent of frequency for the 
relevantt range of low frequencies. Adding the input signal and the feedback signal Vjb is 
donee by a simple network of resistors. In the feedback loop there is first the variable gain 
amplifierr Av followed by an (inverting) integrator j , which is realised with an operational 
amplifier,, a resistor and a capacitor (not shown here), with a time constant % 
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Figuree 9-8 simplified time constant control circuit. 

Thee following equations hold (ƒ is the imaginary unit and co'\s the frequency in radians 
second) ) 

per r 

KutKut = 4 • K + vJb) and V/b =  Vou,  Av  —— 
ƒƒ UJ c ; 

(9.1) ) 

fromm which follows that the overall transfer function / / i s given by 

H{(o)H{(o) = YouL = A „ . J«" 
V;, V;, 11 + j COT 

withh x = 
A-A A-A 

(9.2) ) 

Fromm the expression for H can be seen that for 'DC signals' (where co = 0) — there is no 
transferr and that the whole network behaves as an amplifier Ae followed by a single first-
orderr high pass filter with a time constant rwhich depends only on Av as the other factors 
aree constant. 
Withh typical values for Ae of 200, r, of 400 and Av in the range 0.01.. 1 the apparent time 
constantt r could be chosen from 2..200 seconds. 
Ass the overall gain for co » 1/ris still Ae as in the original design, no other changes were 
necessaryy to preserve the proper functioning of the surrounding circuits. 
Ann added benefit of this scheme is that there are no capacitors to charge or discharge 
whenn the circuit is changed from a time constant of 2 to 200 seconds. As a result of this, 
thee channels were first allowed to settle at the lowest values of the time constant and then 
sett at the required values just prior to the observation. 
Thee additional circuitry, basically the inverting integrators, was realised on printed circuit 
boardss made at WSRT as a 'piggyback' on the FFB detector boards. 
Too remove any residual DC offset (more noticeable at higher values of the time constant), 
eachh channel was given an adjustable trimmer that, for easy reach, was mounted at the 
frontt end of each detector board. 

9.2.22 Automatic Gain Controls (AGCs) 

9.2.2.19.2.2.1 Origin al pro vision sfor gain con trol. 

Thee original design of the FFB had two provisions for some form of gain control, i.e. an 
analoguee (4-quadrant) multiplier, which was used as an amplifier with a variable gain 
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betweenn 0 and 1, followed by the adjustable upper and lower threshold of the 2-bit 
digitiser.. As there is no DC component in the signal, the middle threshold was fixed at 
'ground'' level. These two subsystems were directly coupled to each other. Unfortunately, 
thesee provisions were of little, if any, use. The two main reasons were: 

1)) Poor grounding caused cross talk from other channels to become rather noticeable 
whenn the attenuation of the amplifier was set to lower levels. 

2)) Reducing the amplification also reduced the maximum swing of the output signal of 
thee multiplier proportionally. Due to this, the upper and lower thresholds had to be set at 
smallerr values for the digitiser to minimise the distortion from digitisation. The combined 
effectt of this change in amplification and in thresholds, however, was that the overall gain 
remainedd unchanged. 

Inn order to minimise the effects of cross talk, the amplitude of the proper signal should be 
sett at the highest possible level which was determined by the maximum 1 Volt input 
rangee of the variable amplifier. As the noisy signal here has a Gaussian distribution and in 
orderr to avoid too much clipping of the amplifier due to 'n-sigma peaks*  in the signal, we 
onlyy used half that range. Until the advent of the advanced Automatic Gain Controls 
(AGCs),, the signal levels were controlled with 8x2 manually operated attenuators that 
weree already present in WSRT's signal path. 

9.2.2.29.2.2.2 Advanced AGCs. 

Thee manual control of the signal levels was a rather tedious affair because when for 
instancee a filter setting changed, all 8x2 levels had to be readjusted. It wil l not come as a 
surprisee that some efforts were put into the development of proper automatic gain control 
forr the analogue signals. 
Thee level that had to be kept constant was the RMS of the detected signal at the point of 
thee 2-bit digitisers, so that the best setting of the latter's thresholds could be used. In order 
too always feed the filter bank with the required signal strength, it was decided to insert the 
8x22 new units in the signal path at the upstream side of the filter bank. 
Thee design considerations were: 

a.. the range over which the attenuation can be controlled must cover at least 55 dB 
(i.e.. a factor 560 in gain ) to cover for different numbers of radio telescopes in 
thee array and the full range of filter settings (bandwidth and smoothing), 

b.. the bandwidth, over which the RMS at the digitiser inputs is measured, must 
coverr at least 1.25 MHz (half the maximum bandwidth of one of the four channels 
inn a 10 MHz WSRT band) and 

c.. the time constant of the control loop must have a low value for a short settling 
timee and a high value to avoid pulse shape distortion (see 9.2.1); switching 
betweenn those two values may not introduce any disturbance (for instance due to 
chargingg of capacitors). 

Thiss is not the place to go into the details of the design and the realisation of the AGC; it 
shouldd be sufficient to remark that the unit not only met the specifications, but also made 
itt a lot easier to make observations with the filter bank. 

AA range as large as a factor 560 in a control loop is difficult to realise with linear electronics. In order to 
handlee gain variations around a gain of, say, 500 as smoothly as variations around 5, an element with a 
logarithmicc transfer function was used. 
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Thee final integration of the AGC and the DC removal unit (DCR) led to an interesting 
controll  problem, caused by the square-law detectors as a non-linear part of the signal 
path.. An added complication is that the DCR control loop is inside the loop of the AGC. 
Considerr the following two scenarios: 

A,, The signal strength at the input of the digitisers is too high but the DC is properly 
removed. . 
Thee AGC wil l start reducing its gain and hence the amplitude of the signal into 
thee square-law detector will decrease, and so will the DC level of its output. In the 
initiall  condition the DCR had removed the DC from the detector, so a negative 
DCC level wil l now start to grow. It should be realised that, due to smoothing, the 
RMSS of the signal near the digitiser wil l be considerably smaller than the RMS of 
thee signal that is leaving the detector. So even a modest change in the gain may 
causee a considerable change (relative to the RMS) in the DC level near the 
digitiser. . 
Thiss has two consequences. Firstly, the AGC will see this shift as part of the 
signall  and wil l draw the (sort of erroneous) conclusion that the signal is increasing 
ratherr than decreasing in strength and hence wil l reduce the gain even more, 
therebyy even further lowering the DC level. This has all the makings of an 
unstablee 'run-away' process. 
Secondly,, the DCR will detect the negative DC offset and will begin to shift it 
towardss positive values. As the action of the DCR is opposite to the effect of the 
actionn of the AGC, the overall control may or may not be stable, depending on 
howw strong and how swift the counter-action of the DCR is. 

B.. The signal strength at the input of the digitisers is too low but the DC is properly 
removed. . 
Noww the AGC wil l start increasing its gain and the resulting increasing DC level 
fromfrom the detector to the digitiser will be seen as extra signal, which wil l 'foor the 
AGCC in thinking that the desired increase in signal strength has been achieved. As 
aa consequence the AGC wil l slow down the increase in gain and the DCR wil l in 
itss own time start removing the DC. As there is no inherent instability, the two 
controll  processes will eventually achieve their goals in an orderly manner. 

Similarr scenarios can be drawn up for the cases where the signal strength is all right, but 
theree is a positive or a negative offset in the DC, Again, one is inherently stable and the 
otherr may be unstable. 
Itt is fair to state that it was quite a challenge to get the overall system stable, for all values 
off  the filter settings and the range of time constants of the AGC and DCR control loops. 

9.2.33 'Forbidden frequencies'. 
Chapterr 3.2.2 describes how the incoming 10 MHz-wide band is split by 4 local 
oscillatorss (LOs) into 4 channels. There is a unit in the filter bank which converts the 
55 MHz timing signal from WSRT's MASER to Fin = 80 MHz. The latter is used to 
supplyy 4 numerically controlled oscillators (NCO of type STEL-1378A), which 
synthesisee the required frequency. An integer quantity DeltaPhase determines the output 
frequencyfrequency Fout according to 

__ Fin-DeltaPhase . , „ , „ . ^„ 
FoutFout = n with DeltaPhase < 231 (9.3) 
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DeltaPhaseDeltaPhase is continuously added to a 32-bit phase register, ignoring the overflow when 
thee register tries to go beyond 232 - 1 . The value of that register can be interpreted as the 
precisee phase of a periodic signal with frequency Fout and is converted via a look-up 
tablee into a digital value corresponding to a sine. A 10-bit digital-to-analogue converter 
andd a low pass filter transform these values into a continuous sinusoidal signal. The value 
off  that phase register Phase over time follows from 

Phase{t)Phase{t) = mod(f • DeltaPhase^2) (9.4) 

withh 'mod' the modulo function and t going in steps of XIFin. 
Inn a note by Kulkarni and Sandhu "NCO Spectrum Simulation" that accompanied the 
filterfilter  bank documentation, the spectral purity of the resulting sinusoid was determined 
andd (quite rightly) found satisfactorily. 
Unfortunately,, the same NCOs are used to generate clock signals for most of the digitally 
controlledd low pass filters. These filters are used to determine the cut-off frequencies of 
thee bandwidth after the mixer and of the smoothing stage (before and after the detectors, 
seee Figure 3-2). The filters are clocked by a binary periodic signal and to this end the 
valuee of the highest bit in the NCO's phase register was used. 
Whenn DeltaPhase is a power of 2, the 'saw tooth'-like output of the phase register is 
completelyy regular, i.e. all periods are equal in length. For any other value some periods 
wil ll  be marginally shorter or longer than the others and only over SCM time steps wil l the 
averagee output frequency equal Fout. SCM - the smallest common multiple of 
DeltaPhaseDeltaPhase and 2 - therefore determines the true periodicity of the signal and in the 
meantimee the momentary frequency will vary around, but never equal, Fout. Especially 
forr high values of SCM (i.e. a long 'true' period) these variations caused a considerable 
amountt of'noise' in the detected signals from all channels, often overpowering the 
signalss from the telescopes. Spectral analysis indeed showed that the frequency 1/SCM 
andd many harmonics thereof were the main cause of the noise; an added complication was 
thatt the duty cycle of the clock signal was no longer symmetric. As a consequence, the 
cut-offf  frequencies could only be set at 50, 25, 12.5 etc kHz when DeltaPhase is a power 
off  2. These NCOs also drive the 2-bit analogue-to-digital converters, but here small 
deviationss play no role. 

9.2,44 'Unsquare' law detectors. 
Inn the filter bank the square-law detector is realised by an analogue, four-quadrant, 
multiplierr and the signal is fed both to its X and Y inputs (not to be confused with X and 
YY polarisations). Due to offsets in the (differential) inputs and the unavoidable input bias 
current,, a typical offset of 21 mV and a maximal offset of 35 mV can be expected from 
thee manufacturer's specifications of this multiplier and the Caltech designed 1 kQ input 
resistor.. This offset must be compared to the typical amplitude of the signal to be squared 
inn order to estimate its effect. For reasons explained in paragraph 9.2.2 the signal level at 
thee 2-bit digitiser is -1 Voltpp (the 'pp' stands for "peak-peak", i.e. between lowest peak 
andd highest peak). The low-frequency gain between the detector and the digitiser is ~280 
butt the bandwidth can be reduced by the low pass smoothing filter in the signal path. 
Assumingg a worst case scenario where the smoothing cut-off frequency is at 50 kHz 
whilee the channel bandwidth is 2x25 kHz - so there is effectively no integration - then the 
outputt of the detector is ~3.6 mVpp so the input may - in absolute value - not exceed 60 
mV. . 
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Figuree 9-9 shows the effects of an offset on the output of the detector, in case there is no 
offset,, or the typical (21 mV) and maximal (35 mV) offsets are present as determined 
above.. The input swing is from -60 to 60 mV. 
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Figuree 9-9 effect of an input offset on the square-law detector. 

Anotherr way of judging the detrimental effect of an input offset on the proper functioning 
off  the square-law detector is shown in Figure 9-10. It displays the detector's output signal 
whenn a sinusoid with an amplitude of 60 mV is input to the detector with the same three 
offsett cases as in Figure 9-9. For illustration only, Figure 9-10 shows a sinusoid but not to 
scale. . 
Thee detector's output can be described as 

VoutVout = (Vin - offset)2 = Vin2 + offset2 + 2  Vin  offset (9.5) 

andd from this expression it is clear that in the case of a non-zero offset, there will be, next 
too the desired squared signal Vin2 also a linear component 2-Vin-offset, directly 
proportionall  to the offset. Unfortunately the pulse can only be found in that squared term; 
inn other words, the offset will have an adverse effect on the SNR of the pulsar signal. 
Assumingg that a Gaussian noise signal is input to the detector, that a 2-sigma interval is 
processedd without any clipping (or saturation) in the circuitry and that the maximal offset 
iss present, then the SNR is just halved. The constant term offset itself has no further 
effectss on the SNR; it is part of the DC component of the signal, which is removed 
anyway. . 

AA comparison between the detector's output in case of the maximal offset and the original 
inputt clearly shows how large the linear term has become. 
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Figuree 9-10 effect of these offsets on a sinusoidal input to the detector; the vertical of the sinusoid in 
thiss figure is not to scale. 

Ass the original design had not catered for a means to eliminate these offsets, the only 
possibilityy was to individually tune the inputs of all 128 square-law detectors (64 
channelss and a 'sine' and 'cosine' signal path). To this end, for each detector the 
impedancee of a resistor was determined, which was to connect the already present (and 
veryy stable) 2.5 Volt reference voltage source with the detector's input. Often two 
resistorss in series were required to reach sufficient accuracy. Typical values were around 
1144 kQ, which works out at an offset of 22 mV, in good accordance with the expected 
typicall  value of 21 mV. In determining the value of the required compensating resistor it 
wass found that it took the machine some 20 minutes to reach thermal equilibrium and the 
variouss offsets had stabilised. 

9.2.55 Clipping LO amplifiers. 
Thee mixers on-board the filter bank are so-called switched diode mixers and require a 
locall  oscillator (LO) signal strength of 7 dBm for optimal performance. 
Thee LO signals with their tuneable frequencies are generated by the STELs on the LO 
boardd and carried to an amplifier, before being split into so-called power dividers and fed 
too the mixers. It was noticed that when the LO signal to a mixer was fed to a spectrum 
analyserr that next to the ground frequency many odd harmonics with considerable 
strengthh were also present. In particular the harmonic with three times the LO frequency 
hadd a relative amplitude of approximately 0.25 (or -6 dB). 
Thiss could have had unwanted effects for pulsar observations with higher DMs. Suppose 
forr instance that a channel was chosen from a 10 MHz WSRT band around 2.5 MHz with 
aa bandwidth of 0.5 MHz to limit the DM smearing. To this end the LO would be set at 
2.55 MHz. As also 7.5 MHz would be fed to the mixer, the same channel would carry 
(albeitt at lA the amplitude) the DM-delayed pulse from 7.5 -2.5 — 5 MHz, a factor of 10 
outsidee the intended bandwidth. 
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Furthermoree it was noticed that the power going into the mixers was 16 dBm, or 9 dB 
abovee the optimal level. 
Bothh these effects could be eliminated by reducing the strength of the LO signal going to 
thisthis amplifier, an ANZAC AMI 10 with a fixed gain of 30 dB. To this end a so-called n 
networkk on the LO board was put in its signal path, reducing the power to the mixers to 7 
dBm.. To compensate for a small dependency on frequency of the power to the mixer, the 
network'ss transfer function was moderately frequency-dependent as well. 
Afterr this modification the strength of the unwanted harmonics (even and odd) of the LO 
frequencyy were all under -40 dB, that is less than 1% in relative amplitude and 
unnoticeable. . 

9.2.66 Unwanted pass-bands from the narrow filter. 
Thee narrow low pass filters were configured in the filter bank in such a way that the cut-
offf  frequency was 1/50 of the input clock frequency from the NCOs (see also 9.2.2). 
Unfortunately,, the transfer function of these filters is more complex as apart from the low 
passs band there are several other pass bands around the clock frequency Fc and multiples 
thereof,, as illustrated in Figure 9-11. 

Figuree 9-11 the multiple pass-bands of the narrow low pass filters (not to scale). 

Soo if the bandwidth-determining cut-off frequency of the low pass filter was chosen for 
sufficientt reduction of the DM smearing, undesired signals would still come through, 
whichh could lead to multiple detection of the same profile. Fortunately, this problem was 
recognisedd and remedied before any spurious detections were made. 
Itt would have been easy if the undesired pass-bands could have been suppressed by an 
overalll  (first order) low pass filter, but the range over which the narrow filters were used 
preventedd this, as the following example will illustrate. 
Thee lowest reasonable setting for the cut-off frequency was around 2.5 kHz, for which an 
Fcc of 125 kHz was required. If we accept attenuation by a factor 30 in amplitude (= -30 
dB)) of the signals in the unwanted pass-band by the overall filter, then we get a filter 
wheree the transfer function already drops 3 dB near 4 kHz. 
Thee highest possible (and useful) setting of the cut-off frequency was 50 kHz. In this 
bandd all frequencies above 4 kHz would be unacceptably affected. 
AA possible, but rather expensive, solution would have been to install very steep filters that 
givee sufficient attenuation between 50 and 125 kHz, but those filters have physical 
dimensionss for which there simply was no room on the detector boards. 
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Thee alternative would be to have filters that are tuneable and which can be set somewhere 
inn that 'factor 50' range. 
Inn the filter bank there are switches that determine whether the signals pass along the 
widee or the narrow bandwidth-determining low pass filters. This presented us with a 
remarkablyy simple solution to the above problem. A relatively simple modification forced 
thee signal to pass through the wide filter at any time, whereby the switches determined 
whetherr or not the signal also passed through the narrow one. By setting the cut-off 
frequencyy of the wide filters it was always possiblee to attenuate the undesired pass-bands 
adequately. . 

9.2.77 Unknown start time of an observation 
Afterr giving the filter bank the command to start an observation, a general reset of all 
circuitryy was done so the machine would always be in the same initial condition. Next a 
gatee was opened to allow a very precise 10-second pulse from WSRT's MASER to reach 
thee circuits that would enable the various counters and clocks. Among these are the STEL 
chips,, which were mentioned in paragraph 9.2.2 and which generate the local oscillator 
frequenciesfrequencies and also drive the low pass filters and generate the clock signal for the signal 
digitisers. . 
Thesee chips do not immediately begin to generate output, but first calculate the 
DeltaPhaseDeltaPhase and then do some more internal organising and settling-in. For all practical 
purposes,, this delay time was random in duration (though it had an upper limit) and hence 
thee actual start time of an observation was unknown. At WSRT we built in a 32-bit 
counter,, which measured the time between the 10-second start tick and the actual start of 
thee observation. As a MASER-linked 10 MHz oscillator clocked the counter, the 
inaccuracyy in determining the actual start time was not more than 100 ns. The counter 
wass implemented in such a way that its value could be read automatically by the on-board 
computer. . 

9.2.88 Loss of data in the buffer board 
Errors,, which happen occasionally, are often hard to find. The filter bank's buffer board, 
whichh decouples the data generation by the detector boards and the data storage onto hard 
disk,, occasionally 'lost' a varying number of samples. As these samples do not carry any 
kindd of timestamp, it was impossible to correct for it afterwards. The problem was known 
too the Caltech staff and was rather puzzling as more of these boards were in use in other 
Caltechh designed machines. The professionalism of Hans Weggemans of WSRT, 
however,, allowed for a quick identification and subsequent remedy of the problems. The 
problemm was caused by the fact that some of the parameters of the board in question were 
suchh that unacceptably high levels of 'ringing' were found in several signal lines. When 
thisthis ringing occasionally exceeded certain thresholds, the circuitry was fooled into 
thinkingg that several instead of just one bit had arrived. With some damping resistors and 
capacitorss in the right places the buffer board proved completely stable. 

9.2.99 The Artificial Pulsar 

Thee Artificial Pulsar (AP) came as part of the FFB shipment to WSRT. It is not a part of 
thee FFB as such, but a stand-alone device that can generate a signal that, after detection, 
lookss like a block-shaped pulse with a controllable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 
pulse-onn and pulse-off are controlled by an external digital signal; at WSRT a frequency 
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synthesiserr was used, locked to the hydrogen MASER, to supply such a stable and 
periodicc signal. 
Onee design error was remedied, two extensions were made to its functionality and a 
calibrationn of the SNR led to the discovery of a rather essential deviation between the AP 
ass it was realised and its Caltech-supplied design schematics. The latter reduced the 
usefull  range of SNRs from 5 orders of magnitude to less than 3, 

9.2.9.19.2.9.1 AP - removal of the saturation of the output power amplifier. 

Duringg the calibration of the AP it was noticed that the amplifier, which was positioned 
betweenn the output level attenuator and the outputs, went into saturation at higher output 
levels.. It required a fixed 12 dB attenuator (actually two 6 dB ones) to prevent this 
amplifierr from clipping at all possible output levels. 

9.2.9.29.2.9.2 AP - addition of a narrow bandwidth output 

Thiss rather minor alteration to the AP was due to the fact that the AP had a 'white' noise 
bandwidthh range of 0..350 MHz. The inputs to the FFB, however, would be fed by WSRT 
withh signals with a frequency range from lV^.l l^MHz ; so using the AP 'as is' would 
feedd far too much power into the input stage of the filter bank. 
Too remedy this, an already available second (also broadband) output was fed via a low 
passs filter with a sharp cut-off at 11 MHz, properly mounted inside the housing of the AP. 

9.2.939.2.93 AP - SNR calibration 

Whenn the signals of two uncorrected noise sources are added electronically, only their 
powerss - proportional to the squares of their amplitudes (in VoltSRMs) - are added; a so-
calledd incoherent addition. If, on the other hand, two signals from the same noise source 
aree added, the amplitude of the resulting signal is just the sum of the individual 
amplitudes. . 
Thee signal of a pulsar can be seen as a periodic source of noise in a continuous and 
uncorrectedd noisy background, their signals incoherently added in the 'voltages' from the 
front-endsfront-ends of the radio telescopes. 
Thee design schematics of the AP which we received from Caltech, show - in 
correspondencee with real pulsar signals - the addition of the signals of two identical but 
independentindependent noise sources, one acting as a constant background and one (attenuated) 
signall  acting as the pulsar's pulse. In Figure 9-12 the relation between the relative degree 
off  attenuation of the 'pulsar' noise source and the resulting SNR is shown as the lower 
(straight)) line with rectangular markers. 
Whenn calibrating the AP so that the sensitivity of the filter bank could be measured by it, 
itt became apparent that the SNR as produced by the AP was not in correspondence with 
thatt expected straight curve. It did, however, correspond with the rather more limited 
rangee as indicated by the upper line as shown with the triangular markers in Figure 9-12. 
Thee latter curve corresponds with the coherent addition of signals from a single noise 
source.. A visual inspection of the AP, when we were making the earlier mentioned 
alterations,, showed that indeed the AP was not built according to the supplied schematics 
butt contained one instead of two noise sources. 
Inn Figure 9-12 the horizontal axis shows the pulse amplitude (itself in VOUSRMS) relative 
too the background amplitude, in units of deciBells as this corresponds with the dials on 
thee AP; the vertical axis shows the resulting SNR on a logarithmic scale. 
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Figuree 9-12 the straight blue line gives the SNR in the case of two independent noise sources, whereas 
thee curved red line corresponds to the case of a single source. 

Thee SNR in the two cases can be calculated with the following two expressions. In these 
expressionss the background noise signal BS and the pulse signal PS have amplitudes in 
VoltSRMS--
Thee definition of the SNR used is 

PowerPulseOnPowerPulseOn - PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOn 
dNKdNK = = 1 PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOff 

(9.6) ) 

soo that in the case of two independent noise sources the SNR can be calculated with 
incoherentt addition by: 

SNR2SNR2 = 
BSBS22+PS+PS22 . (PS^ 

-\-\ = 
BSBS4 4 BS BS 

(9.7) ) 

whichh explains the straight line in the double logarithmic figure above. 
Thee SNR in the case of a single noise source can be found with coherent addition by: 

SNR\SNR\ = mm<g+&_<g+&_lmlm mSim+2mSim+2.j.jSSS SSS 

BSBS4 4 BS' BS' 
(9.8) ) 

soo SNR1 > SNR2; the relative difference is more noticeable for values of SNR2 « 1. 

Thee fact that the straight line is just under the line that would run through the origin of the 
graphh is due to the fact that the pulse on/off switching device in the AP loses some 10 % 
off  the original amplitude. 
Ass can be seen from the graph, the designed range of SNRs from the AP would have 
spannedd 5 orders of magnitude; eliminating one noise source in the actually built AP 
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reducedd this to almost half that range. It was disappointing that we weren't made aware 
byy Caltech of their decision to reduce the cost of the AP by reducing the number of noise 
sourcess from two to one, at the expense of downgrading its performance. 

9.2,9.49.2,9.4 AP - extension of the SNR range for *giant pulses'. 

Thee set-up of the original AP allowed SNRs up to a value of 2.6. In order to determine 
thee sensitivity of the filter bank for signals that are considerably more powerful, we 
extendedd the high end of the range of available SNRs. This was achieved by placing an 
attenuatorr in the signal path of the background noise signal (see paragraph 9.2.9.3 for a 
descriptionn of the various internal AP signals). This device can switch between 0 and 20 
dBB attenuation; a reduction by a factor of 100 in power. It was mounted on the inside of 
thee AP and a switch, which operates the amount of attenuation, is mounted in the front 
panell  of the AP. The useful range of SNRs was thus extended from 2.6 to 98. 
Thee main reasons for wanting these enormous signal levels are twofold. With short bursts 
off  power it allowed us to study the sensitivity - or rather the deterioration thereof- in the 
casee of strong pulsar signals, like individual pulses from B0329+54 and so-called giant 
pulsess from for instance the Crab pulsar. With longer bursts we could study the dynamic 
behaviourr of both the automatic gain controls and the DC removal circuits, described in 
paragraphss 9.2.2 and 9.2.1. 
Whenn in 'giant pulse*  mode the total output signal level of course drops by some 20 dB, 
butt this is automatically compensated for by the automatic gain controls. 

9.2.100 Wiring of the power supplies - covering common ground. 
Thee FFB, with its many signal-processing stages, both analogue and digital, has many 
powerr supplies. The detector boards alone already require three power supplies, +5 and -5 
Voltt for analogue, and +5 Volt for digital circuitry. Most signal carrying wires have their 
voltagess relative to 'ground' and it is of paramount importance that for each signal-
processingg module a clearly defined single point exists where the 'ground' of the power 
suppliess meets the 'ground' of the signal. In case this is not adhered to then for instance 
DCC offsets can build up, adversely affecting the reliability of logical '0' or ' 1' levels or 
'cross-talk'' between channels because of shared signal currents; both phenomena were 
indeedd observed. This problem was brought to the attention of the staff involved at 
Caltechh during the visit of Hans Weggemans and Lodie Voute in May 1994 by the latter. 
Evenn though some of the wiring had improved when the machine arrived at WSRT, there 
stilll  were multiple 'ground' points where there should have been just one. 
Whenn also some of the power supplies in the filter bank stopped functioning, it was 
decidedd to completely rewire the machine in line with the above considerations. At the 
samee time full use was made of the possibility to use the 'sense' inputs of the power 
suppliess to ensure the right voltage and maximum stability at the points where these 
suppliess were actually needed. 

9.2.111 Wrong polarity, part 1: 'dead channels'. 
Inn the beginning quite a few of the 64 channels were 'dead channels' (i.e. the output was 
completelyy clipped to either the positive or negative supply voltage) or at best had 
considerablee offsets. This problem had also surfaced during the May 1994 visit; a visit 
thatt was scheduled because Caltech had informed ASTRON that the machine was very 
nearr completion and ASTRON wanted an update of its general condition and potential 
pointss of attention. The cause of it lay in the fact that all operational amplifiers and 
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similarr components have offsets, albeit small, at their differential inputs; also these inputs 
requiree a certain, again small, amount of current. These offsets are the result of small 
variationss in the semi-conducting material these 'chips' are made of, and although the 
signn of the offset is fixed for a given chip, there is no way of knowing in advance whether 
thesee offsets will be positive or negative. Without special measures, subsequent 'DC 
coupled'' amplification stages wil l enlarge these asymmetries. Such is indeed the case in 
thee circuitry formed by the buffer stage between the square-law detectors U4 and U5 and 
thee smoothing filter U6. The gain in this circuit is 10 and the amplified offsets of U10, 
Ull  1 and U9 can cause an offset of some  % Volt. The filter U6 subsequently passes on 
thiss randomly polarised offset to the DC blocking circuit C33 and R7. C33 is an 
electrolyticc capacitor with a definite required polarity. In those cases where C33 was 
exposedd to a DC offset of the wrong polarity (negative instead of positive), the capacitor 
wouldd start conducting rather than insulating, causing an offset to the next amplifying 
stage,, described in point 3 below. As the amplification of that stage is 20 times, the 
resultingg DC offset could reach values as low as -5 Volt. Not only was this way outside 
thee range of the 2-bit digitiser at the end of the signal path, but also the capacitor there 
(C36)) would be exposed to the wrong polarity, but that is also discussed below in point 3. 
Too test this hypothesis, the ASTRON representatives during their visit inverted the way 
capacitorr C33 was soldered onto the printed circuit board of several of these dead 
channels.. As a result, these channels became instantly 'alive' again, the capacitors luckily 
nott yet exposed long enough to the wrong polarity to cause permanent damage. It never 
becamee clear why, after the ASTRON representatives had left, these capacitors were 
subsequentlyy returned to their original, but erroneous position, causing these channels to 
goo 'dead* again. The final remedy as installed at WSRT was to install a 120 kQ resistor 
betweenn pin 2 (the inverting input) of operational amplifier U9 and the 2.5 Volt reference 
sourcee and remounting C33 with the opposite polarity as installed by Caltech. In this way 
thee resistor forced a sufficient negative bias to U9's output and hence ensured a definite 
negativee bias for C33's polarity. It was first tried to avoid the 'turning around' of C33 by 
connectingg the resistor to the -5 Volt supply, but the sensitivity at the inputs of U9 is too 
largee and resulted in violent low frequency oscillations of all channels, so-called "motor 
boating". . 
Thiss modification was later removed when all the stages after the square-law detector 
becamee DC coupled and the DC removing circuitry was added, see paragraph 9.2.1. 

9.2.122 Wrong polarity, part 2: 'time bombs' 
Thee circuitry formed by operational amplifiers U12, U13, U14 and U15 (and at the time 
thee 'varamp' U7) are all 'DC coupled'; the amplification in that circuit is approximately 
200 times. Taking into account just the input offset voltage of U12 and U13 as per the 
specificationss of National Semiconductor, one can already expect an offset voltage at the 
outputt of U15 between +0.4 and -0.4 Volt. In practice deviations of up/down to  VA Volt 
weree found, but of course the sign is unpredictable. Capacitor C36, which is there to 
blockk this DC offset from reaching the 2-bit digitiser, is of a so-called electrolytic type. 
Thiss type of capacitor has a definite polarity; applying a small voltage of the wrong 
polarityy wil l sooner or later turn the capacitor into a short circuit. 
Thee 'time bomb' situation was remedied by placing a resistor of 10 kQ between pin 4 
(thee negative 5 Volt power supply) and pin 2 (the inverting input) of operational amplifier 
U155 in all 64 FFB channels. In doing so, the output of U15 was forced up by 
approximatelyy 1 Volt, thus creating a definite positive offset for the electrolytic capacitor 
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C36. . 
Thiss modification was later removed when all the stages after the square-law detector 
becamee DC coupled and the DC removing circuitry was added, see paragraph 9.2.1. 

9.2.133 Replacement of capacitor C36. 
Capacitorss C36 (see also points 2 and 3 above) were of a 'tantalum' type and many of 
themm had, for a prolonged time, been charged with the wrong polarity and were found to 
havee an unacceptably high leak current. 
Afterr the modification as described under point 3, all 64 capacitors were replaced by the 
superiorr 'solid aluminium' types and, like the original ones, with a capacitance of 22 uF 
andd 16 Volt max DC. The extremely small leak current of these capacitors could indeed 
bee ignored. 

9.2.144 EMC/EMI radiation. 
Albert-Jann Boonstra of WSRT did measurements at the observatory shortly after its 
arrivall  to determine the amount of EM radiation coming from the filter bank. This 
radiationn could have detrimental effects on other equipment or even on the sensitivity of 
somee of the radio telescopes near the observatory building. 
Ass no special precautions were taken in the design or housing of the FFB it was indeed 
foundd that the radiation levels were too high and the FFB was subsequently moved inside 
WSRT'ss 'HF cabin'. This is a so-called Faraday cage, used to keep unwanted EM 
radiationn on the inside. 

9.2.155 Nostalgia. 
Onn some of the detector boards, rather than the usual 'metal film' resistors with 1% 
tolerance,, rather old-fashioned carbon resistors with 5 and 10% tolerance were found. 
Ass resistors of this type generate considerably more noise and their high tolerances create 
unwantedd differences between the sensitivities of the various channels, all these resistors 
weree replaced with 1% tolerance 'metal film' resistors. 

9.2.166 Discrepancies between schematics and realisation. 
Quitee a number of discrepancies between the schematics and the actual circuitry inside 
thee FFB were found. They will not be reported here as they were all remedied in the 
completee set of fully up-to-date schematics made by Hans Weggemans of WSRT. 
Itt was a pleasure to notice that even the modifications that the author made without 
correctlyy reporting them were spotted by him and incorporated into these schematics. 

9.2.177 Depth of the control board and all detector boards. 
Thee control board in particular, but also all the detector boards, had printed circuit boards 
thatt were too short, so that the connectors at the back could barely make contact with 
theirr opposite connectors on the VME back plane. 
Too remedy this, all front plates were removed and remounted with a larger offset to 
ensuree proper electrical contacts on all the connector pins. 

9.2.188 Correct connection of the SCSI devices to the on-board computer. 
Attachedd to the on-board FORCE computer were two external SCSI devices, i.e. the 
2.44 GB hard disk and the Exabyte tape drive. It was already known at Caltech that there 
weree many read and write errors to these devices, in particular to the tape drive. A "Small 
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Computerr System Interface" (SCSI) bus is a simple and reliable way of connecting up to 
sevenn external devices to a processor. All these devices are linked to the same 'flat cable' 
andd the bus must be properly terminated at the far end of the flat cable, at or beyond the 
lastt device. In the filter bank, however, these two devices were connected each with their 
ownn flat cable rather than both on a single one and also no terminating resistors were in 
place. . 
Afterr connecting both devices to a single flat cable and installing terminating resistors at 
thee last device (the tape drive) both devices worked according to their specifications. 

9.2.199 Loss of bandwidth when using the wide BW-determining filter. 
Thee output of the wide filter (U20) for determining the bandwidth per channel is of a 
differentiall  nature, i.e. two outputs carrying the same signal but of opposite phase. As the 
nextt stage expects a signal that is relative to ground, a transformer (U30) was used for the 
conversion.. To avoid any DC current from running through this transformer two 
capacitorss C39 and C40 (also C45 and C46) were used of 10 nF each on the primary side. 
Thee transformer has a transfer ratio of 1:1 so the terminating output resistor of 1 kQ at the 
secondaryy side is also 'seen' on the primary side. The serial network of two capacitors of 
100 nF and a resistor of 1 kO has a -3 dB cut-off frequency of-35 kHz. All frequencies 
beloww this frequency wil l not reach the following signal processing stages. At the lowest 
attainablee setting of-150 kHz of this filter, this means that from the frequencies in the 
rangee -150.. +150 kHz a gap around the middle of -35..+35 kHz, or some 25 %, is lost, 
withh the associated loss in SNR. During a major overhaul of the detector boards the 
capacitorss C39 and C40 were replaced with ceramic capacitors of 220 nF, thereby 
virtuallyy eliminating any loss in bandwidth, 

9.2.200 Various faulty components. 
Uponn arrival and later during the rounds of improvements, quite a number of not, or not 
properly,, functioning integrated circuits was found and subsequently replaced. 
Particularlyy prone to malfunction were the ' 8131' wide bandwidth determining (low pass) 
filters. filters. 

9.2.211 Cross talk into all channels marked '6' on each of the detector boards. 
Duringg measurements of the levels of noise as generated by the channels themselves it 
wass found that the channels had typically 11 mVpp when the wide bandwidth-determining 
filterfilter  was in use. This figure goes up to 17 mVpp with the narrow filter in operation. The 
onlyy exception being channel '6' of each board which scored some 10 mV higher. 
Analysiss showed that the wire carrying the digital clock signal, which is used to operate 
thee narrow bandwidth determining filter, runs under a sensitive part (U12 and U13) of the 
circuitryy of channel '6'. 
Too eliminate this unwanted cross talk, the wire on the printed circuit board was fully 
disconnectedd by scratching through its copper on the J33 end of it and cutting pin 2 of 
U444 near the surface of the board at its other end. The connection was then re-established 
byy means of a coaxial cable, its shielding connected to analogue ground at J33. 

9.2.222 Sine - Cosine 90° splitters. 
Downn mixing in the filter bank is done by a mixer and low pass filtering, which down-
convertss a frequency band fl..f2 to -f..+f, with f = (f2-fl)/2. As 'negative' frequencies 
aree inseparable from positive frequencies, effectively the bandwidth is halved and hence a 
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factorr V2 in SNR is lost. One way to compensate for this loss is by using not only an LO 
inn a mixer stage for the band fl .,£2, but mixing the same band also with a 90° phase 
shiftedd LO and adding the detected signals in an analogue way. Special 4-terminal 
splitterss exist that split an incoming signal into two signals of the same frequency but 
withh a 90°-phase difference. The fourth terminal must be terminated with a 50 O resistor. 
Onn inspection we found that only half of those essential resistors were actually in place, 
therebyy nullifying the V2 gain in the other channels. 
Off  course these missing 50 Q terminating resistors were immediately brought into place. 

9.2.233 Not functioning LO. 
Onn the LO board there are 8 programmable local oscillators (LOs) one of which gave no 
signal.. Inspection showed that the grounded shielding of the output cable was also 
solderedd to the signal output, thus short-circuiting its signal. 
Thee faulty soldering was subsequently corrected. 

9.2.244 Analogue channel outputs. 
Singlee processing on-board the detector boards went all the way to the buffered output of 
thee 2-bit digitiser. For testing purposes, however, it was often necessary to view the 
analoguee signals on an oscilloscope. 
Ass the front plate of each detector board had some spare space between the inputs of the 
channelss '0' and '1 'a 9-pin D-connector was mounted there, connected to the point 
wheree the analogue signal was fed to the digitiser. A resistor of 100 O was used to avoid 
aa capacitive load of the last amplification stage and hence avoid the chance of any 
unwantedd oscillations. 

9.2.255 Loss of detected signal. 
Afterr the 'sine' and 'cosine' part of the signal path have been detected (U4 and U5), 
addedd (U10, Ul 1 and U9) and amplified (U9), the signal is sent to the low pass 
(smoothing)) filter (U6). The latter allows (in this machine) for a highest cut-off frequency 
off  50 kHz. Between amplifier U9 and the filter U6, however, is a fixed low pass network 
formedd by R6 and C4 with a cut-off frequency of 34 kHz, rendering the information in 
thee upper 16 kHz void. 
Thiss unwanted effect was remedied by lowering the value of R6 from 1 kQ to 390 Q in 
alll  64 channels. 

9.2.266 Insufficient bandwidth of the 'piggyback' amplifier. 
Caltechh found that the signal level from the mixers was not sufficient to drive the 
downstreamm circuitry. To rectify this, small printed circuit boards were 'piggy-backed' 
ontoo the mixer boards with a wide band amplifier giving an increase in amplitude by a 
factorr 100. Unfortunately the gain-bandwidth product of this amplifier was insufficient 
forr the required bandwidth of (at least) 2.5 MHz. With all other modifications in place it 
turnedd out that amplification by a factor 10 was sufficient. 
Thee amplification of the piggyback amplifiers was subsequently reduced to 10 and as a 
consequencee the bandwidth obtained was adequate. 

9.2.277 Configuration around the STEL chips on the LO board. 
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Accordingg to the manufacturer, the STEL chips required a couple of inductances of 1 uH. 
Onn the board, however, we found that most of these inductances were either missing or 
hadd the wrong value. 
Thesee deviations were subsequently rectified. 

9.2.288 Saturation in the transformer after the wide bandwidth-determining filter. 
Thee earlier mentioned narrow low pass filters could only be used up to a cut-off 
frequencyy of 50 kHz. When higher bandwidths were required the filter bank used another 
typee of low pass filter. The output of this filter was not a single terminal carrying a signal 
relativerelative to 'ground' but two differential outputs. In such a configuration only the 
differencee between the two outputs is relevant, whatever they have in common should be 
ignored.. To make best use of the available bandwidth, all frequencies between (almost) 
DCC and the cut-off frequency must be used. 
Ass the next stage in the signal path was the square-law detector with a single input 
terminal,, the Caltech design used a transformer, to change just that difference in output 
voltagess into a signal with the same amplitude Vout = +Vjn - -Vj n, but now relative to 
groundd (Gnd). 
Too use a transformer (see Figure 9-13) was indeed the simplest solution, but 
unfortunatelyy its specifications were such that lower frequencies (at amplitudes as were 
presentt in the filter bank) could not be handled. This was due to the fact that the 
transformer'ss core material went into (magnetic) saturation. Not only did this impose an 
undesirablyy high lower-limit on the pass-band, but during saturation the transfer of the 
higherr frequencies was seriously attenuated as well. 
Firstt it was attempted to use just a single one of the two low pass filter's outputs, but so 
manyy spurious signals were found there (which were common to both outputs) that the 
telescopee signals were overpowered. 

-vinn </) . • , (/) > v 

+Vinn K/) • * • (/) 1 Gnd 

Figuree 9-13 the transformer converts the differential signals +Vin and -Vin to a signal with the same 
amplitudee Vou, = +Vin - -Vjn, but now relative to 'ground' (Gnd). 

Thee solution that was finally implemented is shown in Figure 9-14 where a wide band 
differentiall (video) amplifier has the same functionality as the transformer, but without its 
limitations.. An added benefit is that its maximum output swing is even larger than that of 
thee transformer. 
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Figuree 9-14 an operational (differential) amplifier and some passive components; with all resistors R 
equall  the circuit has same transfer function as the transformer in Figure 9-13. 

Aroundd the amplifier are four identical resistors of 10 kQ and two capacitors of 6.8 pF, 
ensuringg unity gain and stable, frequency independent, behaviour up to some 2.3 MHz, 
enoughh for 4.6 MHz sky bandwidth. 

9.2.299 Sensitivity imbalance between the wide and narrow bandwidth determining 
filter. filter. 
Whenn a 'white noise' signal of certain strength is passed through a low pass filter with a 
certainn cut-off frequency, the RMS of the remaining signal is proportional to the square 
roott of that frequency (old Chinese proverb). The two bandwidth-determining filters 
typicallyy operate in the realms of 1 MHz and 10 kHz bandwidths and hence the RMS of 
theirr output signals normally has a ratio 10 to 1. Due to this difference in signal strength, 
changingg between the two filters caused a considerable resettling time for the circuits that 
removeremove the DC and stabilise the overall gain. 
Withh the change of R19 & R23 from 10 kQ to 2.7 kQ and a boost in the amplification of 
thee narrow low pass filter by adding a resistor of 339 Q between pins 5 & 6 of U4 and U5 
thisthis difference was all but eliminated. 

9.2.300 Incorrect grounding of the analogue D/A converter U36. 
Inn the original schematics there is a complete separation between the analogue and digital 
circuitry,, except for one point on each detector board where the two are joined. 
NeverthelessNevertheless we found strong digital signals in the analogue signals just upstream from 
thee 2-bit digitisers. 
Onn the detector board around integrated circuit (IC) AD7228 we found a discrepancy with 
thee schematics, where terminal 12 was connected to "digital ground" rather than 
"analoguee ground". 
Thiss terminal was cut near the IC and wired to analogue ground on terminal 10. An added 
benefitt was that a DC-offset between the two "grounds" of 25 mV no longer gave an 
unnecessaryy imbalance. 

9.2.311 Synchronising the power-on of the various power supply units. 
Whenn the filter bank arrived at WSRT it was found that several of the wide bandwidth 
determiningg filters (type 8131) were defective. These integrated circuits are so-called 
surface-mountedd devices, and are extremely difficult to replace. 
Att one instance when the power to the filter bank was turned on, not all supply voltages 
weree switched on at the same time. It was a frightening experience when not only all 
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channelss were 'dead' but also the - usually cool - detector boards became so hot that the 
IRR radiation could be felt on one's skin at a distance of half a meter. After an emergency 
shutdownn it was noticed that the heat was caused by the type 8131 integrated circuits. 
Too avoid the possibility that these circuits became unsettled when power supply voltages 
weree missing (could even lead to inverse polarities), several clamping diodes were 
installedd between the outputs of the various voltage supply packs. On the individual 
detectorr boards, similar clamping diodes were installed, which made it possible to remove 
andd reinstall detector boards even when the machine was powered on ("hot swapping"). 
Thee latter was particularly useful during the faultfinding and testing stages of the filter 
bank. . 

9.2.322 Useful add-ons. 
Finallyy some add-ons were made to facilitate the testing and debugging of the filter bank's 
hardware. . 

1.. Noise column for giant pulse observations. 
Ass described in "The effect of digitisation on the signal-to-noise ratio of a pulsed 
radioo signal" (one of the articles that is part of this thesis) 2-bit digitisers, especially 
whenn dealing with a detected signal, cannot handle such large signals as some of the 
giantt pulses (GPs) from the Crab pulsar. Because of that, all the filter bank's output 
signalss often just showed saturation during such an event. 
Thee last thing one usually wants to do in radio astronomy is adding noise to the 
incomingg signals, as this tends to worsen the already poor signal-to-noise ratio. In an 
attempt,, however, to determine the strength of these GPs we built an apparatus that 
allowedd us to add individual amounts of white noise (i.e. with a bandwidth of at least 
100 MHz) to each of the 8 WSRT bands. 

2.. Pulse generator. 
Manyy tests and studies were done together with Kouwenhoven, which allowed us to 
improvee our understanding of signal processing in general and of the dynamic 
behaviourr of the filter bank in particular. 
Ass the Artificial Pulsar could only switch between two levels of modulation, a 
continuouslyy variable amplitude-modulated noise source was designed and built that 
allowedd other pulse shapes than just rectangular to be used. Furthermore, the duty 
cyclee of the unit driving the artificial pulsar was fixed. To give some more freedom in 
thee duration of a pulse, a unit was made that gave a pulse with a width that could be 
variedd between 0.36 and 35 ms. 

3.. Audio amplifier. 
Itt is not always easy to tell from the screen of an oscilloscope what the naturee of 
interferingg signals is. To facilitate the identification of such signals we built an audio 
amplifier,, which allowed us to listen to the combined signals from the 2 x 8 outputs 
fromfrom each of the eight WSRT bands. 
Itt was gratifying to observe that more and more often strange signals were not caused 
byy anomalies in the filter bank's operation, but caused by signals from, for instance, 
thee Royal Dutch Air Force using radio transmissions for their communications. 

Fromm the above it wil l be clear that a considerable amount of time was required in 
recognisingg the problems, locating them, finding a solution for them, where relevant 
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makingg prototypes of 'piggy back' printed circuit boards and finally implementing the 
solutions.. Not just in one location, but most of the time in all 64 channels of the filter 
bank. . 
Itt wil l hence not come as a surprise that Hans Weggemans expressed, what all of us 
thoughtt by then, that the very next modification to the * flexible' filter bank would be 
donee with an axe rather than a soldering iron. 
Lookingg back at the time wasted on this machine, I find it extremely disappointing that 
Kulkarni'ss astronomy group never consulted Caltech's electronics group, as so many of 
thee above-mentioned mistakes could have been avoided. 
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9.39.3 Appendix C - Programmes for off-line GP data analysis 
Al ll  sorts of software for the off-line reduction of PuMa data from modes 0 and 1 has been 
writtenn for various applications. The author wrote a suite of programmes specifically for 
thee detection of GPs. 
Theyy are written in ANSI C and can run on UNIX and Linux platforms like workstations 
andd PCs. The minimum requirements are 512 MB of RAM and 20 GB of hard disk 
storage.. The amount of data resulting from the coherent dedispersion is such that a fast 
SCSII  disk wil l significantly reduce the processing time. 
Onn a PC with a Pentium II processor at 350 MHz a 3300 second observation in mode 0 
withh 10 MHz bandwidth requires a week of processing time. With a Pentium IV at 1.7 
GHzz and RAMBUS memory29 this reduces to one and a half days. 

Forr each observation - uniquely known by its observation ID - a text file resides in the 
user'ss home directory. All the programmes in the GP-suite that require initialisations 
whichh are typical for that run, will look for start values for the various variables in there. 
Thee advantages of that approach are that the user is no longer concerned with long and 
oftenn meaningless command lines for starting a programme and that afterwards can be 
seenn what initial values were used. A result of this is that the only necessary command 
linee parameter is that ID. 
Thee initialisation includes the names of the directories where the various input data files 
cann be found and where the output files must be written; useful for making the best use of 
thee available space on the hard disks. 
Thee first three programmes in the GP-suite work together: the output of one is the input 
off  the next. These programmes communicate with each other to ensure the 
synchronisationn of the data processing between them. All files consist of a header30 and 
thee actual data. 

1.. Tape2Disk 
Thee data tape should already be in the drive at start-up, because Tape2Disk first 
windss and rewinds the tape to loosen it up; a must when the tapes was stored for a 
longg time. It wil l then retrieve the -200 MB *.puma data files one by one, always 
tryingg to be one ahead of the file that is currently being processed by CoDeDi. 
Eachh file retrieved from disk is checked to see that it has the correct name (the 
namee contains essential information), that the file number in the file's header is 
thee correct one and that the file has the right size. CoDeDi is informed when 
everythingg is in order. 

2.. CoDeDi 
CoDeDii  processes the *.puma files retrieved by Tape2Disk. The data are read 
inn blocks of the length of the complex FFT. Paul van Haren wrote the FFT 
routiness used by CoDeDi; these routines were far superior over the routines that 

Mostt of the processor capacity is used for the Fast Fourier Transforms. With typical FFT lengths of 2 
thee processor cache is of little use and hence the processing time is largely determined by the speed of the 
buss that connects the CPU to the RAM. 
300 This header was defined specifically for the processing of all PuMa data and is commonly used by all off-
linee software developed at the astronomical institutes of the universities of Amsterdam and Utrecht. 
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aree commonly used, both in processing speed (especially for FFTs with over a 
millionn points) and memory usage. The later was achieved by transforming-in-
place,, which means that the time domain data and the frequency domain data are 
storedd and processed in the very same locations in RAM. After one cycle of FFT, 
phasee rotation and inverse FFT, the useful data are written out to *.codedi files, 
containingg the samples of the dedispersed X and Y polarisations. 
Thee processed *.puma files are deleted from the hard disk, except for the first one. 
Thatt file can be used immediately in case of a restart, rather than waiting more 
thann 3 minutes til l Tape2Disk has retrievedd it again from tape. 

3.. Ana lyse 
Thiss programme uses the *.codedi file produced by CoDeDi and produces two 
streamss of data. With pulsar period information from the ephemeris the pulse 
profilee is accumulated which will be used later to identity whether giant pulses 
weree received during the main pulse, the interpulse or during the off-pulse. The 
accumulatedd profile is saved to disk at regular intervals to *.profile files. 
Thee second stream results from giant pulse detections; the period information is 
usedd to determine the relative phase of the giant pulse. The period information is 
nott used to limit the search for detections during the main pulse or interpulse: the 
searchh algorithm has no Tcnowledge' of the pulse profile. 
Searchingg for giant pulses is done in the time series made up of the total power, 
i.e.. the sum of the squares of the samples of the X and Y polarisations. To boost 
thee signal-to-noise ratio, the Ana lyse program averages31 the samples over a 
givenn range. 
Strictlyy speaking this introduces a selection effect because peaks with a duration 
thatt is short compared to the averaging interval may well be smeared out and 
'drowned'' in the noise. In early runs rather short averaging ranges of ~1 us were 
used,, yielding vast amounts of false detections. Later runs were done with ranges 
thatt depended on the sky frequency in such a way that the averaging 'window' was 
approximatelyy half the width of a typical giant pulse. 
TwoTwo detection criteria are used, i.e. peak detection and skewness. Giant pulses are 
ratherr divers in shape, extreme cases with high peaks but a small overall energy 
contentt are ideal for peak detection, while higher energy pulses with hardly any 
peakss are identified by the skewness of the distribution. The combination of these 
twoo criteria made it possible to give each somewhat larger threshold, which 
greatlyy reduced the number of false detections . When a detection is made, the X 
andd Y voltages of the period in question wil l be written to disk in *,gp files. To 
avoidd the mishap that a detection falls on a period boundary, a longer interval -
withh 10% of the preceding and of the following period - is saved. 

4.. Monitor 
Ratherr than cluttering the screen with 'reams' of progress output, CoDeDi sends 
Mon i t orr regular updates of the state of its processing. The latter runs in its own 
windoww and displays the information in certain fixed fields therein. 

33'' The method used is 'moving average', rather than the more commonly used 'box car' method. Though 
computationallyy more intensive, it doesn't suffer from loss of SNR when a peak gets divided over two t>ox 

cars s 
32 2 Thee criterion used to identify a false detection was purely empirical and based on the shape; especially 
thee scattering tail is useful for that. 
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5.. GPShow 
GPShoww is an interactive programme allowing the user to look at the accumulated 
profilee and detections and to draw statistical information from the giant pulses. 
Forr each detection the user can choose to view the total power at various degrees 
off  averaging, to display the Stokes parameters or to interactively find the best 
valuee for the descattering time constant. 

6.. MFO 
Finallyy MFO searches through the output of three simultaneous observations for 
coincidencess of giant pulses. Once the telescope sensitivities at the three sky 
frequenciesfrequencies is known the programme wil l analyse the net powers of all GPs so 
thatt their spectral index can be determined. 
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Abstract.. We have designed and constructed PuMa, a pulsar machine that has both a baseband recording and 
aa digital filterbank mode. Its design is based on the use of digital signal processors (DSPs). Their operation is 
controlledd by software, which makes PuMa reconfigurable, flexible and easy to operate. The maximum number 
off  channels in the digital filterbank mode is 32768 over a bandwidth of 80 MHz. This makes PuMa suitable for 
pulsarr observations at low sky frequencies. The maximum bandwidth in baseband recording mode is two times 
100 MHz. The machine was installed at the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope in The Netherlands in 1998. 
Wee discuss in some detail PuMa's technical properties and capabilities. Recent observations, a sample of which 
aree presented here, demonstrate its capabilities and that it is performing up to its specifications. 

Keyy words. Instrumentation: detectors - Instrumentation: miscellaneous - Pulsars: general 

1.. Introductio n 

Pulsarss are fast spinning neutron stars with a very strong 
magneticc field. They emit radiation over almost the entire 
electromagneticc spectrum and are predominantely stud-
iedd at radio frequencies, where they are bright and the 
telescopess are very sensitive. Pulsars are studied to learn 
about,, for instance, their formation (e.g. through the con-
nectionn with supernova remnants, Frail 1998), their evo-
lutionn (through population synthesis, e.g. Hartman et al. 
1997),, the emission mechanism of the pulses (through ob-
servationss of single and integrated pulses and polarisation, 
e.g.. Deshpande & Rankin 1999) and also to test fundamen-
tall  physics theories such as general relativity (through the 
arrivall  times of the pulses, e.g. Taylor et al. 1992). All 
thesee studies require increasingly more sensitive equip-
mentt with higher temporal resolution. 

Forr a given radio telescope an observer can improve 
thee signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an observation by in-
creasingg the duration of the observation and by increasing 
thee bandwidth. Longer observations are not always prac-
ticall  because of observing time constraints, source visi-
bilit yy or source variability. Increasing the bandwidth can 
alsoo have its drawbacks for pulsar observations. When the 
broadbandd pulses traverse the interstellar medium (ISM), 
thee lower frequencies travel more slowly than the higher 
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ones.. This effect is called dispersion and is due to the 
freee electrons in the ISM. Dispersion causes the pulse to 
bee smeared since the pulse does not arrive at exactly the 
samee moment in the whole observed radio band. The fre-
quencyy dependence of dispersion smearing implies that 
observationss at lower frequencies (where pulsars are gen-
erallyy stronger) are more adversely affected. There are two 
wayss to counter the effects of the dispersion smearing, viz. 
coherentt and incoherent dedispersion. 

Coherentt dedispersion works on the (baseband) sam-
pledd voltages of the whole band (Hankins 1971). This can 
bee done in the time and in the frequency domain. In 
thee latter case, the voltage time series is Fourier trans-
formedd and the phase of each coefficient is rotated so 
ass to compensate for the differences in arrival time for 
eachh frequency. The inverse Fourier transform results in 
aa dispersion-free time series with the same sampling rate 
ass the original time series. This is usually done off-line 
byy a computer after the voltages have been sampled by a 
basebandd recorder (Jenet et al. 1997, Stairs et al. 2000). 
Iff  the coherent dedispersion is done in the time domain, 
thenn the sampled voltage time series is sent through a 
digitall  FIR filter (a so-called chirp filter) which gives the 
correctt frequency dependent phase shift, but leaves am-
plitudess unchanged. This is done in dedicated hardware 
andd can presently only deal with limited bandwidths and 
dispersionn smearing (Backer et al. 1997). 
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Inn the incoherent dedispersion method the smearing is 
reducedd by dividing the band into a number of smaller 
channels.. After processing the signals from each channel 
(detectionn and integration), the resulting time series are 
shiftedd in time to compensate for the different pulse arrival 
times,, and added together. This incoherent dedispersion 
methodd has a fundamental limitation with respect to the 
coherentt method: the final time resolution is limited by the 
dispersionn smearing within one channel or the inverse of 
thee bandwidth of the channel. On the other hand, coherent 
dedispersionn is computationally more intensive. 

Traditionally,, the incoherent method is used and the 
frequencyy band is split into channels using banks of ana-
loguee filters. These machines have some major drawbacks 
sincee the number of channels and usually the channel 
widthss are fixed. This makes it hard, if not impossible, 
too observe fast pulsars with high dispersion at low sky 
frequencies.. Building filterbanks with a higher number of 
channelss is expensive, since both the number of compo-
nentss and the demands on their quality increase. Also, a 
largee number of channels leads to unnecessary high data 
ratess for many other pulsar observations. 

Newerr filterbanks, such as the Flexible Filterbank 
Backendd (FFB) at the WSRT (Vasisht 1996, 
Kouwenhovenn et al. 1996), are more versatile, since 
theyy have flexible channel widths. However, in the 
casee of the FFB the number of channels is still rather 
limitedd (i.e. 32 distributed over 80 MHz). Furthermore 
itss signal processing yields only the power per (linear or 
circular)) polarisation and the total power, from which it 
iss not possible to determine all four Stokes polarisation 
parameters. . 

PuMa,, short for Pulsar Machine, is a digital pulsar 
backend,, developed in the Netherlands, which was origi-
nallyy intended to serve as a digital filterbank, in which the 
analoguee filters were replaced by Fourier transforms car-
riedd out by digital signal processors. Provided that enough 
computingg power and memory is available, the number of 
frequencyy channels can be as high as desired, for PuMa 
thee maximum is 32768 channels over 80 MHz. From the 
resultingg time series PuMa can compute all four Stokes 
parameters.. During its development a second observation 
modee was added which allows PuMa to baseband sample 
twoo bands with a width of 10 MHz each. 

PuMaa was installed at the Westerbork Synthesis Radio 
Telescopee (WSRT) in The Netherlands in 1998. This pa-
perr gives a brief outline of WSRT and of the design and 
functionalitiess of PuMa. Section 2 describes the boundary 
conditionss for the design of PuMa set by the infrastruc-
turee of the observatory. Section 3 discusses some consid-
erationss that led to major choices in the design. The sig-
nall  processing in the machine is described in Sect. 4. The 
paperr concludes with the results of some of the first ob-
servationss made with PuMa (Sect. 5). Technical details of 
PuMa'ss design and operation can be found in van Haren 
ett al. (2000). 

2.. PuMa's surroundings at WSRT 

Thee Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) is 
ann east-west array of fourteen 25-meter dishes (Baars &: 
Hooghoudtt 1974), each equipped with a Multi-Frequency 
Front-end,, covering sky frequencies from 250 MHz to over 
88 GHz (Tan 1991, de Bruyn 1996). The typical bandwidth 
iss 80 MHz in both the linear X and Y polarisations. These 
twoo signals from each telescope are split into 8 bands, 
eachh 10 MHz wide. After sampling, the signals are digi-
tallyy delayed to compensate for the arrival times at the 
differentt telescopes and added coherently to form an ana-
loguee signal. This arrangement of the telescopes is called 
aa tied-array and it approximates a single dish of almost 
onee hundred meters diameter. 

Ass the addition and the delays of the signals of all tele-
scopess are fully flexible, the total array can be split into 
sub-arrays.. These sub-arrays can simultaneously observe 
differentt radio sources each at their own sky frequency, al-
beitt at a reduced SNR. For pulsar observations this allows 
forr interesting research, such as the simultaneous multi-
frequencyy observation of single pulses. 

Signalss from two polarisations and eight frequency 
bandss are digitised by PuMa at the 20 MHz Nyquist sam-
plingg rate. The required clock signal is derived from a 10 
MHzz signal from WSRT's MASER. Also derived from the 
MASERR is a pulse at 10-second time intervals, which is 
usedused to obtain a well-defined start time for each observa-
tion.. The MASER's offset with respect to UTC is deter-
minedd from averaged readings from the Global Positioning 
System.. The present overall inaccuracy in UTC of that 
startt pulse is of order 10 ns; PuMa's own timing inaccu-
racyy is a few nanoseconds. 

3.. Design considerations 

Particularlyy at low sky frequencies (a strong feature of 
WSRT),, where the dispersion smearing is most notice-
able,, channels with narrow bandwidths are required. One 
off  the shortcomings of filterbanks is the limited number 
off  channels, typically several tens. If these channels have 
aa bandwidth of some 10 kHz, then they can only cover 
severall  hundreds of kHz, which is far less than the several 
tenss of MHz of bandwidth that is available from the tele-
scopes.. At WSRT some 8000 channels would be required 
too cover the full 80 MHz bandwidth; a number that is 
clearlyy outside the range of analogue filterbanks. 

Inn a digital approach, however, the filtering can be 
donee by means of Fourier transforms, and the need for 
hardwaree filterbank channels is replaced by computing 
power.. With the chosen digital signal processor1 (DSP) a 
Complexx Fast Fourier Transform (CFFT) of 2048 points 
requiress less than 1 ms. Together with the other compu-
tationall  tasks (computing the four Stokes parameters and 

11 SHARC DSPs of Analog Devices. The specifica-
tionss can be found on h t t p: / /products . analog. com/ 
products/info.asp?product=ADSP-21062 2 
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Fig.. 1. PuMa's block scheme. The X and Y polarisations of 
eachh of the 8 WSRT frequency bands, labeled A to H, are 
digitisedd and routed to a cluster of 4 processor boards, each 
boardd having 6 digital signal processors. The four clusters send 
theirr output over the VME-bus to a workstation, which stores 
thee data on the 4 harddisks. After the observation the data are 
movedd to tape 

mappingg the output data onto n-bit integers for data re-
duction)) it turned out that 192 of these DSPs could cover 
thee processing of the incoming 80 MHz band with up to 
327688 channels (Sect. 4.3.2). 

Earlyy on in the project it was realised that the data 
handlingg capacity would also allow baseband recording 
off  two times 10 MHz continuously. The DSP computing 
power,, of well over 20 Gflops, can be used to reduce the 
bandwidthh (Sect. 4.3.1). 

Too facilitate its design and to limi t the costs, it was de-
cidedd to use commercially available components as much 
ass possible and to use VME2 as a means of assembling the 
digitall  modules. The only significant exception was the 
developmentt of a (general purpose) printed circuit board 
thatt accommodates for 6 DSPs, together with the neces-
saryy hardware to handle the incoming and outgoing data. 

4.. Signal processing 

Thee following sections summarise the various stages of sig-
nall  handling, data processing and data storage of PuMa. 
Technicall  details of its design and construction are de-
scribedd by van Haren et al. (2000), whereas a detailed 
descriptionn of its data processing can be found in PuMa's 
userr manual (Voute &; van Haren 1999). An introduction 
too PuMa is given by Voute & van Haren (1998) 

4.1.4.1. Overview 

PuMaa consists of two identical, but independent systems, 
eachh capable of processing the X and Y polarisation of four 
off  the eight available WSRT frequency bands. Each sys-
temm is mounted in a VME-crate, containing a workstation 
andd four identical clusters (of 4 processor boards each) 
forr those frequency bands. PuMa's signals go through a 
numberr of hardware modules as shown in Fig. 1. 

Ass the two PuMa halves are independent it is possible 
too use one half as a digital filterbank (Sect. 4.3.2) while the 
otherr acts as a baseband recorder (Sect. 4.3.1). Combined 
withh the ability of WSRT to observe a source at several 
skyy frequencies, PuMa can record the signals from a given 
pulsarr (in either or both modes) simultaneously at those 
frequencies. . 

4.2.4.2. Analog-to-digital converters 

Analog-to-digitall  converters (ADCs) used in astronomy 
oftenn have a small dynamic range due to their limited 
numberr of bits. Two bits is rather common and in that 
casee it is important that the root-mean-square (rms) of 
thee signal is compatible with the digitiser's threshold lev-
elss (Kouwenhoven & Voute 2001a). The instantaneous rms 
off  the incoming signals can vary considerably during ob-
servations,, for instance from earth-bound interfering sig-
nals.. Traditionally these variations in amplitude are con-
trolledd by means of an (analogue) automatic gain control 
(AGC),, but these systems have some drawbacks. Unless 
heavilyy smeared by dispersion, pulsar signals are periodic 
increasess in the rms of the incoming noise signals, and fast 
respondingg AGCs tend to eliminate these variations. This 
resultss in a reduction of the strength of the lower harmon-
icss that make-up the pulse profile and hence distorts that 
profilee and adversely affects the signal-to-noise ratio. 

Thiss can be avoided by giving the AGCs a slow re-
sponse,, which makes the profile distortion negligible. This 
advantage,, however, is offset by the fact that if the incom-
ingg signal has a large (unwanted) deviation in strength of 
sufficientt duration, it takes a relatively long time (typically 
severall  times the value of the AGCs time constant) before 
thee signal strength is back to the desired level. During this 
timee the signal is either too strong or too weak for such a 
digitiserr to handle properly and again the signal-to-noise 
ratioo is adversely affected. 

InIn PuMa this problem was circumvented by using a sin-
gle,, commercially available, 12-bit ADC chip. The high-
estt signal level at WSRT is determined by the addition 
off  coherent signals from all 14 telescopes and this level 
iss chosen near full range for the 12 bits. In practice the 
signall  level never drops under the level that requires the 
lowestt 6 converter bits, which makes the distortion (the 
digitisationn noise) of this input ADC negligible. As a con-
sequence,, dealing with the maximum range of input signal 

22 Versa Module Eurocard: a bus system for exchanging data 
betweenn printed circuit boards. The communication protocol 
iss defined by the IEEE 1014 standard. 
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strengthss is passed on to the remainder of PuMa's data 
processingg (Sect. 4.4). 

4.3.4.3. Observational modes 

Thee parameters are given in Table 1 for the two modes 
off  observation, grouped under general parameters, obser-
vationall  mode specific parameters (Sect. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) 
andd parameters for the mapping of the floating-point data 
ontoo n-bit integers (Sect. 4.4). 

4.3.1.. Baseband recording 

Inn this mode PuMa samples the full 10 MHz width of an 
incomingg WSRT frequency band at the 20 MHz Nyquist 
frequency.. The bandwidth of the incoming signal can be 
reducedd by factors of 2 to 32 in powers of two. Digital low-
passs filters, so called finite impulse response (FIR) filters, 
aree used and bandwidth reduction is done in the time 
domainn rather than in the frequency domain3. The filters 
aree designed to leave the relative phases of all frequencies 
intact,, which is essential for coherent dedispersion. 

4.3.2.. Digital filterbank 

Inn this filterbank mode the incoming 10 MHz frequency 
bandd is split into a certain number of channels, i.e. fre-
quencyy bands with a correspondingly smaller bandwidth 
andd hence a reduced dispersion smearing within the chan-
nel.. Each digital signal processor (DSP) processes a num-
berr of samples that can range from 32 to 8192 in powers of 
2.. The X and Y polarisations are processed simultaneously 
inn a single complex FFT as the real and imaginary inputs. 
Fromm the resulting complex spectrum the four Stokes pa-
rameterss I, Q, U and V are computed for the resulting 
166 to 4096 frequency channels of each band. At an input 
samplingg rate of 20 MHz, this means that output samples 
aree produced every 1.6 ^s for 16 and 409.6 fis for 4096 
channels.. The bandwidth of these channels is then about 
0.66 MHz and 2.4 kHz respectively. With PuMa's ability 
too process eight WSRT bands in parallel, the maximum 
numberr of frequency channels over the available 80 MHz 
iss therefore 32768. 

Selectingg the number of frequency channels has no 
effectt on the data rate, as a higher number of chan-
nelss is compensated by the lower output-sampling rate. 
Reductionn of the data rate in this mode can be achieved 
inn two ways. Firstly, it is possible to select which of the 
fourr available Stokes parameters are actually sent over the 
VME-buss to storage. Secondly, the user can specify how 
manyy consecutive samples in each frequency channel are 
accumulatedd to smooth the data. Further data reduction 

33 The FIR filters were determined with the Remez 
Exchangee Algorithm, developed by Parks and 
McClellan.. An implementation in ANSI-C of this al-
gorithmm was used, written by Jake Janovetz; see 
http://tempest.ece.uiuc.edu/janovetz/index2.html. . 

10244 4096 

N. . 

Fig.. 2. Number of channels (Nch) versus the product of the 
numberr of samples and SHARCs to add (NS2aNs2*)- Dots mark 
thee allowed combinations. Dashed lines indicate combinations 
off  a constant sampling time of 1.6, 12.8, 102.4 and 819.2 /JS. 
Solidd lines indicate combinations for which the sampling time 
equalss the dispersion smearing time for a DM of 56.79 at a 
frequencyy of 328, 382, 840 and 1380 MHz 

iss possible by adding the output samples from different 
DSPs,, which are on the same printed circuit board and 
cann be in factors 2, 3 or 6. 

Iff  Â ci, is the number of channels, NS2a is the number of 
sampless that are added within a SHARC DSP and Ns2a. 
iss the number of samples that are added from different 
SHARCs,, then the final sampling time rs a mp is: 

Tsampp = 100 NcUNs2a.NS2a. ns, ( 1) ) 

wheree the 100 ns is determined by the input sampling 
timee of 50 ns (= 1/20 MHz) and the fact that a FFT 
needss 2A/Ch points to get Nch channels. The data rate is 
inverselyy proportional to the product NS2a.Ns2a.-

Thee dots in Fig. 2 indicate all possible combinations of 
JVchh and the product NS2aNs2a- Combinations of constant 
Tsampp are indicated with dashed lines. For a pulsar with 
aa given dispersion measure DM (i.e. the integral of the 
electronn density along the line of sight in pc cm- 3) the 
dispersionn smearing rsm within one channel is given by 

82978 8 
DMDM 1 

s, , 
'sky y rl i i 

wheree /sky is the central frequency of the band of the ob-
servationn in MHz. Solid lines in Fig. 2 indicate combina-

http://tempest.ece.uiuc.edu/janovetz/index2.html
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General l 

Modee dependent 
Basebandd recording 

Digitall  filterbank 

Mapping g 

Parameter r 

Observationn duration (T0bs) 
Clusterss to be used 

Bandwidthh reduction factor 
Polarisationss to be stored 
Numberr of channels (Nch) 
Numberr of samples to add (NE2&) 
Numberr of SHARCs to add (NS2a.) 
Stokess parameters to be stored 

Adjustt method 

Range e 

[0,, . . . , 7] 

1,2,, 4 , . . . . 32 
IX,, Y] 
16,, 32, . . ., 4096 
1,2,4,, . . . ,4096/Nch 

1,, 2, 3 ,6 
[I ,, Q, U, V] 

fixed,, dynamic 
Scalee value (if fixed) 
Offsett value (if fixed) 
Minimumm adjust interval 
Mappingg range (Nff) 
Numberr of bits 1,, 2, 4, 8 

Tablee 1. Summary of parameters that can be specified by the user before a PuMa observation. [... ] means any combination of 
thee values inside the brackets 

tionss for which the dispersion smearing for a DM of 56.79 
iss equal to the sampling time. 

Iff  an observation is planned, the final time resolution 
rr  has to be set first. The optimal parameters are given 
byy the dot that lies on the dashed line rsamp = r and 
iss the nearest to right of the intersection of the dashed 
linee and the solid line r8m = rs a mp for that observing fre-
quency.. Dots on the dashed line further to the right of the 
intersectionn produce the same time resolution, but have a 
higherr data rate. Dots on the left of the intersection have a 
dispersionn smearing larger than the sampling time. If the 
intersectionn is below ATs2aArS2a = 1, than that resolution 
cann not be obtained with PuMa and WSRT. 

4.4.4.4. Packing of output samples 

Ass mentioned in Sect. 4.2, PuMa's dynamic range of ac-
ceptablee input values is more than adequate and the DSPs 
doo their processing with 32-bit floating-point variables. 
However,, to limi t the amount of data to be stored, the 
outgoingg data ƒ are mapped onto n-bit integers i accord-
ingg to 

ii  ~ trunc[(/ — of fset) • scale] (3) ) 

wheree the data are truncated to an n-bit integer value. 
Especiallyy for lower values of n, the dynamic range of this 
mappingg is rather limited. PuMa can map onto 1, 2, 4 and 
8-bitt integers. The loss of SNR by this mapping process is 
discussedd in Kouwenhoven &: Voute (2001a). 

Thee user can specify the values for offse t and sca le , 
butt PuMa can also be instructed to determine the best 
valuess for each outgoing time series dynamically. It does 

soo by determining the mean and rms of the time series 
too be mapped over a certain time interval, which the user 
cann set. With a user specified range (number Na of rms 
valuess to be mapped on both sides of the mean) the best 
valuess for o f f se t and sca le are computed from the mean 
andd rms and applied in the next interval. PuMa stores 
thee values of sca le and of f se t , which are used over each 
adjustmentt interval, so that (albeit with limited precision) 
thee original time series can be reconstructed. 

Unlikee traditional (analogue) automatic gain (and off
set)) controls, this feed-forward loop does not affect the 
shapee of the pulse and the time to recover from strong in
terferencee is limited by the period at which the mapping 
parameterss are updated. 

4.5.4.5. Data storage 

Uponn completion of an observation all data are stored on 
PuMa'ss hard disks in the raw format in which it was pro
ducedd by the DSPs. All blocks of data from the DSPs are 
terminatedd with a control block, which contains status 
informationn of the various hardware modules, and some 
numericall information that allows consistency checking of 
thee DSP processing. The workstations store the scales and 
offsetss as used by the DSPs in the packing of the output 
dataa (Sect. 4.4). Raw data are later formatted into files 
too facilitate off-line processing and finally stored on tape-
Thesee files have a fixed header with all relevant data about 
thee observation parameters, followed by a block which con
tainss the scales and offsets as used by the packing routine 
andd thereafter follow all the observational data. During 
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thee preparation of these files data consistency checks are 
carriedd out. 

4.6.4.6. Calibration and verification 

Whenn required, PuMa can determine all relevant prop-
ertiess of the incoming signals in a few brief observations 
beforebefore the actual run. The properties in question are the 
valuess for the mapping onto the n-bit output samples and 
thee equality of the X and Y polarisation signal strengths. 
Thee latter is essential if the four Stokes parameters are to 
bee determined with the highest accuracy. A short base-
bandd recording observation is used to determine the ratio 
off  the individual strengths of the X and Y signals of each 
cluster.. These signal strengths are usually unequal as a 
resultt of the normal tolerances of the equipment in the 
WSRTT signal path, including PuMa's ADCs. PuMa uses 
thiss ratio to make the two polarisations equal in strength. 
Thee best way of achieving this equality is by observing 
ann unpolarised radio source as a calibrator so that the in-
comingg X and Y signal strengths in each cluster are equal. 
Thee packing parameters for the X and Y polarisation sig-
nalss for baseband recording can best be determined on 
thee intended radio source. In the case where the machine 
iss used as a digital filterbank, the last calibration step is 
madee with a brief filterbank observation to determine the 
bestt individual packing parameters for each of the Stokes 
parameterss in each of the clusters in use. 

Testingg the correct handling, processing and packing 
off  data by PuMa is of prime importance for obtaining re-
liablee results. Along with real data from the telescopes, 
PuMaa can process artificially generated data. We com-
paredd the results from the artificial data as processed by 
PuMaa and a 'virtual' PuMa (a Fortran programme on 
aa UNIX workstation). Ignoring rounding-off errors due to 
thee finite precision of the calculations done by each type of 
processor,, the output for all combination of observational 
parameterss and data must be identical. This feature was 
extremelyy helpful for testing the correctness of any modifi-
cationss made in the software of the DSPs or the on-board 
workstations. . 

5.. Observation s 

Inn this section we discuss a few results of observations 
madee with PuMa at the WSRT to demonstrate its capa-
bilities. . 

5.1.5.1. Comparison of the two modes 

Wee have used an observation of the millisecond pulsar 
PSRR B1937+21 at 328 MHz to show the difference be-
tweenn the baseband recording and the digital filterbank 
mode.. One PuMa half was used in the baseband record-
ingg mode. Simultaneously the other half was used in the 
digitall  filterbank mode. The observation duration was al-
mostt 1000 s. 
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Fig.. 3. Pulse profile of PSR B1937+21 observed in the 
basebandd recording mode (thick line) and the digital filter-
bankmodee (thin line). Also indicated are the dispersion smear-
ingg within one channel of the digital filterbank (rsm) and the 
samplingg time of the digital filterbank (rsamp) 

AA band of 10 MHz width was baseband recorded with 
2-bitt sampling (Nc = 2, see Kouwenhoven & Voute 2001a 
forr an explanation for this choice). The data were off-line 
coherentlyy dedispersed with DM = 71.037. The resulting 
timee series was folded using a prediction of the pulse pe-
riodd (Backer et al. 1982, Taylor et al. 1993, 1995) and the 
profilee is displayed as a thick line in Fig. 3. Note that this 
profilee is free of any dispersion smearing. The data were 
smoothedd to a resolution of 6 [is from the original 50 ns 
too improve the SNR. 

Thee digital filterbank was configured with 1024 chan-
nelss (width ~ 10 kHz) and the square-law detected sig-
nalss of each channel were 2-bit sampled without any prior 
addingg of samples (NS2a = 1, so rsamp = 102.4/xs) with 
NNaa = 3, see Kouwenhoven & Voute 2001b). The data 
weree off-line (incoherently) dedispersed with the same dis-
persionn measure and to the same frequency as the coher-
entlyy dedispersed data and were folded using the same 
ephemeris.. The resulting profile is displayed as the thin 
linee in Fig. 3. Note that the profile has 256 bins (the same 
numberr as in the coherently dedispersed profile) and that 
thee sampling time is about 15 times the binwidth (in-
dicatedd with Tsamp): the profile is oversampled. This in-
coherentlyy dedispersed profile does suffer from dispersion 
smearing:: the (remaining) smearing within one channel is 
aboutt 160 [is (~ 27 bins, indicated with rs m) . 

Thee profiles are clearly different. The coherently dedis-
persedd profile is much narrower. The incoherently dedis-
persedd profile is formed by convolving the coherent profile 
withh the dispersion function and the sampling window. 
Duee to this convolution information is lost: e.g. the scat-
teringg tail of the profile is clearly visible in the coherent 
profilee but remains hidden in the incoherent profile. A 
sharperr profile will also benefit the determination of the 
time-of-arrivall  of the pulses. 

file:///v/TWw
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Fig.. 4. Giant pulse of the Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21) at 
1357.55 MHz. The time resolution of the plot is 100 ns 

Thee coherent profile contains 16  4% less flux than 
thee incoherent profile. The uncertainty is dominated by 
thee inaccuracy with which the (off-pulse) baseline of the 
profilee is determined: due to the broad profile it is hard to 
determinee which part of the pulse is free of any emission. 
Sincee the off-pulse is so short the baseline has a large error. 

Thee difference in flux is partly explained by digitisation 
losses.. The pulses are dispersed over more than a hundred 
periodss within the 10 MHz observation band, which runs 
fromm 323 to 333 MHz. Therefore, the baseband recorded 
dataa is not amplitude modulated. This data suffers only 
fromm loss of accuracy with which the phases of the frequen-
ciess in the band are recorded due to the 2-bit digitiser. 
Accordingg to Cooper (1970) the SNR loss in this case is 
aboutt 12%. 

Thee incoherently dedispersed time series are digitised 
att a point in the signalpath were the channelwidth is 
onlyy about 10 kHz. Therefore, these data are amplitude 
modulated,, though with a very small modulation factor. 
Thee SNR loss due to 2-bit digitisation is in this case 6% 
(Kouwenhovenn & Voute 2001a) if the band is assumed to 
bee flat. So, the coherent profile is expected to contain less 
fluxflux than the incoherent profile, but the observed differ-
encee is larger than predicted. This is possibly caused by 
thee deviation of the observed band from a flat one. In 
thatt case different channels have different digitisation loss 
factors.. Especially when the pulsar is not equally strong 
withinn the band (e.g. due to scintillation) this leads to 
moree (or less) loss of flux. 

5.2.5.2. Time resolution 

Thee Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21) is known to emit 
so-calledd giant pulses, which can be hundreds of times 
strongerr than an average pulse (Heiles et al. 1970, Staelin 
&&  Sutton 1970). 

Onn Nov. 3, 1999 we observed this pulsar with PuMa 
inn the baseband recording mode, with a band centred at 
1357.55 MHz and a width of 5 MHz. The voltages were 
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Fig.. 5. Dynamic spectrum of a Mars observation. The fre-
quencyy resolution is 2.38 Hz, the time resolution is 1.68 s. The 
dashess on the right indicate the moments that the Mars Polar 
Landerr was supposed to turn on and the moments that the 
telescopee was moved away and back to Mars. Since the signal 
wass not influenced by this movement, it can not originate from 
Mars s 

2-bitt sampled (Na = 3.0), stored and coherently dedis-
persedd off-line with a DM of 56.791 pc cm- 3 . The data 
weree detected (i.e. squared) and the samples from both 
linearr polarisations were added to form the total inten-
sity. . 

Figuree 4 shows a giant pulse. Its maximum SNR is 
49.88  1.0. This time series is expected to have a x2~ 
distributionn with four degrees of freedom (Kouwenhoven 
&&  Voute 2001b). Since the data have not been smoothed, 
thee SNR shows strong fluctuations. 

Att this observing frequency the average receiver tem-
peraturee is known to be 26  1 K and the sky temperature 
iss 3 K from the background radiation and about 0 K 
fromm the Crab nebula. The dispersion smearing is about a 
millisecond,, which is a hundred times longer than the du-
rationn of the giant pulse itself. This smearing time is less 
thann the typical time-constant of the AGC in the WSRT 
systemm for these strong fluctuations, so this AGC does 
nott affect the pulse. Thirteen telescopes were operational 
duringg this observation. The gain of WSRT in this con-
figurationfiguration is 1.20  0.05 K/Jy. From the observed SNR 
thee absolute flux density of the pulse can be calculated 
(Kouwenhovenn Sz Voute 2001b). The flux density of the 
peakk of the giant pulse is 7.7  0.6 kJy. 

5.3.5.3. Frequency resolution 

Thee maximum frequency resolution that can be obtained 
withh PuMa in the digital filterbank mode is 10 MHz/4096 
== 2.4 kHz. Sometimes smaller frequency channels are 
needed.. This was the case when the National Aeronautics 
andd Space Administration (NASA) requested help from 
thee WSRT to try find the missing Mars Polar Lander 
(MPL).. The lander descended on the red planet on 
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/sky y 

(MHz) ) 
JJ obs 

00 0 
B B 

(MHz) ) 
iV ch/ / 

100 MHz 
iVs2aa Ns2* 

(fJS) (fJS) 

3288 3600 
3822 3600 
8400 3600 
13800 3600 

10 0 
10 0 
80 0 
80 0 

1024 4 
1024 4 
128 8 
32 2 

1 1 
1 1 
8 8 
32 2 

131 1 
83 3 
62 2 
56 6 

Tablee 2. PuMa parameters of four observations of the Crab 
pulsar,, all with an identical sampling time of 102.4 /is 

Decemberr 3, 1999, but after that no signal was detected 
fromm the main transmitter of the Lander. The possibility 
stilll  existed that a second transmitter that was originally 
intendedd to communicate with the Mars Global Surveyor 
(aa Mars orbiter) was alive. The Surveyor did not detect 
thee Lander, but this could be due to problems with the 
Surveyor'ss receiver. Large telescopes on Earth were re-
questedd to look directly for this weak signal from the 
Lander. . 

Thee signal from the Lander existed of two components 
separatedd by 256 kHz, centred at about 401.515 MHz (af-
terr Doppler correction for the motion of Mars with respect 
too the Earth). The width of the signals was only about 1 
Hzz and it may have been drifting by about 1 Hz/s. 

NASAA sent instructions to the MPL to turn on his 
transmitterr at 15:30:00 UT on February 4, 2000. This sig-
nall  was expected to arrive 16 minutes and 55 seconds later 
onn Earth. 

WSRTT observed Mars at that moment and the added 
signalss from all dishes were 4-bit baseband sampled by 
PuMaa with a bandwidth reduction factor of 8, i.e. a sam-
plingg time of 400 ns. The data were complex Fourier trans-
formedd with an FFT length of 220 on a fast off-line com-
puterr and hence, the final frequency resolution was 2.38 
Hz.. Four consecutive samples were added together to get 
aa time resolution of 1.68 s. 

Withinn one second of the expected arrival time PuMa 
detectedd a new signal at one of the two component fre-
quencies.. The signal first drifted over more than 100 kHz 
beforebefore it started wandering around a mean frequency of 
401.64088 MHz (Fig, 5). However, when the dishes were 
movedd to point a few degrees away from Mars, the sig-
nall  was not affected. No signal was found at the other 
componentt frequency, but a similar signal was detected at 
aboutt the same frequency in an earlier observation, when 
thee MPL transmitter was not turned on and the telescope 
wass pointed to an empty part of the sky. We therefore con-
cludedd that this signal did not originate from the MPL and 
wass Earth-bound interference. 

5.4.5.4. Flexibility 

Too demonstrate the flexibility  of PuMa in the digital filter-
bankk mode, we observed the Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21) 
att four different frequencies, viz. 328, 382, 840 and 1380 
MHz.. Due to interference the bandwidth at the lowest 
twoo frequencies was limited to 10 MHz. We wanted pro-
filess with a time resolution of 102.4 fis and therefore dif-
ferentt settings were used for each observation. We chose 
thee combination of iVch and N&2a.^S2a., which was on the 
dashedd line of rsamp — 102.4 /is and the nearest to the 
rightt of the solid line of rsamp = rsm in Fig. 2. This was 
nott possible for 328 MHz, for which we chose the nearest 
combinationn at the left of the solid line. The settings and 
otherr observation parameters are listed in Table 2. 

Thee data were folded per channel. Figure 6 shows these 
foldedd data for each of the four observations. From the 
theoreticall  dispersion curve for DM = 56.791 cm3 pc_1 

itt is clear that at low frequencies many more channels 
aree needed than at high frequencies to get the same time 
resolution. . 

5.5.5.5. Simultaneous observation capabilities 

Ass was explained in Sect. 2 WSRT allows for simultaneous 
multifrequencyy observation of one source by splitting the 
arrayy into subarrays. The 14 telescopes and the 8 bands 
aree divided over these subarrays. This possibility allows for 
potentiallyy very interesting studies, mainly of individual 
pulses. . 

Too test this capability we observed PSR B0329+54 
withh three subarrays simultaneously. The telescopes and 
bandss were grouped to obtained roughly an equal SNR 
perr pulse at each subarray, but it is hard to predict the 
SNRSNR of this pulsar because of severe scintillation effects. 

Thee left panel of Fig. 7 shows 50 seconds of ob-
servationss at three different frequencies: 382, 830 and 
14055 MHz. It is clear that the pulse-to-pulse variation of 
thee SNR is correlated over this frequency range. This is 
ann indication that the individual pulses are broadband. 
Alsoo the individual pulse shapes are correlated over this 
frequencyfrequency range. The right panel of Fig. 7 shows an in-
dividuall  pulse, simultaneously observed at three different 
frequencies.. At each frequency the pulse shape consists of 
thee same components at different relative strengths. 

6.. Conclusion s 

PuMaa is a flexible pulsar machine which allows for several 
observationn types with a large range of parameters. It is 
capablee of baseband recording, after which the data can 
bee dedispersed coherently off-line to get a time series with 
aa resolution of 50 ns (or more), or Fourier transformed to 
gett any frequency resolution (provided that enough com-
putingg power is available). In the digital filterbank mode 
thee frequency and time resolution can be optimised, de-
pendingg on the demands of the user. The combination of 
WSRTT (with its high timing accuracy, sensitive receivers, 
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Phase e 

Fig.. 6. Dispersion curve of the Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21). The solid line is the expected dispersion curve for a DM of 56.791 
cm33 p c- 1 . The grey-scales are four observations made at different frequencies. To obtain a time resolution of 102.4 fjs in all 
observations,, a different number of channels was chosen for each of them (see Table 2). The 820-830 MHz band contained a lot 
off  interference 
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Fig.. 7. Left panel: simultaneous observation of PSR B0329+54 at three different frequencies, viz. 382, 830 and 1405 MHz. Right 
panel:: one individual pulse from this time series. 
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broadd coverage of the radio spectrum and simultaneous 
multifrequencyy capabilities) and PuMa forms an excellent 
pulsarr research facility. 
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Abstract.. We derive an equation for calculating the flux density of a pulsar from the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
off  a tied-array observation made with a digital filterbank at a multiple-dish observatory. We show that all dishes 
mustt have an equal size to get the maximum SNR. We show that our equation agrees with an equation that was 
derivedd for a single-dish observation with an analog filterbank (Dewey et al. 1985). We apply our results to some 
testt observations made with the PuMa backend at the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. 

Keyy words. Instrumentation: interferometers - Methods: data analysis - Pulsars: general 

1.. Introduction 

Inn many pulsar research fields the flux densities of ra-
dioo pulsars need to be determined, such as in scintilla-
tionn studies, population syntheses and studies of pulsar 
spectra.. These observations are often made with single-
dishh telescopes. The flux density is then determined by 
comparingg the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the observed 
pulsess with the SNR of a calibrated amplitude-modulated 
noisee signal, which is injected before the receiver. 

Thiss flux density determination method differs from 
thee method used in standard synthesis observations 
att multiple-dish telescopes. Here, signals from different 
dishess are correlated and the flux density is determined 
byy comparing the amount of correlated signal with the 
amountt of correlated signal during an observation of a 
calibratorr source with a known flux density. 

Onlyy recently has pulsar detection equipment been in-
stalledd at synthesis array telescopes, such as the Very 
Largee Array (VLA , Hankins 1999) and the Westerbork 
Synthesiss Radio Telescope (WSRT, Voute et al. 2001). 
Whenn pulsars are observed at these observatories, the sig-
nalss of (a subset of) all dishes are added together in phase. 
Thiss is called the tied-array mode. 

Inn this mode the flux density of a pulsar can be de-
terminedd by injecting noise in all receivers, but this is not 
veryy practical, since it requires many precisely identical 
noisee sources or a thorough knowledge of each individual 
one. . 

SendSend offprint requests to: M. L. A. Kouwenhoven, e-mail: 
m.1.a.kouwenhovenOastro.uu.nl l 

Thee flux density can also be determined directly from 
thee observed SNR of the pulsar. For this method certain 
parameters,, such as the receiver temperature and the gain 
off  the system, must be known from other observations. 
Thiss paper derives the relevant equations and apply them 
too test observations made with PuMa, the pulsar machine 
att the WSRT. 

Deweyy et al. (1985) have discussed a similar prob-
lemm for single-dish observations made with an analog fil-
terbank.. We describe a multiple-dish observation made 
withh a digital filterbank. This result can be applied 
too all synthesis array observatories, both existing and 
planned,, such as the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope 
(GMRT,, Ananthakrishnan 1995), the Low Frequency 
Arrayy (LOFAR) and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA, 
e.g.. van Haarlem 2000). 

First,, we show that observing a pulsar with multiple 
dishess (thus with multiple noisy receivers) is in principle 
ass good as observing it with a single-dish telescope of the 
samee total area (Sect. 2). After that, we derive an equation 
thatt expresses the flux density of a pulsar as a function 
off  its observed SNR by following the signal through the 
observatoryy (Sect. 3), the digital filterbank (Sect. 4) and 
thee off-line data reduction (Sect. 5). Finally, this result 
iss compared with earlier work by Dewey et al. (1985) in 
Sect.. 6. 

2.. Single dish versus multiple dishes 

Onee might expect that a single-dish observation of a pulsar 
resultss in a better SNR than an observation with multiple 
dishes,, with the same total area. After all, in the latter 

http://uu.nl
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Fig.. 1. Three telescope configurations with the same total 
area,, (a) single dish, (b) two dishes of equal area, (c) two dishes 
off  unequal area 

casee each dish has its own receiver that adds noise to the 
signal. . 

AA pulsar emits beamed electromagnetic radiation. Due 
too the rotat ion of the pulsar a telescope on Ear th receives 
aa pulsed signal added to the steady noise from the back-
groundd sky. The t ime interval during which the telescope 
receivess a signal from the pulsar is called the 'on-pulse'. 
Thee complementary interval is called the 'off-pulse'. 

Thee electromagnetic radiat ion is focussed by the dishes 
andd converted into an electric signal, i.e. voltage varying 
inn time. Amplifiers in the receivers add some noise to the 
signal.. The signal-to-noise rat io of the pulsar is defined as 
thee difference of the power during the on- and off-pulse 
dividedd by the power during the off-pulse. 

SNRSNR = 
PonPon ~ -Poff P, 

Pof f 
psr r 

'' n 
( i ; ; 

wheree Pp s r is the power received from the pulsar and PD is 
thee off-pulse noise power. In the following the noise from 
thee background sky is neglected and hence the off-pulse 
noisee is just the noise from the receiver. This is a valid 
assumptionn for most radio observations above 700 MHz. 

Thee power of a voltage signal with zero mean equals 
it ss variance a2. If there is only one dish with area A and 
onee receiver (Fig. l a ), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNRa) is: 

SNRaa = psr,a a (2) ) 

AGC C ADC C AT, , 

LO O 

AGC C ADC C A T , , Add d 

LO O 

" A A AGC C ADC C A T . . 

LO O 

Fig.. 2. Generalised signalpath in a multiple-dish observatory 
withh a tied-array mode (single polarisation). The observatory 
hass a number of receivers, followed by a mixer, a low-pass fil-
ter,, an automatic gain control (AGC), an analog-to-digital con-
verterr (ADC) and a delay unit (AT*) . Finally, all signals are 
addedd together 

Thee noise from each dish has a variance an  ̂ and this 
noisee adds incoherently, so for the variance of the added 
off-pulsee signal: 

' n ,b b == (>/2<Va)' == 2cr; (4) ) 

andd from this i t is clear that the signal-to-noise ratio in 
thiss case (SNRb) remains the same as compared to the 
single-dishh case: SNRb = SNRA. 

Thiss alters when both dishes are not of equal size. If 
thee first dish has an area aA with 0 < o < 1 (Fig. lc) the 
finall  SNRC is given by: 

SNRSNRCC =[\  + \ A ( l - a ) j SNRa. (5) ) 

So,, in the extreme cases (a = 0 or a = 1, i.e. two receivers, 
butt only one dish of size A), the SNR halves as one would 
expectt when noise of equal power is added to case (a). Eq. 
55 has a maximum for a = i , which corresponds to case (b). 
Thiss can be generalised to multiple-dish observations: all 
dishess must have an equal size to get the maximum SNR. 

Whenn there are two dishes of equal area ^ (Fig- lb)) 
eachh receiver wil l receive half the power from the pulsar 
andd hence the voltage of that part of the signal wil l be 
-4== times the voltage of the single-dish case. However, the 
vv 2 
pulsarr signals from both dishes are coherent, so when they 
aree added (after a correction for the time delay caused by 
thee difference in position of the two dishes) the voltages 
addd linearly, so for the variance: 

'psr ,b b == 2 
1 1 

' psr ,a a == 2a psr ,a' ' (3) ) 

Notee that there is no conservation of power in this adding 
process.. The device that adds these signals needs to be an 
activee element. 

3.. Signalpath in a multiple-dish observatory 

Thee general layout of a multiple-dish observatory with a 
t ied-arrayy mode is displayed in Fig. 2. The telescope has 
aa number of dishes, which are assumed to be of equal size. 
Eachh dish has its own frontend, which usually contains two 
receiverss for two orthogonal polarisations (linear or circu-
lar).. The signals from all receivers are mixed (i.e. multi-
plied)) with a local oscillator signal to bring them down to 
basebandd and are sent through a low-pass filter. Multipl e 
mixingg and filtering stages can be present. An automatic 
gainn control regulates the power of the signals before they 
aree digitised. Since the dishes are located at different posi-
tions,, the signals may have a finite travel-t ime delay with 
respectt to each other. These delays are compensated for in 
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thee delay unit. After this step the signals are added coher-
ently.. In the following subsections each step is described 
inn more detail. 

3.1.3.1. Receiver 

InIn the receiver the electromagnetic radiation from the pul-
sarr and from the sky background are converted into an 
electricc signal. The receivers are sensitive to signals in a 
frequencyy band with width B around a central sky fre-
quencyy /sky (B <C /sky)- The transfer function is frequency 
dependent,, but here it is assumed that this function is flat, 
i.e.. the power in all frequencies is passed with the same 
efficiencyy and the relative phases are preserved. 

Thee power of the sky background is equal to /cTsky 

perr unit of bandwidth and per polarisation, where k is 
thee Boltzmann coefficient and Tsky is the sky background 
temperaturee (e.g. Thompson et al. 1986). Note that this 
approximationn is valid only if /i/sky ^ kTsky, where h 
iss the Planck constant. The noise that is added in the 
receiverr (Prec) can be expressed by a temperature r r e c, 
suchh that the total noise power Pn is given by: 

-Oii — * s k y i c — ™v,-*sky T J-rec)^- (6) ) 

Oftenn Trec is replaced by Tsys, which also includes other 
noisee contributions, e.g. due to atmospheric emission, 
groundd radiation which enters the receiver directly and 
otherr losses in the system1. 

Thee power received from the pulsar is 

Pr~Pr~ = \ T)*PAB JL- S, psr r (7) ) 

wheree the factor one half refers to a single polarisation, A 
iss the area of the dish and rjAp is the aperture efficiency 
factor.. S is the time-averaged pulsar flux density, which is 
unknownn and has to be determined. During the on-pulse 
thee received flux density is p/WTec times the mean flux 
densityy 5, where p is the pulsar period and Wrec is the 
lengthh of the on-pulse. Fig. 3a shows an example of such a 
pulse.. During the on-pulse (between the dotted lines) the 
root-mean-squaree (rms) of the data is clearly larger than 
duringg the off-pulse. 

Wee assume throughout this paper that the pulse intrin-
sicallyy has a rectangular shape. This width of the received 
pulsess Wrec is dependent on the intrinsic pulse width W-int, 
thee dispersion measure DM of the pulsar and the band-
widthh B of the observation. Electrons in the interstellar 
mediumm impart a frequency dependency on the group ve-
locityy of electromagnetic waves. This effect is called dis-
persionn and causes the pulses from a pulsar to be smeared 
withinn a frequency band. Provided that B is much smaller 
thann the central sky frequency /sky, the extra width due 
too the dispersion smearing Wds is given by 

WWdsds « 8297.8 
BDM BDM 

(8) ) 
sky y 

(c)) After low —pass filtering 

T T 

(d)) After sompling and squaring 

(e)) After smoothing

(f)) After digitising 

(g)) After folding 

• - s / v ^ ^ v W W // ° "" r^r-^^-^/Wv-^v^^v 

Timee -» 

Fig.. 3. Illustration of an artificial signal at various stages along 
thee signalpath in a pulsar observation. The start and finish of 
thee on-pulse are indicated with dotted lines. The means of the 
signall during the on- and off-pulse are indicated with dashed 
lines s 

wheree W<js is given in seconds, B and /sky in MHz. DM is 
thee dispersion measure, i.e. the integral of the electron 
densityy along the line of sight. In this equation it is ex
pressedd in pc cm - 3 . The total length of the pulse is 
Wintt + Wds- However, the pulse is not equally strong over 
itss whole length. Therefore Wrec is defined as the effective 
pulsee width, i.e. the width of a rectangular pulse with the 
samee maximum amplitude (or power) and the same total 
energyy as the dispersed pulse. For a dispersed rectangular 
pulsee its effective width is equal to its half-power width. 
Thiss half-power width is given by: 

WWieciec = max{Wint,Wds-Wmt). (9) ) 

Notee that Tsys is usually defined as T rec + Tsky 

Somee pulses with different dispersion smearing are shown 
inn the top panel of Fig. 4. 
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G G 

w w ds s 

Fig.. 4. Top panel: the power of dispersed pulses as received 
byy a receiver in four cases. Case a is the situation with no 
dispersion.. The effective pulse width of the pulses is equal to 
theirr half-power width. Only pulse d has a half-power width, 
whichh is not equal to its intrinsic pulse width. Bottom panel: 
effectivee pulse width after the receiver (Wiec) as a function of 
thee extra width due to dispersion smearing (Was)- The thick 
linee is the relation for a rectangular pulse, the thin line is the 
approximation.. The cases from the top panel are indicated with 
aa dot 

Eq.. 9 is approximated by 

WWri ri wL wL WL WL (10) ) 

whichh has the same limits for very small and very large 
valuess of the dispersion measure (bottom panel of Fig. 
4).. Eq. 10 also describes the effect on pulses with non-
rectangularr shapes well. 

Thee signal-to-noise ratio of the pulsar after the receiver 
i s: : 

SNRSNRTPCTPC = 
Pn n Vzp Vzp A A 

Pskvv + P* 2k2k T s k y+T r ec WT 

S S 

P P SS (W r ec<p), i r r 
•** sky ~r •* rec 

wheree G is the gain per dish. For fast pulsars with high 
dispersionn measures it is possible that the pulse is com
pletelyy smeared: WTec > p. In that case, the on-pulse and 
thee off-pulse can not be distinguished and the SNR equals 
zero. . 

Bothh the pulsar and the noise component (background 
skyy and receiver noise) of the signal are random noise and 
havee Gaussian distributions. The total signal is therefore 
Gaussiann noise, modulated with the received pulse profile. 
Thee variance is u\ during the off-pulse and o\-\-o\sx during 
thee on-pulse. So, the signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated 
fromm the voltages at this point: 

~2 2 

SNRSNRrPCrPC = psr r 
^2~ ~ 

(12) ) 

3.2.3.2. Mixer 

Thee signals must be transported from the frontends to 
thee observatory building. Low-frequency signals can travel 
throughh cables with less losses than high-frequency sig
nals.. Therefore the frequency band is shifted to lower fre
quenciess by a mixer followed by a low-pass filter (Sect. 
3.3). . 

Inn the frontend a wave sin(27r/£) is mixed with a pure 
sinusoidall wave from a local oscillator (LO) with frequency 
/LOO (/sky ~ /LO > 0) and phase <£: 

h(t)h(t) = sin27rft sin(27rfLOt + 4>) 

==  i [COS(2TT(/ - f0)t - <f>)  - COS(2TT(/ + fo)t + <j>)]

(13) ) 

InIn the frequency domain each frequency ƒ of the original 
spectrumm is mapped onto its difference (| ƒ — /LO I) a n d 
summ (ƒ -f /LO) frequencies, resulting in a low and a high-
frequencyy band. 

Thee SNR of a signal can also be determined in the 
frequencyy domain by taking the ratio of extra variance of 
thee Fourier coefficients during on-pulse and the variance 
duringg the off-pulse. This is equal to the SNR that was 
calculatedd from the variance of the time series during the 
on-- and off-pulse (Eq. 12), as will be proven for a sampled 
timee series in Sect. 4.3. 

Byy mixing the complex frequencies are only shifted 
inn the frequency domain and multiplied by a phase factor 
withh constant amplitude. The variance of the Fourier coef
ficientss is not altered. Therefore the SNR has not changed. 
Thiss is illustrated in figure 3b. The time series looks dif
ferentt from situation (a), since it now contains different 
frequencies. . 

3.3.3.3. Filter 

AA subsequent low-pass filter suppresses the high-frequency 
band.. This process only removes frequencies in the fre
quencyy domain, and therefore it has no influence on the 
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variancee of the remaining Fourier coefficients. Therefore 
thee SNR does not change. In Fig. 3c it can be seen that 
thee high-frequency components are now removed from the 
timee series. 

3.4.3.4. Automatic gain control 

Too prevent the signals from being too weak or too strong 
forr the subsequent digitisers, an automatic gain control 
(AGC)) regulates the power of the signals at this point. 
Byy keeping all powers at a constant level with respect to 
thee thresholds, the subsequent digitisers do not have to 
bee adapted when the signal strength changes, e.g. due to 
horizonn effects or interference. 

Inn general AGCs have a time-constant TAGC> i-e- the 
typicall  time scale on which they regulate the signal. No 
modulationn with a time scale above a few times TAGC is 
presentt in the signal after this point. AGCs can have some 
unwantedd effects on the pulse profiles, especially if TAGC 
iss of the order of the width of the pulses. 

Pulsess having a width less than TAGC
 a re hardly af-

fected.. Features in the profiles with rise or fall times of 
lesss than TAGC (including broadening due to dispersion) 
alsoo pass unaffected. Broad pulses with a width well above 
''"AGCC are completely suppressed. Fortunately, this modu-
lationn can be recovered when the signals from all dishes 
aree added together (Sect. 3.7). Pulses with widths in be-
tweenn these extremes are partly affected. The SNR per 
dishh is reduced by a factor T]AGC'-

SNRAQCSNRAQC = VAGC(W) SNRrec, (14) 

withh 77AGC = 0 for a broad pulse and T^AGC = 1 for a 
narroww one. The precise description of 7]AGC is different 
forr each observatory. 

Too illustrate this effect we injected pulses from an ar-
tificiall  pulsar with different pulse periods into the signal-
pathh of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (Baars 
&:: Hooghoudt 1974). The time-constants of the AGCs at 
thee WSRT are about a millisecond and rise to 5 millisec-
ondss for a sudden strong jump in the power of the input 
signal.. No slow modulation with time scales above 5 mil-
lisecondd will be present in signals after this point. It is 
unfortunatee that this time-constant is of the same order 
ass the rise times of the pulses of many pulsars. 

Thee total power profiles are shown in Fig. 5 and it is 
clearr that the AGC affects the pulse profiles. For pulse 
frequenciesfrequencies above 400 Hz, the AGC does not notice the 
modulation:: it is too fast (less than 0.5 ms). For very fast 
pulsarss the sharp edges of the pulse seem to be affected, 
butt this is just an artifact: these profiles contain 1024 bins 
andd the effective sampling time was 12.8 /is. That means 
thatt for pulse frequencies of 800 Hz and above the time be-
tweenn two bins is less than the sampling time and consec-
utivee bins are not independent anymore. A sudden jump 
inn the profile will therefore show up as a slope. 

Forr pulse frequencies just below 400 Hz the AGC starts 
too notice the modulation. During the on-pulse the AGC 

Stokess I 

TT ' 

Fig.. 5. Pulse profiles of the artificial pulsar that were affected 
byy the automatic gain control. The frequency of the artificial 
pulsarr is indicated above each profile 

correctss for the increased power level. The end of the pulse 
leadss to an undershoot of the power that is again corrected 
byy the AGC. For very low frequencies of the artificial pul-
sarr only the edges of the profile remain visible: the rise 
andd fall times of the incoming pulses are very short com-
paredd to the AGC time-constant, so the AGC can not 
affectt them. 

Thee time-constant of the AGC can be determined by 
fittingg an exponential to that part of the profiles where 
thee AGC corrects for the undershoot after the pulse went 
off.. For pulse frequencies in the range of 1 to 30 Hz we find 
aa time-constant of 3.9  0.1 ms. We note that our pulses 
aree quite strong and therefore the time-constant might be 
differentt for more weakly modulated signals. We also note 
thatt only few pulsars have such strong individual pulses 
thatt they can trigger the AGC, but in those cases the AGC 
hass a notable influence on the pulse profiles. 

3.5.3.5. Digitiser 

Nowadays,, the travel-time delays between signals from dif-
ferentt dishes are removed digitally (Sect. 3.6). Therefore 
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thee signals have to be digitised and sampled at the Nyquist 
ratee first. 

Ann n-bit digitiser converts an analog signal into a dig-
itall  signal with 2n levels. In this process some amplitude 
andd phase information is lost. 

Thee amplitude loss has been described by 
Kouwenhovenn & Voute (2001). They write the SNR 
afterr digitising (SiVRdigo) as: 

SNRSNRdlg0dlg0 = Vdigo(SNRAGC) SNRAGc (15) 

andd calculate ??digo, i-e. the digitiser efficiency factor. So, 
anyy modulation that is left after the AGC is further re-
duced,, irrespective of its time scale. 

Inn most observatories the number of bits used at this 
pointt is rather small. It seems to be rather common to 
usee 1.5 bits (i.e. 3 level quantisation) or 2 bits. For small 
valuess of SNRAGC the digitiser efficiency factor equals 
0.388 and 0.55 for a 1.5 and a 2-bit digitiser, respectively 
(Kouwenhovenn k Voute 2001). 

Theree is another side-effect of digitisation, which influ-
encess the amount of coherent signal. All signals consist of 
aa coherent and an incoherent fraction. The signals that are 
receivedd from the sky (pulsar signal and part of the sky 
backgroundd noise) are coherent. This means that these 
aree present in the signals from all dishes with the same 
amplitudee and the same phase, but possibly delayed in 
time.. The noise from the receivers is incoherent. Digitising 
adverselyy affects the ratio of the coherent and incoher-
entt part. The correlation coefficient gives the ratio of the 
powerr of the coherent part and the total power. Cooper 
(1970)) showed that for two weakly correlated signals, the 
correlationn coefficient after 1.5 and 2-bit digitisation is 
0.811 and 0.88 times the correlation coefficient before digi-
tisation,, respectively. This factor is 0.89 and 0.94 when 
thee data are oversampled by a factor 2 (twice the Nyquist 
rate,, e.g. Thompson et al. 1986). 

3.6.3.6. Delay unit 

Thee sky signals from each dish can have different travel 
timee due to the distance between the dishes. These signals 
mustt be added coherently (see section 3.7) to get a max-
imumm signal-to-noise ratio improvement. The travel-time 
differencess are usually compensated for by delaying them 
digitallyy with respect to each other, e.g. by storing them 
inn circular memory buffers. 

3.7.3.7. Adding unit 

Soo far, we have looked at the signals of each dish individ-
ually.. The voltages from all dishes are then combined in 
ann adding unit. 

Eachh signal can be decomposed into three parts. First, 
thee pulsar signal, which is present during the on-pulse. 
Thee signals from all dishes contain this pulsed signal with 
thee same amplitude and phase, i.e. the pulsar signal is co-
herent.. Secondly, a noise signal with constant power Psys 

LL Fig. 6. Beam on the sky of a single dish, an array of 2 dishes 
andd an array of 12 equidistant dishes on a straight line. The 
separationn between the dishes is 5.76 times the diameter of 

II  each dish. The grey-scale runs linearly from 0.0 (white) to 0.15 
(black)) times the central maximum of the beam. The ring is 

'' the first side-lobe of the central beam with a maximum of less 
thann 2% of the central maximum 

fromm the receiver and other noise sources in the system. 
Thiss part differs per dish and is incoherent. Finally, a sig-
nall  from the sky background, which consists of a coherent 
andd an incoherent part. The beam on the sky of an Ndish-
dishh array is 1/iVdish times smaller than that of each single 
dish.. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Thee power during the on-pulse (PAGC.OII) and off-pulse 
(PAGC.off)) after the AGC (and before digitising) are: 

PAGC.OIII  = <*  AG c( Ppsr + Psky + Psys), 
11 PAGC.off = Psky + -Psys, (16) 

wheree aAGC = 1 for a fast pulsar and PAGC,OII = PAGC,off 
forr a slow pulsar. After digitising, these numbers have 
changedd a little, such that the correlation coefficient be-
tweenn signals from two dishes has gone down with the fac-
torr derived by Cooper (1970) and the SNR has gone down 
byy a factor derived by Kouwenhoven & Voute (2001). We 
modell  this by multiplying the on-pulse power by a factor 
c*digOO and by adding a constant term Pdig, which repre-
sentss the digitisation noise, to both the on- and off-pulse: 

PdigO,onn = adigOC*AGc(Ppsr + P*sky + Psys) + Pdig, 

PdigO.offf  = Psky + Psys + Pdig- (17) 

Inn the addition process the amplitudes of coherent sig-
nalss add linearly, while the amplitudes of incoherent sig-
nalss add on average as the square root of the number of 
addedd signals. The power of a signal is proportional to the 
squaree of the amplitudes. We now have to split the power 
fromm the background sky in a part that adds coherently 
(Psky,coh)) and a part that adds incoherently (Psky,incoh)-
Afterr adding the power during the on- and off-pulse are: 

Padd.onn = «digO a A G c ( Nd i s h Pp s r + N d i s h Psky,coh + 

Ndishh Psky,incoh + A^dish Psys) + Ndish Pdig, 

11 add,off = JMish Psky.coh + -^dish Psky,incoh + 

Ndishh Psys +AT d l sh Pdig- (18) 

S incee Psky,coh = Psky /^d ish a nd Psky,incoh = Psky -
Psky,coh,, these equations reduce to: 

Padd.onn = Ö;digOQ:AGc(Ardish Ppsr + (2Ndish - 1) Psky + 

-Ndishh Psys) + Ndish Pdig, 

Padd.offf  = (2/Vdish - 1) Psky + A^dish Psys + A^dish Pdig-(19) 
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andd the signal-to-noise ratio after adding SNR&dd can be 
calculatedd from this (see Eq. 1). Three cases wil l be dis-
cussedd here: the pulse is highly dispersed so that the signal 
hass no modulat ion (Wr ec > p), the signal has no modu-
lationn due to the AGC (initial slow modulat ion) and the 
signall  remains unaffected by the AGC (initial fast modu-
lation). . 

Inn the first case Pp sr is constant over the whole pulse 
periodd and SNRTec — 0; there is no off-pulse. However, 
att a later stage the on-pulse interval wil l become smaller 
thann the pulse period when the band is split into smaller 
channelss (Sect. 4.3). To be able to connect the SNR after 
thiss splitt ing to the flux density of the pulsar, we take Pp sr 

fromm Eq. 7 with W r ec = V a nd we define a virtual SNR at 
thiss point as the ratio of the pulsar power Padd,psr over 
thee noise power Padd,n in the added signal: 

SNRSNR&dd&dd = —— ^ a d d, psr r Wdishh P, psr r 

••• add,n \  ̂ pj / • ' s ky T • ' sys 
(20) ) 

sincee C*AGC = Q;digO = 1> because the signal has no mod
ulationn at the point of the AGC and the digitiser. The 
ext raa power due to the digitisation has been included in 
thee system noise power P s y s-

Thee remaining signal in the second case has a constant 
power,, but the fraction of the coherent and incoherent 
par tss varies. The factor C*AGC in Eq. 17 can be calculated 
byy equating P o n = P o f f : 

1 1 
« A G CC = 

P8kvv + Ps 
11 + SNRT 

(21) ) 

Iff Qdigo is assumed to be zero, the signal-to-noise ratio 
afterr adding is: 

SNRSNRaddadd = 
NNdishdish - 1 SNRr SNRr 

1 ++ 1 + 
Ndiah h + + sky y 

- 1 1 SNRSNRrecrec + 1 ' 
(22) ) 

wheree again Pdlg has been included in P s y s assuming tha t 
•Pdigg "^ Psys- For small values of PSky and SNRrec, this 
equationn can be approximated by: 

SNRSNR&dd&dd « (TVdish - 1) SNRTec 

( P s k y « - P s y s , S i V R r e c « l ) .. (23) 

SNRg.SNRg.dddd is now proportional to iVdish — 1- Note t ha t the 
SNRSNRaddadd in Eq. 22 has a maximum value t ha t is not de
pendentt on SNRrec. For large values of P p s r , and hence of 
SNRSNRrecrec,, the signal during the on-pulse is completely co
herentt (Psky a n d P s y s in Eq. 17 can be neglected) and the 
AGCC prevents higher values of P p s r leading to an increase 

off the SJVHadd-
Thee last case is where the pulsation is so fast t ha t the 

modulationn is unaffected by the AGC: C*AGC = 1. If more 
thann two bits are used in the digitisation process described 
inn Sect. 3.5, adigo is almost equal to unity and SNRAdd is 
alsoo given by Eq. 20. If Psky is small compared to P s y s , 
thiss equation can be approximated by 

SNR, SNR, add d Wdishh SNRr (P s k yy <C P s y s ) , (24) ) 

Fig.. 7. Signal-to-noise ratio of an observation of PSR 
B1937+211 at 1360 MHz as a function of the number of dishes 
inn the adding box. The solid line is the best linear relation 
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Fig.. 8. Signal-to-noise ratio of an observation of PSR 
B2111+466 at 1360 MHz as a function of the number of dishes 
inn the adding box. The solid line is the best linear relation 

wheree the outgoing SNR is proportional to the number of 
dishes,, as derived in Sect. 2. 

Inn the case t ha t c*digO is not equal to unity (i.e. 1.5 
andd 2-bit digitisation), t he situation will be between the 
twoo extremes tha t were described above, while the final 
SNRSNR for small values of Psky will be between the SNRs 
off those cases and hence proportional to (iVdish — <5), with 
00 < 5 < 1, depending on the value of a. 

Wee conclude tha t to first order the signal-to-noise ratio 
increasess linearly with the number of dishes due to the 
additionn of the signals. An extra correction is needed if 
thee modulation is affected by the AGC: 

SNRaddd = r ; a dd(^ rec , Ndish,SNRd igo) iVdish SNRdig0. (25) 

Too illustrate the dependency of the SNR on the num
berr of dishes of an array we performed two observations, 
withh the WSRT in combination with PuMa (Voute et 
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al.. 2001), one of a very fast and highly dispersed pulsar, 
PSRR B1937+21 and one of a slow pulsar PSR B2111+46. 

Wee observed PSR B1937+21 with eight bands of 10 
MHzz all centered at 1360 MHz. Each band contained the 
signall  from a different number of dishes. The pulses of this 
pulsarr are dispersed over 1.5 times the pulse period at this 
frequency.frequency. So, there is no modulation at the AGC and the 
factorr a in Eq. 17 can be set to unity. 

Sincee all bands had the same frequency and were ob-
servedd simultaneously, the phase of the pulse was the same 
inn each observation. We defined an on- and off-pulse in-
tervall  and applied these to the observed profiles from all 
eightt bands. The means during the on- and off-pulse were 
determined,, together with their uncertainties. The rms of 
thee off-pulse was measured and was corrected as if the 
timee series had a bin width equal to the on-pulse width. 
Fromm these numbers the signal-to-noise ratio was calcu-
lated.. Figure 7 shows the observed SNR as a function of 
thee number of dishes. A linear fit through the points re-
sultss in: 

SNRSNR = (2.3  0.3)iVdish + (0.3  1.5), (26) ) 

withh a reduced x2 of 0.56. This fit  is consistent with a pro-
portionall  relation between the SNR and Nd ish as expected 
fromm Eq. 24. This means that indeed Psky < Psys, which 
iss also expected since the 21-cm receivers that were used 
havee Tsys « 27 K at 1360 MHz and Tsky is about 3 K. 

PSRR B2111+46 was consecutively observed twice with 
differentt sets of dishes in each band. The scintillation time 
off  this pulsar is long enough that a constant flux can be 
assumed.. This is confirmed by the fact that each of the 
twoo observations had one band containing 7 dishes and 
thee same SNR was observed in both bands (within the 
errors). . 

Forr this pulsar the dispersion smearing was 5 ms, which 
iss shorter than the pulse width of 32 ms. The AGC corrects 
forr all modulation. 

Thee observed values of the SNR are plotted in Fig. 8. 
AA linear fit gives 

Fig.. 9. Generalised signalpath in a digital filterbank.The signal 
iss digitised and Fourier transformed. The data in each chan-
nell  are squared and smoothed by adding consecutive samples. 
Finally,, the floats are mapped onto n-bit integers 

Squaringg is necessary since folding the unsquared data 
doess not improve the SNR2 and its Fourier spectrum 
showss no signature at the pulse frequency. However, the 
Fourierr spectrum of squared data does have such a sig-
naturee (see Appendix). Averaging squared data does im-
provee the SNR (Sect. 5.2). 

Thee data need to be dedispersed to remove (at least 
somee of) the smearing of the pulses. There are two ways 
too dedisperse the data: coherently (Hankins 1971) and in-
coherentlyy (Taylor & Huguenin 1971). When dedispersing 
incoherentlyy the band is split into smaller channels. The 
dataa in these channels are squared and delayed with re-
spectt to each other before being added together. The dis-
persionn smearing in the final data is equal to the smearing 
inn one channel. 

Splittingg into channels can be achieved in two ways. 
Traditionally,, analogue mixers and filters are used. 
However,, recently digital filterbanks have been used, 
wheree the data are digitised and Fourier transformed. This 
filterfilter  bank can be an on-line pulsar backend, such as PuMa 
(App.. B) or an off-line computer that reads the sampled 
andd stored data and reduces them further in memory. 
Here,, we discuss the general signalpath of such a digi-
tall  filterbank backend (Fig. 9) connected directly to the 
addingg unit of a telescope. 

SNRSNR = (4.7  0.1)ATdish - (4.7  0.1) (27)) 4.2. Digitisation and sampling 

andd a reduced x2 of 2.7. This relation is consistent with 
onee which goes through the point 7Vdish = 1, SNR = 0, as 
wass expected from Eq. 23. 

Wee conclude that the dependency on the number of 
dishess that we derived is confirmed by these observations. 

4.. Signalpat h in a digita l filterban k 

4.1.4.1. Introduction 

Onlyy a few pulsars are strong enough that the individual 
pulsess can be found in the raw data. In general the signal 
hass to be squared and dedispersed and after that averaged 
(folded)) or Fourier transformed, to find the pulse. 

Afterr the addition of the signals from all the dishes, the 
signall  closely resembles that of a single dish and is usually 
analoguee again. It therefore needs to be digitised. 

Thee effect on the SNR depends on the value of the 
incomingg SNR: 

SNRSNRdlgldlgl = i7digi(SJVfladd) SNRadd, (28) ) 

wheree 77digl is again the digitiser efficiency factor. For 
smalll  values of SNRAdd this factor is 0.55, 0.92, 1.00 
forr an equidistant 2, 4 and 8-bit digitiser, respectively 

Bothh the sky background and the pulsar component are 
uncorrelatedd noise, so the variance of the signal during the on-
andd off-pulse wil l increase with the square root of the number 
off  periods that are added and their ratio does not change. 
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(Kouwenhovenn fa Voute 2001). The data are sampled at 
thee Nyquist rate. If the data are at baseband (i.e. the band 
runss from zero to B) the sampling time rsanip is: 

'samp p 
1 1 

2B 2B 

4.3.4.3. Fourier transform 

Thee band is split into smaller channels by performing 
Fourierr transforms on consecutive blocks of data. To get 
NNcchh channels, blocks of 2Nch samples are needed per 
transform.. These samples are multiplied with cosines and 
siness of specific angles to calculate the real and imaginary 
Fourierr coefficients H™ and Hj^. 

HlHlee = 

Hr Hr 

1 1 2 A U - 1 1 

fch h 1 1 vm^vm^ § h 

11 " ! ^ \ . T]k 
.. ,T > hj sin -=—, V ^^ £j 3 N c h ' 

(30) ) 

(31) ) 

wheree hj is the incoming time series. For each channel k 
thee time series i?£e and H™ have a Gaussian distribu-
tion,, since the distribution function of a sum of Gaussian 
variabless (i.e. hj) is again Gaussian. The means of the the 
reall  and imaginary time series are zero. The variance of 
thee real time series in channel k is calculated by averaging 
thee squares of N samples of the time series (tf£e)f. Since 
thee cross-terms of the squaring of Eq. 30 average out, the 
variancee is: 

aaie,k ie,k 
11 N _ 1 

(=0 0 

11 V"^ 1 V ^ 1,2 2 *3k 
NN U2N* J=o ch h 

ww 2 a ' 

wheree a2 is the variance of the time series before the 
Fourierr transform. A similar equation holds for the imag-
inaryy coefficients. So, for each channel k the time series 
Hf.Hf.ee and i/j.m have a Gaussian distribution function with 
meann zero and variance CT2/2. 

Thee SNR in each individual time series H  ̂ is equal to 
thee SNR of the incoming time series hj, since the ratio in 
Eq.. 12 has not changed by the Fourier transforms. There 
aree now 2iVch time series, each with a time resolution: 

1 1 N, , 
rsampp — 2J\ch « n " rj 

ch h (33) ) 

So,, time resolution has been converted into spectral reso-
lution. . 

Thiss decrease in time resolution broadens the pulse if 
thee width Wrec in Eq. 10 (with the channel bandwidth 
usedd to calculate W ŝ in Eq. 8) is of the same order as 

thee sampling time r^mp. We now estimate the new pulse 
widthh by: 

^FFTT « y/W  ̂ + Wl+T* 
samp" " 

(34) ) 

(29)) When the number of channels are doubled, the sampling 
timee rs a mp doubles and the smearing width W? halves. 
Obviously,, WFFT 'S n e ar minimum, when Wds and rsamp 

aree almost equal. 

4.4.4.4. Squaring 

Thee squares of the data are calculated by squaring 
andd adding the real and imaginary components of the 
Fourierr coefficients. Since the unsquared coefficients have 
aa Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance | a2, 
thee squared coefficients have a x2-distribution with one 
degreee of freedom with mean | a2 and variance ^ cr4 (see 
Fig.. 3d). After adding the real and imaginary coefficients 
thee data have a x2-distribution with two degrees of free-
domm with mean a2 and variance <r4. 

Thee signal is now called detected. Since the signal has 
aa non-zero mean, the power is not equal to the variance 
anymore,, so Eq. 12 is no longer valid. From this point 
anotherr SNR definition is used (e.g. Bhattacharya 1997): 

SNRSNR = 
Coff f 

(35) ) 

wheree ^on and 0̂ff are the mean during the on- and off-
pulse,, respectively and aQf[  is the standard deviation of the 
off-pulsee noise. As the real coefficients after the Fourier 
transformm have a variance of |((jp + cr2) during the on-
pulse,, the SNR equals cr2/<r2. After squaring the SNR has 
decreasedd by a factor \ /2, according to Eq. 35. However, 
afterr adding the real and imaginary coefficients, the SNR 
iss equal again to the SNR before squaring. 

Thee Fourier spectrum of this time series shows a peak 
att the pulsar frequency. 

(32)) 4,5. Smoothing 

Thee main reason for smoothing is to reduce the amount 
off  data. If the time resolution of Nch/B is higher than is 
needed,, consecutive samples can be added together (Fig. 
3d).. Adding N8m samples increases the sampling time to: 

Tsampp = ^ • (36) 

Thee rms an during the off-pulse increases by a factor 
\ /N8 m ,, since the noise is incoherent. However, during the 
on-pulsee the mean level increases by a factor N s m . Hence, 
thee SNR increases by a factor \/Nsm (Eq. 35): 

SNRsnSNRsn = y/N  ̂ SNRs^. (37) 

Thee distribution function of the data changes into a x2-
distributionn with 2Nsm degrees of freedom with mean 
N s mm a2 and variance N sm cr4, with a2 again the variance 
off the signal before the Fourier transform. For large values 
off N sm this distribution approaches a Gaussian with the 
samee mean and variance as before the transform. 
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4.6.4.6. Float-to-integer conversion 

Sincee the data are floats again after the Fourier transform, 
theyy are usually mapped onto an n-bit integer before being 
stored.. This mapping process is similar to the digitisation 
describedd in earlier sections. An example is shown in Fig. 
3e,, where the data are 2-bit mapped and the mapping 
thresholdss are set on the basis of the off-pulse mean and 
rmss levels. 

Mappingg leads to a change in the SNR: 

SNRj^SNRj ̂ = T?dig2(SNiïsm) SNftadd. (38) 

Sincee the data have been squared in the mean time, the 
SNRSNR losses are now different from the ones described in 
Sect.. 4.2. If enough samples are added together so that 
thee distribution function has become Gaussian, the SNR 
efficiencyy factor Tjdtg2 for small values of SNR*m is 0.80, 
0.94,, 0.98 and 1.00 for 1, 2, 4 and 8-bit mapping, respec-
tively.. For larger values of SNRam or for the case that the 
distributionn is still a x2-runction the efficiency factor is 
derivedd by Kouwenhoven &c Voute (2001). 

Iff  the frequency band is not flat and the mapping 
thresholdss are not set for each frequency channel indi-
vidually,, this can lead to strange effects and to an extra 
degradationn of the SNR of the signal. This is illustrated is 
Appendixx B. 

5.. Off-lin e data reductio n 

Thee data are stored by the digital filterbank backend and 
aree further processed off-line by a computer. 

5.1.5.1. Channel and polarisation adding 

Thee data are read back and the JVch channels are added 
togetherr after delaying them with respect to each other 
too compensate for dispersion. Again the rms of the off-
pulsee noise increases by a factor y/Nch and the mean of 
thee off-pulse increases by Nch. 

Att this point the data from both polarisations (if avail-
able)) can be added together to determine the total inten-
sityy of the signal (Stokes I parameter). Most telescopes 
aree sensitive in two polarisations: whether in X and Y, 
iff  the frontends have linear dipoles or in L and R, if the 
frontendss have circular dipoles. If the pulsar is equally 
strongg in both polarisations (that is: Stokes Q must be 
zeroo for linear dipoles and Stokes V must be zero for cir-
cularr dipoles), the SNR increases by a factor y/Npo\ = y/2 
whenn both signals are added. 

SiVRchh = y/NchNpol SNR*m. (39) 

Iff  the SNRs in both polarisations are not equal, their 
meanss add linearly and the off-pulse rms is the square 
roott of the sum of both variances. 

5.2.5.2. Folding 

Finally,, the time series is folded with the pulse period. 
Thee time series has length of 7Vsamp = Tobs/Tsamp samples, 

wheree robs is the observation duration. If the final profile 
hass Nbin bins, the data are averaged effectively by a factor 
NNSAmpSAmp/N\y/N\yinin.. This leads to an improvement of the SNR: 

wheree rsamp is given in Eq. 36. If the time resolution in the 
finall  profile is equal to the sampling time (JVbin = p/rs a m p, 
wheree p is the pulsar period), the data are averaged by the 
numberr of periods in the data (robs/p). This is also shown 
inn Fig. 3g, where 8 periods have been averaged. If a larger 
numberr of bins is chosen, consecutive data points in the 
profilee are no longer independent. 

6.. Compariso n wit h literatur e 

Thee SNR in the final profile of a fast pulsar observed with 
veryy low sky background radiation is: 

SNRSNR = n NdishG /ApoiffTobs _p_ 
'Tskyy + r s y s y ATbin ' 

wheree the efficiency factor ij  equals: 

VV = ^add fWrec^d ish .SNRdigoJ-T /d igx fSNRadd)-

r)dir)di gg2(SNR2(SNRsmsm) ) 

andd the width W is equal to 

(41) ) 

(42) ) 

WKWKKKWLWL + W. ds s 
- 4 - T 22 4-11 'samp * \N\Nhinhin)) ' (43) ) 

wheree rsamp is the effective sampling time after smooth-
ingg (Eq. 36), Wds is the dispersion smearing within one 
channell  and an extra term is added for the broadening ef-
fectt due to the binning of the data. Note that the SNR is 
nott dependent on the the number of channels and the ef-
fectivee sampling time anymore: only the total bandwidth 
andd observation time are of interest. 

Thee number of bins is still a free parameter. The max-
imumm SNR is obtained when A^bin is as small as possible 
withoutt affecting the pulse, so when the bin size equals 
thee pulse width: ATbin = p/W. Eq. 41 now reduces to: 

SNRSNR = r] 
Tskyy + Tt sys s 

II / P 
VV Npol B Tobs * / —- S. 

VV w 
(44) ) 

However,, this is only possible when W < p. If W > 
(p(p - W) the bin size should be set to match p - W. In 
thatt case, Eq. 41 reduces to: 

SNRSNR = r} Wdishh G 
TskyTsky + Tt sys s 

VfÜB^^zELs.VfÜB^^zELs. (45) 
w w 

Vivekanandd et al. (1982) showed that the equations for 
thesee two limits can be combined into one equation that 
iss valid for all cases with p < W. They averaged all off-
pulsee samples into one bin of length p~W and all on-pulse 
sampless into a second bin of length W. They defined the 
signal-to-noisee ratio as the difference between these two 
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bins,, divided by the uncertainty in the difference determi-
nation.. Prom this it follows: 

 sky ~r J sys 

p-W p-W 

w w 
(46) ) 

Deweyy et al. (1985) studied the sensitivity of untar-
getedd pulsar searches made with a single-dish telescope 
andd a analog filterbank. They found: 

 ° 
77 Tsky + T£ sys s 

V i V p o i S r o b 8^ ^ - ^ S,, (47) 

wheree 7 is a constant "related to the various losses", which 
forr their search is determined to be about 1.5. When this 
equationn is compared to our equation 46, the gain G is 
replacedd by Nte[G and 7 - 1 is specified by 77 (Eq. 42). 

Deweyy et al. (1985) define the width W as: 

^ = \ W n tt + (/^amp)2 + 
(TDM\ (TDM\ 

\DMo) \DMo) 
++ ( ^ W f ) 2 , (48) 

wheree /? iss a constant that "accounts for the filtering done 
priorr to the final sampling". The third term represents the 
dispersionn broadening of the pulse and is equal to Wds. 
Thee last term is for extra broadening that occurs when 
thee dedispersion is done with a slightly wrong dispersion 
measure.. This happens during untargeted pulsar searches, 
butt we neglect this term in our analysis. However, we have 
addedd an additional term to compensate for a possible 
broadeningg due to the binning of the final profile. 

Wee conclude that our relation between the observed 
SNRSNR and the pulsar flux S is in agreement with the result 
byy Dewey et al. for observations of fast pulsars with low 
skyy background radiation (i.e. approximation 24 can be 
made).. For other observations the dependency on iVdish in 
Eq.. 46 is slightly different. 
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Appendi xx A: Fourie r spectru m of a pulse d signa l 

Considerr a sinusoidal signal with angular frequency w, 
whichh is modulated with a sinusoid with modulation (i.e. 
pulsar)) frequency um (um <£: u). The signal S(t) can be 
writtenn as: 

S(t)S(t) = A sinwf(l + m sinumt) 

—— A sinujt + -Am (cos(u> — um)t — COS(LJ +u}m)t), 

(A.1) ) 

wheree A is the amplitude of the signal and m is the mod-
ulationn index (0 < m < 1). Its Fourier spectrum contains 
powerr at three frequencies: u, u> — um and u + wm, but 

noo power at the modulation frequency u/m. This can be 
generalisedd to Gaussian noise (i.e. a sum of sinusoids with 
varyingg amplitudes), which is modulated with a pulse pro-
filefile  that can be decomposed into sinusoids. Again, there 
iss no feature at the modulation frequencies in the Fourier 
spectrum. . 

Thee square of the amplitude-modulated signal of Eq. 
A.11 can be written as (A = 1): 

SS22(t)(t) = [ - + ~m2 J (1 -cos2a>£) + 

sin(2o;; -j- um)t — sin(2w — wm)i 
m m smujsmujmmtt — 

11 3 
++ T m 

4 4 
—— cos 2ujmt -f 

cos(2u>> + 2u/m)r. + cos(2tJ — 2u/m)£ 
(A.2) ) 

Thus,, the squared signal contains frequencies at ujm 

andd 2tum. In general the Fourier spectrum of squared 
amplitude-modulatedd data shows a peak at the modula-
tionn frequency. 

Appendi xx B: The effec t of float-to-intege r 
conversio nn in PuMa 

PuMaa is a digital Pulsar Machine that was designed for 
usee at the WSRT (Voute et al. 2001). The main part of 
PuMaa consists of 192 Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) 
thatt process the incoming signals. It is flexible: for each ob-
servationn a different program with different observational 
parameterss can be loaded into the DSPs. It has a base-
bandd recording and a digital filterbank mode (Voute &; 
vann Haren 1999). In the filterbank mode it is capable of 
usingg the full 80 MHz of available bandwidth, even for 
pulsarss with a very high dispersion measure. 

Thee first stage in PuMa is an analog unit. The 16 in-
comingg signals (eight 10 MHz bands times two polarisa-
tions)) are mixed with a local oscillator signal of 11.25 MHz 
andd are low-pass filtered. The resulting low-frequency 
bandd runs from 0 to 10 MHz. The signals are 12-bit digi-
tisedd and sampled at 20 MHz (Nyquist rate). 

Thee continuous time series h(t) is now a discrete time 
seriess hj with a time resolution of 50 ns. At this point the 
dataa are Fourier transformed and squared. The squared X 
andd Y signals are added to get the Stokes I data. These 
totall  intensity data are smoothed by adding consecutive 
sampless together. The smoothed data are subsequently 
mappedd onto an n-bit integer. t 

Thiss mapping process is analogous to digitisation. 
However,, in PuMa the digitiser (i.e. mapping) thresholds 
aree set identically for all channels. Since the incoming 
bandd is not flat, the thresholds can not be set optimally 
forr all channels. This can have an enormous impact on 
thee digitiser efficiency factor, especially when the data are 
smoothedd a lot. 

Thiss is illustrated in Fig. B.l. The upper panel shows 
thee distribution over the bit values per frequency chan-
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Fig.. B . l . Distribution per channel (Nrmch = 64) of the output 
sampless of a sky observation with 16 (top panel) and 384 (bot-
tom)) samples added (s2a) before they are mapped onto 8-bit 
integers.. The panels on the right give the distribution of the 
outputt samples over the whole 10-MHz band. The solid and 
thee dashed lines indicate the thresholds for 2-bit mapping in 
casee Na = 2 and 3, respectively 

nell  of an 8-bit observation with 64 channels and 16 sam-
pless added together. The middle threshold was set at the 
meann of the total signal (see the grey-scale on the right of 
thee figure), the other thresholds of the 8-bit digitiser were 
equidistantlyy spread over four t imes the root-mean-square 
(a)(a) towards both sides of the mean (i.e. Na = 4). 

Thee means of the distribution form the accolade shape 
(i.e.. the band shape). The modulation product at 1.25 
MHzz is also clearly visible. The solid lines indicate the 
thresholdss of a 2-bit mapping with Na = 2, i.e. the thresh-
oldss are at the mean /i of the signal and at  For all 
frequencyy channels at least three of the four levels are 
used. . 

However,, if the number of samples that are added to-
getherr increases to 384, the distribution in each frequency 
channell  becomes narrower, while for the band as a whole i t 
remainss almost as wide, since i t is determined by the shape 
off  the band (lower panel of Fig. B. l ) . If 2-bit mapping is 
appliedd in this observation, only one level is adressed in 
mostt of the channels. For small values of the SNR this is 
effectivelyy a 0-bit mapping. Setting Nff to three improves 
thee result slightly (dashed lines in Fig. B . l ) : i t is now ef-
fectivelyy a 1-bit mapping. 

Figuree B.2 shows the observed bandpasses for different 
mappingss (1-bit, 2-bit with Na = 2 and 3, 4-bit with Na = 
3)) and for different values for the number of added samples 
(s2aa = 1 ,2 ,4 , . . ., 128,192,384). In the case of 1 and 2-
bitt mapping the bands become highly distorted for large 

Frequencyy (MHz 

Fig.. B.2. Bandpass of a sky observation as a function of 
thee number of added samples (s2a) in PuMa observations. 
Observationss were made with 64 channels and 1-bit, 2-bit 
(N(Nffff = 2.0 and 3.0) and 4-bit output samples. The dotted lines 
aree the bandpasses for s2a = 16 (for comparison) 

valuess of s2a. Four-bit mapping does not suffer from this 
effect. . 
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changess of the SNR and especially the digitisation losses. 
Therefore,, we provide a theoretical description of a digi-
tiserr and compare the test results of PuMa with this the-
ory. . 

Sectionn 2 describes the input signal we have used for 
ourr derivations and calculations. Section 3 describes a gen-
erall  digitiser and the settings of its free parameters, in 
particularr for a 1, 1.5, 2, 4 and 8-bit digitiser. In Sect. 
44 the effect of the digitisation is studied as a function of 
thee incoming SNR, starting with the case of a 2-bit digi-
tiser.. We compare the results with measurements made 
withh PuMa in Sect. 5. Finally, we discuss the difference 
betweenn our theory and work presented in earlier papers 
(Sect.. 6). 

2.. Descriptio n o f th e inpu t signa l 

Twoo types of signal can be distinguished: raw voltage data 
('undetectedd signal') and squared voltage data (power 
dataa or a 'detected signal'). In the latter case the dis-
tributionn of the signal can be x2 o r Gaussian. The effects 
off  digitisation differ for all these cases and each will be 
describedd separately. In this section we first describe the 
signall  itself. 

(a)) Pulsar sign 

(b)) Noise 

(c)) Pulsar signal + nois e 

tt ^ f t l f f^ 

(fl)) Squored sign 

\/\%^^^ \/\%^^^ 

2.1.2.1. Undetected signal 

Wee start with a generalised pulsed signal. The incoming 
signall  x(t) has two components: a constant noise compo-
nentt xn(t), which is the sum of the sky background, the 
receiverr noise etc. and secondly, the signal xp(t) from the 
pulsar,, which is a periodic increase of the noise level. It is 
assumedd that this signal has a rectangular envelope: zero 
duringg the intervals in which the pulsar signal is beamed 
awayy from us ('off-pulse') and with a constant power dur-
ingg the intervals W in which the pulse can be seen ('on-
pulse').. An example is shown in Fig. la-c. 

x{t)x{t) = XXnn(t) (t) (off-pulse) ) 
xxnn(t)(t) + xp(t) (on-pulse). 

Thee off- and on-pulse intervals repeat with the pulsar rota-
tionn period. For real pulsars the power will change within 
thee on-pulse in a way that is characteristic for each pulsar 
(thee pulse 'profile'). This is not considered in this paper. 

Bothh components are Gaussian, i.e. have a Gaussian 
distributionn function f(x): 

f{x)=G^{x)f{x)=G^{x) = 
ff2n 2n 

 e 
jx-tjV jx-tjV 

5„2 2 (2) ) 

wheree ji  is the mean and a2 the variance of the signal 
x(t)x(t) (a is called the standard deviation). The signals xn(t) 
andd xp(t) are both voltage time series and have a zero 
mean:: /zn — fip — 0. The variance of both components are 
<72,, and dp, respectively. Since the sum of two Gaussian 
signalss has again a Gaussian distribution, xn(t) + xp(t) is 
alsoo Gaussian. It has a mean //p+n = 0 and a variance 

'p+n n ==  <rï  + a 11 (see Fis. 2a] 

Fig.. 1. Time series of a pulsar signal with a rectangular enve-
lopee (a) and noise from the receiver and the background sky 
(b).. The addition of these signals is modulated Gaussian noise 
(c).. The dotted lines mark the boundaries between the on-
andd off-pulse. The mean (dashed line) of the input signal is 
constantt over the whole interval. After squaring the mean in-
creasess during the on-pulse (d). The distribution of the signal 
iss changed by smoothing, but this does not affect the (rela-
tive)) means (e). Al l vertical scales are arbitrary. The strength 
off  the pulsar signal is highly exaggerated compared to most 
reall  pulsar observations 

Fig.. 2. Gaussian distribution function of the signal during the 
off-pulsee (solid line) and the on-pulse (dashed line). In case of 
ann undetected signal (a) the distribution becomes wider during 
thee on-pulse: the standard deviation increases from an to crp+n-
Inn case of a detected and smoothed signal (b) the distribution 
shiftss towards higher values by an amount //. Below the plots 
thee digitiser thresholds (vertical dashes) and output values X 
aree indicated for the case of 2-bit digitiser 
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Abstract.. We discuss the effect of digitisation on the signal-to-noise ratio of pulsed radio signals. We describe a 
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1.. Introduction 

AA pulsar signal that is received by a radio telescope, can be 
describedd as ampl i tude modulated Gaussian noise (Rickett 
1975).. The periodic noise from the pulsar is weak and is 
addedd to steady noise from the sky background and the 
receiver.. The signal-to-noise rat io (SNR) of the individual 
pulsess of many pulsars is much less than one. In that case, 
thee pulsation can be found by squaring (i.e. detecting) the 
signall  and adding the pulses together (i.e. folding). 

Thee group velocity of electromagnetic waves propagat-
ingg in the interstellar medium is modified in a frequency-
dependentt way by the interaction between the waves and 
freee electrons. This effect is called dispersion and causes 
thee pulses from a pulsar to be smeared over significant 
bandwidths.. There are two ways to remove this disper-
sionn from a radio signal: coherently and incoherently. 

Inn the coherent case the amplified voltages from the 
antennaa are digitised and sampled. These recorded data 
aree Fourier transformed off-line. Each Fourier component 
iss rotated by a frequency dependent phase angle. After 
thee inverse transformation a dispersion-free voltage time 
seriess is obtained (Hankins 1971). 

Forr incoherent dedispersion the incoming bandwidth 
iss split into a number of sub-bands (channels) by analog 
filterss or by a digital Fourier transform. The signal in each 
channell  is then squared. The resulting power t ime series 
aree delayed by the proper amount of t ime before the chan-
nelss are added together. This delay can be applied on-line 

SendSend offprint requests to: M. L. A. Kouwenhoven, e-mail: 
m.1.a.kouvenhovenQastro.uu.nl l 

inn hardware (Taylor &: Huguenin 1971) or in off-line data 
processingg after digitisation, sampling and recording. The 
resultingg time series has a lower sampling rate than the 
originall  one: t ime resolution has been converted into fre-
quencyy resolution. 

Mostt radio pulsar observations include at least one 
digitisationn and sampling step. The signal that comes from 
aa radio telescope is always analogue, which means that it 
iss continuous both in t ime and in its value. Sampling is 
thee process which makes a signal discrete in t ime. No in-
formationn is lost in this process, provided that the samples 
aree taken at a rate of at least twice the highest frequency 
presentt in the input signal (Nyquist theorem). Digitising 
iss the process which makes a signal discrete in its values. 
Inn this process information is lost. The amount of loss 
dependss on the number of possible output values. 

Duringg digitisation both ampl i tude and phase informa-
tionn are lost. The loss of phase information is described for 
aa general signal by Cooper (1970) and for the specific case 
off  a pulsar observation by Jenet & Anderson (1998) and 
Stairss et al. (2000). Our paper concentrates on the loss of 
thee ampli tude information by studying the signal-to-noise 
ratioo of the digitised signal in comparison with the SNR 
off  the incoming signal. 

Thiss study was performed as part of the calibration 
processs of PuMa. PuMa is the new digital pulsar machine, 
constructedd for the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope 
(WSRT,, Voute et al. 2001). The changes of the SNR along 
thee signalpath of WSRT are described in Kouwenhoven 
&&  Voute (2001). To test whether PuMa is performing 
upp to its specifications, it is necessary to understand all 

http://uu.nl
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Thee signal-to-noise ratio SNR is defined as the relative 
increasee of the power during the on-pulse: 

SNRSNR =  Pp+n Pn , (3) ) 

wheree Pn and Pp+n
 a re the power of the noise and of the 

combinedd pulsar signal and noise, respectively. Since the 
meann level fj, is zero, the power P of a Gaussian signal is 
equall  to its variance a2. So, in this case: 

\\ (4) 
22 2 

SNR=SNR= aP + " ~a " 

Ass wil l be shown, the variance of the signal changes due to 
digitisationn and this depends on the standard deviation a 
off  the signal to be digitised. The signal-to-noise ratio after 
digitisationn SNR&i% is: 

^digf^P+n)) - ^dig^jO =
 ffdig,p+t. ~ ^dig,» 

~~ at 
SNRSNRdidi„„  = 

^LK ) ) dig,n n 

,, (5) 

Wee define the digitiser efficiency factor: 

SNRSNRdig dig 
7]7] = 

SNR SNR 
(6) ) 

Thiss efficiency factor is dependent on the number of bits of 
thee digitiser, the digitiser settings and the incoming signal-
to-noisee ratio. It differs for an undetected and a detected 
signal. . 

2.2.2.2. Detected signal 

Inn the detection stage the signal is squared (Fig. Id). After 
squaring,, the signal has a non-zero mean. The power of the 
signall  is no longer equal to the variance of the signal and 
thee SNR definition given in Eq. 4 is no longer valid. Eq. 3 
requiress the absolute value of the off-pulse power Pn, but 
thiss information is lost in the digitisation process, if the 
valuess of the thresholds are not recorded. Thus, we define 
thee signal-to-noise ratio of a detected signal (SNRsq) to 
bee the difference between the mean level during the off-
andd on-pulse relative to the off-pulse noise: 

SNRSNRsqsq = 
uusqsq - usq 

(7) ) 

wheree ^isp\n and ^ q are the mean of the squared signal 
duringg the on- and off-pulse, respectively, and <r„q is the 
standardd deviation of the signal during the off-pulse (e.g. 
Bhattacharyaa 1998). Both SNR-definitions (Eqs. 5 and 7) 
usee parameters which can be determined directly from a 
timee series and do not depend on the absolute value of 
thee voltage or power, respectively, only on their relative 
scaling.. The digitiser efficiency factor for a squared signal 
i]i] sqsq is defined as: 

(8) ) 
SNRSNR55* * 

sqq _ d ' ë 

'' ~ SNRsq ' 
Notee that for a squared but unsmoothed signal, SNRsq 

differss by a factor y/2 from the SNR before squaring. This 
iss not important for calculating SNR efficiency factors, 
sincee the factors y/2 cancel in Eq. 8 

2.2.1.. x2-distribution 

Afterr squaring the signal has a x2-distribution with one 
degreee of freedom: 

9{x)9{x) =Xi, f f (z) = 
1 1 

(9) ) 

wheree a is the standard deviation of the undetected signal, 
g(x)g(x) has a mean of a2 and a variance of 2a4. 

Thee signal is usually smoothed after squaring (Fig. le). 
Theree are several ways to smooth a signal. For an analog 
signall  the simplest way of smoothing is using a low-pass 
filter.filter. This will remove all frequencies higher than a cer-
tainn cut-off frequency from the signal. For a signal that 
iss discrete in time (a sampled signal) the simplest way 
iss to add two consecutive samples, thereby reducing the 
timee resolution by a factor two. The distribution func-
tionn of this smoothed signal is the auto-convolution of Eq. 
9,, which is a ^-distribution with two degrees of freedom. 
Analogously,, adding k samples results in a x2-distribution 
withh k degrees of freedom: 

* - i i 

XkAXkAxx)) r(fc) 2a2 \2a2) 

whichh has a mean ka2 and a variance 2ka4. 

(10) ) 

2.2.2.. Gaussian distribution 

Iff  many samples are added (k » 1) the distribution ap-
proachess a Gaussian (central limi t theorem) with the same 
meann and standard deviation. We assume that the off-
pulsee mean has been subtracted, so ^isq = 0. During the 
on-pulse,, the mean increases to HP

q
+n — Mpq a nd the stan-

dardd deviation from a  ̂ to crp
q
+n: the Gaussian distribution 

iss shifted and has become wider. However, the widening 
cann be neglected if enough smoothing has been applied: 
iff  the smoothing is made by adding k consecutive sam-
ples,, the ratio of the standard deviation during the on-
andd off-pulse is given by 

rsq q 

7 p + n n == 1 + -- • SNRsq, (11) ) 

wheree SNRsq is given by Eq. 7. Therefore, for large values 
off k with respect to SNRsq the Gaussian distribution only 
shiftss to higher values during the on-pulse (see Fig. 2b). 

3.. Descriptio n of th e digitise r 

Ann n-bit digitiser has N = 2" discrete output levels, ex
ceptt in the case of a so-called 1.5-bit digitiser, which has 
33 output levels. The digitiser determines the output value 
byy comparing the input signal level with N - 1 threshold 
valuess xth,t: °ne boundary between each two output levels. 
Thee output signal Xdig can be described as: 

(12) ) 

1 1 
2-digg — ^ d i g ^ J ~ \ 

Xo Xo 
X! X! 

XX < Xth.l 

Zth.11 < X < Zth,2 

XN-1XN-1 Z tMf - l < x-
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Thee settings of an n-bit digitiser have 2 N — 1 degrees 
off  freedom: N — 1 threshold levels and N output values. 
Often,, the output of the digitiser is just the numeric value 
off  the bits as such and the conversion from n-bit integer i 
too float value Xi is made at a later stage. 

3.1.3.1. Setting considerations 

General-usee digitisers make as few assumptions about the 
distr ibutionn of the signal that needs to be digitised as pos-
sible.. If i t is assumed that the signal has a symmetrical 
distr ibutionn i t is common to set the middle threshold at 
thee mean level of the signal and set the other thresholds 
symmetricallyy around the mean. 

Zth.tt = Xth.N-t (1 < Ï < W - l)i 

xxth,N/2th,N/2 =
(13) ) 

I nn that case the output values are also chosen symmetri-

cally y 

XiXi — XN-1-i 1-i ( 0<< i < N -1). :i4) ) 

Sincee the exact shape of the distr ibution is not known, 
thee thresholds and the output values are set equidistant. 
Thiss also has the advantage that the conversion process 
fromfrom the n-bit integer i to the float Xi is a simple linear 
calculation. . 

So,, in case of fi = 0, the thresholds and output values 
are e 

- ( ^^ - 1) x t h , • • •, - x t h , 0, i t h , . . . , ( ^ - 1) xthi (15) 
N-l N-l 

2 2 
vv 1 v 1 V N- l Y 

A ,, . . . , — ö A , ö " ^ ! • • • ) ö~ •*••> 
(16) ) 

wheree X is the step between the output values. The num
berr of free parameters has now gone down to 2, of which X 
iss merely a scaling factor. A change of its value will have 
noo influence on the SNR of an undetected or a detected 
signal.. Therefore, we choose its value such tha t the power 
off the incoming signal is conserved: 

/

OOO r<X 

xx22  f(x)dx = I x2
dig{x)  f{x) dx. 

-ooo J— oo 

(17) ) 

Thee only remaining parameter to be set is the threshold 
valuee Xth- This parameter is chosen such tha t the quan
tisationn noise is as small as possible, so any information 
losss is as small as possible. This leads to the requirement 
off minimal distortion. The square of the distortion of a 
signall is defined as: 

/

oo o 

(x(x - xdlg(x))2  f{x) dx, 
-oo o 

(18) ) 

wheree Xdig(x) is also dependent on xth- The value of D' 
shouldd be minimised with respect to x th: 

dxty dxty 
== 0. {19} } 

aa Gaussian signal. Since most pulsars are weak and have 
aa small duty cycle, the settings of the digitiser are com
pletelyy determined by the off-pulse. Since the off-pulse of 
ann undetected and of a detected and smoothed signal have 
thee same type of distribution, the settings of the digitiser 
doo not depend on the signal type. Therefore, the following 
settingss can be used generally, 

3.2.3.2. Setting of a 1-bit digitiser 

AA 1-bit digitiser has two output levels  =  and 
onee threshold. This threshold is set at the mean of the 
signall for symmetry reasons, i.e. at zero level for a voltage 
signal.. The requirement of power conservation (17) results 
inn Xf = cr2, so 

2thh = 0, 

XiXi = a 
(20) ) 

andd the square of the distortion equals f 2 — 2 w - j a2 ~ 

0.4044 a2. The mean and the variance of the digitised signal 
aree equal to the mean and variance of the incoming signal: 

Mdigg = /* = ° a n d ffdiK
 = Q2-

3.3.3.3. Setting of a non-equidistant 2-bit digitiser 

Wee will discuss one example of a non-equidistant digitiser 
andd tha t is the case of a non-equidistant 2-bit digitiser. 
Thiss digitiser has three thresholds — x th ,0 , x th and four 
outputt values 2 with 0 < X\ < X2. Since there 
aree now three free parameters , power conservation can be 
requiredd over the intervals [0,a;th) and [x th,oo) (the neg
ativee intervals give identical equations): 

22 J0^x2.f(x)dx 
X{X{ = 

IoIothth f(x) dx 

XX22 = .C *2 • /(*) d l 

(21) ) 

(22) ) 
LLthth f (s)dx 

andd the demand of minimal distortion leads to minimali 

sationn of 

DD22 - 2 - f l\x~Xx)2-f(x)dx 
Jo Jo 

++ 2- ƒ (x~X2)
2-f{x)dx 

==  <j 2 + Xl + {Xl-Xl)exi 3 t h h 

22xxl^a(xl^a(x11 + (X2-X1)e-^Y 

(23) ) 

(24) ) 

Thiss is a set of three coupled equations. The numerical 

solutionn for a Gaussian signal is: 

xxthth ~ 0.9674 a, 
XiXi ~ 0.5243 cr, 
XX22 ^ 1.5653 c-

(25) ) 

Inn the next subsections we discuss the optimal settings 
forr an n-bit digitiser (n = 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 8) in the case of and the square of the distortion is equal to 0.123 cr2. 
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n n 

1 1 
1.5 5 
22 (uniform) 
22 (equidist.) 
22 (non-equi.) 
4 4 
8 8 

N N 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
16 6 

256 6 

x th h 

(<0 0 
0.6123 3 
1 1 
0.9957 7 
0.9674 4 
0.33523 3 
0.030765 5 

X X 

i°) i°) 

1 1 
1.0607 7 

0.33718 8 
0.030766 6 

Xi,Xi, X2 

(" ) ) 
1 1 
0,, 1.3602 

0.5243,, 1.5653 

'2 '2 

{A {A 
1 1 
1 1 
0.8846 6 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

D'D'2 2 

(* 2) ) 
0.404 4 
0.200 0 
0.119 9 
0.123 3 
0.123 3 
0.0116 6 

8.77-10-5 5 

V V 

0 0 
0.375 5 
0.547 7 
0.545 5 
0.530 0 
0.915 5 
0.999 9 

rf* rf* 

0.798 8 
0.900 0 
0.938 8 
0.939 9 
0.941 1 
0.977 7 
1.000 0 

Tablee 1. Settings of some digitisers (the number of output levels N, the distance between the thresholds i th and the output 
valuee X or the output values X\ and X2) and their distortion and efficiency factors. These digitiser efficiency factors are given 
forr small values of the SNR of the incoming signal 

3.4.3.4. Setting of an equidistant 2-bit digitiser 

Thee settings of an equidistant 2-bit digitiser can be cal-
culatedd in a similar way as for a non-equidistant digitiser 
wit hh Xi = X/2 and X2 = 3X /2 (Eq. 16). Power con-
servationn is now only demanded over the total interval 
{—00,00)) (Eq. 17). The numerical solution is: 

xxthth ~ 0.996cr, 
XX ~ 1.016 a. 

(26) ) 

Thee square of the distort ion is around 0.123a2. This is 
aboutt equal to the distortion by a non-equidistant digi-
tiser,, since X\ « X/2 and X2 ~ 3X/2. 

Commonly,, the values for the threshold and the output 
levell  are rounded-off: 

z thh = &, 
XX = u. 

(27) ) 

Wee call this the 'uniform' 2-bit setting. However, the 
powerr of the signal is not preserved: o\. 

g," " 0.8850-2. . 

3.5.3.5. Setting of a 1.5, 4 and 8-bit digitiser 

Thee settings of a 1.5-bit digitiser can be calculated from 
thee non-equidistant 2-bit digitiser by sett ing X\ — 0 and 
XX22 — X. The requirement of power conservation leads to: 

XX22 = 

Solvingg this equation and minimising Eq. 24 results in 

(28) ) 

x t hh ~ 0.612 cr, 
XX ~ 1.360a, 

(29) ) 

withh a squared distort ion of the signal of 0.200 a2 

Inn similar ways the threshold level and output values of 
aa 4-bit and an 8-bit digitiser can be calculated. Al l results 
aree summarised in Table 1. 

4 .. S N R loss 

Inn this section the behaviour of a digitiser as a function 
off  the incoming SNR is studied and the degradat ion of 

thee SNR for a weak signal is determined. First, we wil l 
discusss a general non-equidistant 2-bit digitiser. From this 
thee result for a 1, a 1.5 and an equidistant 2-bit digitiser 
cann easily be derived. After that, the other digitisers wil l 
bee treated. 

4.1.4.1. Undetected signal 

4.1.1.. General 

Too determine the digitiser efficiency factor r\ for an unde-
tectedd signal, the power (i.e. the variance) during the on-
andd off-pulse after the digit isation should be calculated 
andd compared with the power during the on- and off-pulse 
beforee digitisation. If the input signal is Gaussian and the 
thresholdss and output values are set symmetrically, the 
meann of the digitised signal wil l be zero. The variance is 
calculatedd by integrating the square of the digitised values 
normalisedd with the Gaussian distr ibution function: 

^digg = 0, 

J—J—c c 

Duringg the on-pulse the variance changes slightly to 

r 2 2 

xdig g 
f(x)dx. f(x)dx. 

(30) ) 

(31) ) 

dig,p+n n == O dig.P P ++ CT. dig.n' ' Thee Gaussian distribution func-
tionn becomes wider, but the thresholds remain at their 
originall  positions, determined by the off-pulse variance, 
seee Fig. 2. 

4.1.2.. n-bit digitiser (n < 2) 

Iff  a Gaussian distr ibuted signal with mean /J — 0 and 
variancee a1 is digitised by a non-equidistant 2-bit digitiser 
ass described in the previous section, the mean remains 
zeroo and 

o\Ao)o\Ao) = X\ erf 
(

Z t h h 
++  Xt 11 - e rf 

av/2 2 
(32) ) 

\ay/2\ay/2t t 
Thee relative change in the power of the digitised signal 

iss derived from Eqs. 5 and 32: 

SNRdiKK - —— erf 
ffth ffth 

' P+ + n\/2 2 

(33) ) 
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(c)) Detected signal 
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2-bi tt  ' 

1-bi t t 

-0.1 1 100 0 

SNRS S 

Fig.. 3. Digitised signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the in-
comingg signal-to-noise ratio for several n-bit digitisers in the 
casee of (a) an undetected signal, (b) a detected signal with a x2 

distributionn with k degrees of freedom and (c) a detected signal 
withh a Gaussian distribution. The dashed line is the response 
off  an ideal digitiser 

Thiss curve is displayed in Fig. 3a for the uniform choices of 
Xi,Xi, X2 and xth. For small values of the SNR the digitised 
SNRSNR is linear with the incoming one. Above SNR « 1 the 
curvee levels off. The signal during the on-pulse has become 
soo strong that mostly the outer values ) appear. 

Fromm Eq. 33 the digitiser efficiency factor for a weak 
pulsarr can be approximated by: 

1 1 
"2-bit t 

XX22 — A \ Xth 
(34) ) 

Thee digitiser is usually set according to the off-pulse vari-
ance.. If the requirement of power conservation is met, the 
variancee of the digitised signal is equal to the variance of 
thee off-pulse noise: tr^ = °n-

Thesee equations apply for all n-bit digitisers with 
nn < 2: the equations for an equidistant 2-bit digitiser are 
obtainedd by substituting X\ = X/2 and Xi = 3X/2. A 
1.5-bitt digitiser is obtained after setting X\ = 0 and a 1-
bitt digitiser after X\ = X-2- All results are listed in Table 
1. . 

Fromm Eq. 34 it follows that the digitiser efficiency fac-
torr of a 1-bit digitiser in the case of an undetected signal 
iss zero. The variance of the signal after 1-bit digitisation 
iss equal to X2 — a2 — a2. If the variance of the incom-
ingg signal increases during the on-pulse, the variance of 
thee digitised signal remains the same. The power of the 
digitisedd signal during the on- and off-pulse are equal. A 
1-bitt digitiser with its threshold set at the mean of the 
inputt signal cannot discover whether the signal strength 
changes.. Note that this digitiser can detect such a change 
whenn its threshold is set at another value, e.g. xtu = +tr n. 

Nevertheless,, with a digitiser with its threshold set at 
thee mean of the input signal, it is possible to detect a 
disperseddispersed signal. The process of coherent dedispersion uses 
thee phase information that is stored in the crossings of the 
meann level to partly restore the original pulsed signal. 

4.1.3.. n-bit digitiser (n > 2) 

Wee calculate the digitised variance of an undetected sig-
nall  to determine the dynamic behaviour and the digitiser 
efficiencyy factor of a n-bit digitiser with n > 2: 

' d i g' ' [IN-I)[IN-I)  x2 
l - e rf f 

'kN-l)x'kN-l)xth th 

£ £ 
fc=0 fc=0 

5 I * * erf f (fc+l).Tth h 
ay/2 ay/2 

V§ § 

- e rf f 
kx kx th h 

try/2try/2 J. ' 

(35) ) 

Fromm this the function SNRdig(SNR) can be calculated. 
Thee values for a 4 and 8-bit digitiser are plotted in Fig. 
3a.. The SNR is better preserved than in the 2-bit case and 
thee flattening starts at higher values of the incoming SNR. 
Thee digitiser efficiency factors in Table 1 are calculated by 
usingg a small value of SNR (viz. 10~4). 

4.2.4.2. Detected signal: x2-distribution 

Thee digitiser efficiency factor 7/sq for a detected signal is 
calculatedd by determining the mean and the standard de-
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viationn of the signal after digitisation. 

Jo Jo 

andd the incoming SNR*q is 

SNRSNRsqsq = x -

(36) ) 

(37) ) 

(seee also Eq. 11). The SNR efficiency factor depends on 
thee actual settings. The settings as discussed in Sect. 
3.11 apply to symmetrical distribution functions of the in-
comingg signals and \2-distributions are not symmetrical. 
Nevertheless,, we have derived the efficiency factors using 
thee same settings. The results for a uniform 2-bit digitiser 
aree shown in Fig. 3b. For small values of SNRsq the ef-
ficiencyy is much better than in the undetected case and 
thiss efficiency improves for larger values of k. The k = oo 
linee is identical to the efficiency function for a Gaussian 
distributedd signal. 

Withh these settings the lower levels are hardly if ever 
usedd for small values of k. This is not a very efficient way 
too use a digitiser. PuMa (see Sect. 5) checks if the lowest 
possiblee value of the signal (i.e. zero) is below the lowest 
threshold.. If not, it wil l increase all thresholds such that 
thee lowest threshold is at xth above the zero level (Voute h 
vann Haren 1999). PuMa calculates the total intensity data 
(Stokess I parameter) by performing a Fourier transform 
andd adding the squares of the real and imaginary parts. 
Thee number of degrees of freedom is therefore at least 2. 
Thiss special case is plotted in Fig. 3b with a dotted line. 

4.3.4.3. Detected signal: Gaussian distribution 

4.3.1.. n-bit digitiser (n < 2) 

Duringg the on-pulse the Gaussian distribution function 
shiftss towards higher values. Here, it is neglected that the 
distributionn function becomes also broader. We first dis-
cusss the non-equidistant 2-bit digitiser. 

Thee on-pulse mean of the signal after digitisation are 
givenn by: 

usq q 
(u(usqsq)) = — ; ^ pp ) 2 

2 2 

2 2 

l - e r f ( * t h h 

erf f 
W N / 2 2 

usq q 
^ p p ++ erf 

W^ f f sq q 

erff  ( 

—— erf 
uusq sq 

^ p p [[V2 V2 

CCV2 2 
(39) ) 

wheree erf(—x) = —erf(rr). The signal-to-noise ratio SNRS£ 
cann now be derived. This curve is plotted in Fig. 3c. Again, 
thee efficiency for small values of the SNRsq is better than 

inn the previous case. However, for large values the SNR^ 
iss constant. Only the highest output value will occur and 
thee digitiser is completely saturated. 

Forr a small shift with respect to the threshold level 
(//pp <C Xth), the digitiser efficiency factor is approximated 
by: : 

sq q 
^2-b it t 

X2X2 — X\ 

dig,n n 

(40) ) 

(38)) If the power is conserved, the standard deviation of the 
noisee before and after digitisation is equal: o-s^gn — CT^q. 

Fromm these equations the efficiency functions for a 1, 
aa 1.5 and all 2-bit digitisers can be derived. A 1-bit digi-
tiserr has no difficulty to detect a change in mean of the 
incomingg signal. 

4.3.2.. n-bit digitiser (n > 2) 

Too determine the dynamic behaviour and the digitiser ef-
ficiencyy factor of a n-bit digitiser with n > 2, the digitised 
meann of the detected signal should be calculated: 

^ MM = ) + 

(41) ) 

Thee efficiency functions are plotted in Fig. 3c for a 4 and 
aa 8-bit digitiser. Note that the degradation is very small. 
Thee turning points of all curves are all between an incom-
ingg SNR of 1 to 4. The dynamic range of an 8-bit digitiser 
cann be enormously increased (i.e. this turning point can 
bee shifted to higher values) when the threshold level xth 
andd output value X are chosen as if it were a 4-bit digi-
tiser.. In that case the distance between the thresholds is 
largerr than it is in the normal 8-bit case and the highest 
thresholdd is now at 42.6<rn instead of at 3.91an. The SNR 
wil ll  be slightly more degraded, but the response of the 
digitiserr will be linear up to an incoming signal-to-noise 
ratioo of about 40. 

5.. PuMa measurement s 

Wee have used these equations to verify the operation 
off  PuMa, an almost completely digital pulsar machine, 
whichh is operational at the Westerbork Synthesis Radio 
Telescopee (see Voute et al. (2001) and for a more techni-
call  description: van Haren et al. 2000). 

Inn the first (analog) stage of PuMa an incoming band 
off  10 MHz is 12-bit digitised and sampled at 20 MHz 
(Nyquistt rate). These samples are transferred to a cluster 
off  digital signal processor (DSP) boards. These processors 
havee two modes of operation. 

Modee 0 is a baseband sampling mode. The data are 2, 
44 or 8-bit sampled after a possible bandwidth reduction 
byy a digital Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. PuMa 
usess FIR filters with symmetrical coefficients to preserve 
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Fig.. 4. Ratio of the observed and expected digitised signal-to-
noisee ratio as a function of the incoming signal-to-noise ratio 
forr several n-bit digitisers. The upper panel shows the case 
off  an undetected signal, the lower panel shows the case of a 
detectedd signal. The dashed line indicates a ratio of unity 

thee phase of the signal. The resulting undetected data are 
suitedd for later off-line coherent dedispersion. 

Thee second mode (Mode 1) is a digital filterbank mode, 
inn which temporal resolution is converted to spectral res-
olution.. Each 2n consecutive samples of both polarisa-
tionss are complex Fourier Transformed to get n spec-
trall  channels (n = 16, 32 , . . ., 4096 within 10 MHz). The 
resultingg complex data of both polarisations are (cross-
)multipliedd to get the four Stokes parameters (I, Q, U and 
V).. Consecutive data points can be added per channel to 
smoothh the data and to reduce the effective sampling time. 
Forr each channel the resulting time series are 1, 2, 4 or 8-

bitt digitised and stored. The data from all channels can 
bee added after incoherent dedispersion during the off-line 
dataa reduction. 

5.1.5.1. Undetected signai 

Wee observed rectangular pulses with a known SNR, gen-
eratedd by an artificial pulsar: a noise generator, which can 
bee modulated with a square wave. We performed test runs 
withh PuMa in Mode 0 with 2, 4 and 8-bit digitisation. 
Priorr to each run the digitiser levels were set in a so-called 
pre-run.. In this pre-run PuMa determined the variance of 
thee signal without any modulation and set its thresholds 
equidistantlyy with 

A'n n 
Zthh = m-i i 

(42) ) 

wheree n is the number of bits and Na is the number of 
sigma'ss to map, which can be specified by the user. We 
usedd Nff = 2,2.68,3.94 for the (uniform) 2, 4, 8-bit run. 
respectively.. We used one polarisation and a FIR factor 
2,, i.e. a bandwidth of 5 MHz, because of data-rate con-
straintss for the 8-bit run. 

Inn each run we observed pulses from the artificial pul-
sarr with 11 different signal-to-noise ratios, ranging from 
0.066 to 100. We calculated the observed SNRdig by deter-
miningg the on- and off-pulse variances (Eq. 5). We com-
paredd these ratios with the expected values from the previ-
ouss section. The off-pulse variance in the 4 and 8-bit case 
wass not equal to the expected value of 1. This was prob-
ablyy due to a slight error in the setting of the thresholds 
duringg the pre-run. Therefore, we used the actual values 
off  Xth to determine the SNRdig.exp from Eq. 35. 

Thee ratios of the observed and expected values are 
plottedd in the upper panels of Fig. 4. The observed values 
aree in excellent agreement with the expected values. Only 
thee highest SNR-ratio of the 4-bit run differs by three 
timess the error from unity. The error bars are mainly due 
too the uncertainties in the fit of the SNR of the artificial 
pulsar.. Note that the errors within one run are not inde-
pendent,, since they all include the same error in the fit of 
thee SNR of the artificial pulsar and the error in the off-
pulsee variance determination, which was done only once 
perr run. 

Sincee these observed values are equal to the expected 
ones,, we conclude that there was no significant loss of SNR 
duee to the 12-bit digitising in the first (analog) stage of 
PuMa. . 

5.2.5.2. Detected and smoothed signal 

Wee performed similar Mode 1 runs for 1, 2, 4 and 8-bit 
digitisation.. The incoming band of 10 MHz was split into 
322 channels. The squared data were smoothed by adding 
7688 samples to get a Gaussian distribution. The thresholds 
weree set by changing the scale and offset manually (see the 
PuManual,, Voute & van Haren 1999) until the thresholds 
weree correct for at least one channel. The thresholds could 
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equi i 
Max x 

non n 
JJ & A 

non n 
This s 

equi i 
paper r 

non n 

0.99577 0.9816 0.9674 0.9957 0.967 

XiXi 0.4979 0.4528 0.5419 0.5304 0.524 
XX22 1.494 1.510 1.618 1.591 1.565 

Tablee 2. Settings of a 2-bit digitiser {equidistant and non-
equidistant)) calculated with the method of Max (1976), Jenet 
&&  Anderson (1998) and this paper 

nott be set correctly for all channels at the same time, since 
theyy are set identically for all channels and the bandpass 
off  the artificial pulsar was not flat, e.g. due to aliasing 
effectss in the analog stage. 

Inn each run we observed a signal from the artificial 
pulsarr with 14 different SNRsq levels, ranging from 0.16 
too 14 after squaring and smoothing. Observing higher val-
uess was not useful, since the digitised signal was already 
saturated,, i.e. in the flat part of the curves in Fig. 3c. 

Forr each run we selected the channel for which the 
thresholdss were set optimally. The expected values of the 
signal-to-noisee ratio SNRJJ? were calculated from Eqs. 
399 and 41, where we used the actual setting of xtht which 
wass slightly different from the value in Table 1 for the 4 
andd 8-bit runs. 

Again,, the observed values match the expected ones 
withinn the uncertainties of the test (lower panels of Fig. 
4).. The errors are mainly determined by the inaccuracy in 
thee determination of SNRS£ from our observations. 

6.. Discussion 

Thee settings of a digitiser have been discussed before by 
otherr authors (Max 1976; Jenet & Anderson 1998; Stairs 
ett al. 2000) as have been the effects of digitisation on the 
SNRSNR (Cooper 1970; Jenet & Anderson 1998). Our work 
differss from these earlier works in a few respects. 

Cooperr (1970) describes the effect of the digitisation 
off  two partly coherent signals. These signals z\ and Z2 
aree Gaussian with zero mean and variance a. They can 
bee written as 2i — x -f y\ and 22 = x + yi, where x is 
thee coherent part, with mean zero and variance <J\ and 
y\y\ and 3/2 a re the incoherent parts. The correlation coeffi-
cientt of the two signals is p — a^ja1. Cooper derives that 
forr a weakly correlated signal {a\ < a2) the correlation 
coefficientt after digitising is: 

Pdigg = ctp, (43) 

withh a w 0.88 for a 2-bit digitiser with uniform settings. 
Thiss factor a is also the ratio of the SNR of the digitised 
andd of the undigitised correlated signal. Cooper's theory 

appliess to radio synthesis observations and to pulsar ob-
servationss that digitise undetected data before they are 
coherentlyy dedispersed. 

Thesee pulsar observations are described by Jenet & 
Andersonn (1998). They derive the effect on the SNR due 
too the loss of coherency, i.e. the loss of phase information 
inn the signal. This is different from our theory, which de-
scribess the effect on the SNR due to the loss of amplitude 
information. . 

Forr coherent dedispersion, the theory by Jenet & 
Andersonn needs to be applied when a pulsed signal is dis-
persedd so severely that no modulation is left, e.g. during 
aa low frequency observation with a large bandwidth. If a 
pulsarr signal is not dispersed, e.g. during a high frequency 
observationn with a small bandwidth, our theory should be 
applied.. In all intermediate cases, a combination of both 
theoriess is needed. The Jenet & Anderson theory does not 
deall  with incoherent dedispersion. 

Ourr method of setting the digitiser thresholds and out-
putt values differs from that of Jenet &z Anderson as well. 
Theyy set their thresholds such that a in Eq. 43 is opti-
mised.. Stairs et al. (2000) set their thresholds and output 
valuess by minimising the error in the time-of-arrival of the 
digitisedd pulses. 

Ourr method for setting the digitiser thresholds also dif-
ferss from the method described by Max (1976). He sets the 
thresholdss and output values by minimising the square of 
thee distortion (Eq. 18) with respect to both arth and x^ig. 
Hiss output values Xi are the centroids of the distribution 
functionn f(x) between xth,i and rrth,i+i and his threshold 
valuess rrth,t he in the middle between Xi-\ and Xi. As a 
resultt his output values are not equidistant. Because the 
valuee of X is just a scale factor that is not important for 
thee SNR, we minimise the distortion only to rrth and we 
sett X by requiring power conservation. 

Tablee 2 shows the best settings of an equidistant and a 
non-equidistantt 2-bit digitiser calculated with three differ-
entt methods (Max, Jenet & Anderson and our method). 
Wee conclude that the differences between the methods are 
small. . 
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